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Abstract of the Dissertation 
 
 
 

Empirical Analysis of Disguised Relationships  
between Formal Economy Firms and Informal Economy Enterprises 

 

by 

Hyun Kyu Park 

Fitzwilliam College, 
University of Cambridge 

 

 

Scholarly interest in the informal economy has burgeoned in recent years, in anticipation of 

expanding our knowledge beyond the easily observable organizational life that takes place 

within the formal economic system. In line with this research endeavour, the present work 

represents a focused study of what I have labelled ‘disguised relationships’. These ties result in 

repeated transactions between informal economy enterprises, which fail to comply with certain 

elements of the laws and regulations applying to their operations, and formal firms, which 

operate within the state-sanctioned formal economy. 

 

Drawing on an abductive reasoning process and grounded theory approach, I conduct a case 

study that captures the interactions between two leading cosmetics firms (i.e. formal firms) and 

ten daigou enterprises (i.e. informal enterprises) between 2013 and 2017. The examination of 

multiple data sources (i.e. interviews, news articles and social media observations) suggests that 

the organizational landscape under study differs considerably from the one in which formal 

firms are portrayed as rational choosers of best-performing partners or exploiters of subordinate 

actors within the informal economy. Rather, disguised relationships emerge in a unilateral and 

disguised fashion following the lead of informal enterprises, and formal firms unintentionally 

engage in the unexpected ties. Furthermore, disguised relationships create the image of 

dynamism replete with, metaphorically speaking, give–take, push–pull and chase–evade. 

 

More specifically, the emergent model illustrates the interactive practices through four 

mechanisms: (a) informal enterprises gaining social acceptability from certain society groups 

and acquiring the necessary resources from the members of identity-based groups; (b) drawing 

on this momentum, informal enterprises forming unilateral ties with formal firms in a disguised 
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manner; (c) formal firms counteracting the unexpected ties, with temporary compromising on 

the counteracting efforts; and (d) informal enterprises avoiding the combatting efforts of formal 

firms through socially learnt tactics and leveraging network brokers (i.e. actors sharing the 

same ethnic/cultural backgrounds with informal enterprises while at the same time working for 

formal firms). 

 

This thesis makes contributions to the literature on both interorganizational relationships 

and the informal economy by overcoming the perennial problem of ‘dualism’ that is prevalent 

in the extant work. First, while the subject–object dualism bestows upon formal firms a heroic 

status such that they are conceptualized as rational actors forming interorganizational 

relationships, always on the basis of plans and goals, the current work argues that formal firms 

may participate in unexpected, yet lasting, ties, which requires ongoing situational 

responsiveness. Second, the structure–agency dualism projects the static image in which 

formal firms deliberately establish exploitative ties with structurally isolated informal 

enterprises, whereas the present study suggests that informal enterprises may exercise agency 

to proactively establish or dissolve connections with formal firms and to strengthen or weaken 

the relationships at their discretion. As such, dynamism figures prominently in the 

interorganizational relationships between formal firms and informal enterprises. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The traditional conception of interorganizational relationships as the ties between two or more 

readily strategic and collaborative organizations operating within the state-sanctioned formal 

economy has long prevailed in organization studies. Indeed, the last few decades have seen a 

plethora of formal organizations purposefully forming interorganizational relationships to 

achieve certain collective goals (e.g. Cropper, Ebers, Huxham, & Ring, 2008; Kilduff & Tsai, 2003; 

Koschmann, Kuhn, & Pfarrer, 2012). To accomplish successful interorganizational relationships, 

as Sydow and colleagues (2016: 5) note, organizations engage in a ‘process that starts with 

planning and ends with control’. Organizations seek to choose adequate partners and deselect 

poor performers (Ahuja, Soda, & Zaheer, 2012; Hitt, Dacin, Levitas, Arregle, & Borza, 2000). They 

govern the cooperation through the combination of formal contracts and trust or centralizing 

governance functions to an administrative agent (see, for example, Faems, Maddy, Madhok, & 

Looy, 2008; Malhotra & Lumineau, 2011; Moretti & Zirpoli, 2016; Paquin & Howard-Grenville, 2013; 

Provan & Kenis, 2008). Ongoing assessment is conducted to promote the recurrent cycle of 

negotiations, interactions, learning and adjustments (Doz, 1996; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). Even 

without recourse to such strategic instruments, organizations are likely to cooperate with their 

partners, as they are embedded in relatively ‘closed’ social/institutional contexts: ‘Firms form 

alliances with firms they have prior alliances with or with the partners of their partners’ (Ahuja 

et al., 2012: 439; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Hitt et al., 2000; Krippner et al., 2004). This 

embeddedness prescribes the socially desirable actions in the interorganizational relationship 

context, that is, ‘reciprocal patterns of communication and exchange’ (Dacin, Oliver, & Roy, 2007; 

Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Granovetter, 1985; Powell, 1990: 295). 

 

However, can we still project the image of strategic and collaborative organizations when 

they are brought into contact with ‘informal economy enterprises’? The informal economy is 

generally defined as the realm in which actors fail to comply with certain elements of the laws 

and regulations applying to their operations (Godfrey, 2011; Webb, Ireland, & Ketchen, 2014; Webb, 

Tihanyi, Ireland, & Sirmon, 2009). These informal actors, however, gain legitimacy from certain 

groups by providing legal goods and services in an accessible manner (Bruton, Ireland, & 

Ketchen, 2012; Castro, Khavul, & Bruton, 2014; Godfrey, 2011; Ketchen, Ireland, & Webb, 2014; Pisani 

& Richardson, 2012). Understood as such, the informal economy is different to the criminal 

economy, which is made up of illegal, illegitimate and anti-social activities (Webb et al., 2014). 
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Management researchers increasingly suggest that the informal economy is the untapped 

‘frontier of the management domain’, in which 50 per cent of GDP in developing countries, and 

as high as 20 per cent in developed countries, have been generated in recent years (Cantens, 

Ireland, & Raballand, 2015; La Porta & Shleifer, 2008; Schneider, 2015; Webb, Bruton, Tihanyi, & 

Ireland, 2013). Indeed, several formal organizations have lasting production, distribution or 

marketing relationships with informal economy enterprises (Academy of Management, 2012; 

Bruton et al., 2012: 1; Castro et al., 2014; Darbi, Hall, & Knott, 2016). Notably, many of these 

boundary-spanning ties are what I call ‘disguised formal–informal organization relationships’ 

(hereafter, disguised relationships), which informal economy enterprises form in a unilateral 

fashion and formal organizations haphazardly involve. 

 

While we know much about the interorganizational practices enacted in collaborative ties 

within the formal economy (e.g. alliances, joint ventures and networks), we know virtually 

nothing about those that unfold in the disguised relationships in which formal organizations, 

both unintentionally and unauthorized, engage haphazardly. This is far from negligible. For 

example, one baby formula manufacturer based in Australia ultimately halved its profit outlook 

and changed its chief executive officer, since it was trying to dissolve its disguised relationships 

with informal enterprises (LaFrenz, 2017). According to a local South Korean newspaper (Choi, 

2015), many cosmetics firms struggled with severe profit declines after informal enterprises 

were banned from visiting South Korea. In addition, current theoretical insights into the 

effective management of collaborative ties may find it difficult to explain what goes on in the 

disguised relationships; while the extant theoretical insights presuppose knowledgeable, 

rational and goal-directed formal organizations, the reality that the disguised relationships 

capture seems to represent unpredictable and messy contexts in which ignorance, chance and 

in situ responses underlie the rules of the game (Chia & Holt, 2009; MacKay & Chia, 2013; 

Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). It is therefore of both theoretical 

and empirical importance that I explore the interorganizational practices that take place in the 

disguised relationships. In this thesis, I address this theoretical and empirical blind spot by 

asking: ‘How do actors in formal economy firms and informal economy enterprises establish, 

sustain and dissolve interorganizational relationships?’ 

 

To delve into the disguised relationships, I conducted a case study that captured the 

interactions between two leading South Korean cosmetics firms and ten daigou enterprises 
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between 2013 and 2017.1 In the early 2010s, millions of daigou enterprises, mostly operated by 

members of Chinese ethnic communities based in South Korea, began to purchase Korean 

cosmetics from local stores and re-sell them to consumers on mainland China. Most daigou 

agents were informal economy enterprises that failed to register their businesses, skirted 

customs duties and appropriated cosmetics firms’ intangible resources (e.g. brand image and 

marketing infrastructure). Since daigou enterprises purchased the cosmetics from official, local 

stores as common consumers in disguise and advertised and resold the goods through 

clandestine distribution channels, the cosmetics firms haphazardly engaged in these 

marketing/distribution/retail relationships. The trade volume that the daigou commerce 

captured was so large that, according to a local newspaper (Choi, 2015), daigou enterprises 

exported to China at least twice as many cosmetics as Korean firms did; around this period the 

Korean cosmetics industry was the second largest exporter to China (Lee, 2016). Through the 

purchase and re-sale of Korean cosmetics, daigou enterprises obviously contributed to an 

increase in the sales of cosmetics firms; yet, the firms were ambivalent about the daigou agents. 

This was because daigou commerce might damage the firms’ pricing strategies and brand image. 

As such, the interorganizational relationships between the cosmetics firms and daigou 

enterprises unfolded in a dynamic manner in which each party carried out actions in response 

to the actions of one another. 

 

There are some points that should be noted about the terms used in this work, as I deal with 

several terms that are conceptually or empirically less well known. First, to draw a clear line 

between firms within the formal economy and the informal economy, I refer to the former as 

‘formal firms’ and the latter as ‘informal enterprises’. Second, firms and enterprises are often 

personified throughout this thesis. In many cases, therefore, firms and enterprises should be 

read as the member(s) of firms/enterprises. Third, I label the ties between formal firms and 

informal enterprises as ‘formal–informal organization relationships’. Fourth, I use ‘disguised 

relationship(s)’ to indicate the particular type of formal–informal organization relationship, 

which is the main subject of this thesis. Fifth, as ‘daigou’ is a Chinese word and concept, it is not 

readily translated into English. Daigou, in the Chinese linguistic context, can mean daigou as 

commercial work; as individuals doing it; or as enterprises in which a group of people are doing 

                                       
1 Daigou, a Chinese word, is roughly translated as ‘buying on behalf of others’. It emerges as a personal 

shopping solution by which a service user can purchase a needed item without shopping him/herself. 
Daigou service providers, in general, are based outside China and do cross-border shopping from local 
stores for residents on mainland China. 
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it. In this thesis, I use daigou as a descriptive word (e.g. daigou work and daigou enterprise). 

Finally, as mentioned above, daigou enterprises are often personified to indicate a person doing 

daigou work. 

 

The following chapters are organized into seven parts. Chapter Two provides the theoretical 

underpinnings of this work by (a) conceptualizing the disguised relationships; (b) reviewing the 

extant literature on interorganizational relationships that take place within the boundaries of 

the formal and informal economy; (c) highlighting research gaps; and (d) building a theoretical 

lens that guides the examination of the research question. In the third chapter, I describe the 

ontological-cum-epistemological assumption that guides the way in which I view the 

phenomenon of interest and I justify the emerging knowledge claims. Chapter Four then 

presents a methodological framework by outlining the data collection and analysis processes, 

drawing on the abductive reasoning approach and grounded theory approach. Chapter Five 

describes the emergent findings, from which I develop a processual model of disguised 

relationships. The comprehensive discussion of the findings and the model is presented in 

Chapter Six. I conclude by providing a brief summary of this work and discussing the limitations 

of this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

 

 

 

This chapter presents the theoretical foundations of the current work. First, I 

define the key concepts used throughout this thesis. Second, this chapter 

reviews relevant, previous literature on interorganizational relationships within 

the formal and informal economies. Third, I suggest research gaps and define the 

research question. Finally, I highlight the theoretical lens that I worked with to 

explore the phenomenon of interest. 
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2.1. Defining Disguised Formal–Informal Organization Relationships 
 

Organizational researchers rarely draw rigid distinctions between various forms of 

interorganizational relationship. For example, partnerships, strategic alliances, networks and 

interorganizational relationships are used interchangeably in common parlance (Cropper et al., 

2008; Provan, Fish, & Sydow, 2007). Some researchers represent interorganizational 

relationships as dyadic ties, whereas others conceptualize them as broader organizational 

forms encompassing more than two organizations (cf. Kenis & Oerlemans, 2008; Makadok & Coff, 

2009; Powell, 1990; Williamson, 1991). As Provan and colleagues (2007: 481) correctly point out, 

students of interorganizational relationships encounter ‘multiple definitions and a tangle of 

meanings’. As a result of this manifold terminology, I lay the conceptual groundwork for 

distinguishing one form of interorganizational relationship from others, to the extent that it can 

accommodate hitherto neglected boundary spanning relationships between formal firms and 

informal enterprises (i.e. formal–informal organization relationships). 

 

To explore the conception of formal–informal organization relationships, in general, and 

disguised relationships, in particular, I first elucidate the definition of interorganizational 

relationship, informal economy and informal enterprise, in turn. Interorganizational 

relationships refer to the relatively enduring activities, transactions, flows and linkages that 

occur between two or more organizations, whether they be firms, governments or civil societies 

(Koschmann et al., 2012; Oliver, 1990; Podolny & Page, 1998). It is therefore an umbrella term that 

encompasses alliances, joint ventures, consortia, networks and many others. While 

organizational studies have traditionally focused on the cooperative arrangements within 

formal institutional boundaries (e.g. laws and regulations), organization researchers have 

increasingly called for interorganizational relationships to be examined within ‘informal 

economy’ contexts (e.g. Darbi et al., 2016; Ketchen, Ireland, & Webb, 2014; Portes & Schauffler, 

1993). The informal economy is generally defined as the set of activities that are illegal in terms 

of laws and regulations, yet socially acceptable to certain groups (Godfrey, 2011; Webb et al., 2014, 

2009). Every society embodies the ‘gap between what is legal in a society and what some large 

groups consider to be legitimate in that society’, and such misalignment gives rise to the 

informal economy (Webb et al., 2009: 492; Williams & Horodnic, 2015). Understood as such, 

informal enterprises refer to businesses of any size that fail to comply with certain elements of 

the laws and regulations applying to their operations, but which attain legitimacy from certain 

groups by providing legal goods and services in an accessible manner (Bruton et al., 2012; Castro 

et al., 2014; Godfrey, 2011; Ketchen et al., 2014; Pisani & Richardson, 2012). Notably, informal 
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economy researchers have sought to draw a line between informal enterprises and criminals. 

Webb and colleagues (2014), for example, conceptualize informal actors as those who carry out 

illegal yet legitimate activities, and criminals as those who engage in illegal, illegitimate and 

anti-social activities. Godfrey (2011) further clarifies that illegal activities are subject to civil law, 

which seeks to redress wrongdoers by coercing compensation, whereas criminal activities are 

subject to criminal law, the goal of which is to punish wrongdoers. With this background, I define 

the formal–informal organization relationships as follows: 

 

The repeating activities, transactions, flows and linkages that occur between two or more 

organizations within formal and informal economies. 

 

To further define the characteristic and scope of each interorganizational relationship, I 

develop three key dimensions,2 building on Barringer and Harrison’s (2000) and Kilduff and 

Tsai’s (2003) studies of formal interorganizational relationships and Godfrey’s (2011) research on 

the informal economy (see Table 1). First, goal directedness distinguishes between the types of 

interorganizational relationship that are formed to achieve certain goals and those that emerge 

serendipitously. A case in point is Kilduff and Tsai’s (2003: 88) ‘goal-directed’ and ‘serendipitous’ 

networks; the former is formed with collective goals and the latter ‘develop haphazardly from 

the interactions of individual actors’. In contrast, alliances are generally formed with specific 

purposes, such as developing technology in collaboration or easing market penetration (Das, 

Sen, & Sengupta, 1998). The formal–informal organization relationships, as Chen (2006: 7) notes, 

are often formed by goal-directed formal firms that seek to increase competitiveness ‘by 

promoting informal production and employment relationships with subordinated economic 

units and workers’. However, goal-directed formal–informal arrangements constitute ‘only a 

small portion of the informal economy as a whole’ (Williams, 2004, p.14, cited in Jones, Ram, & 

Edwards, 2006: 360). Consider, for example, daigou agents who purchase products as disguised 

consumers from the official stores of manufacturers and then advertise/re-sell/distribute the 

purchased items to their own customers. Taken at face value, the relationships between daigou 

agents and manufacturers represent customer–firm relationships. Disguised in the ties, 

however, are marketing, buyer–seller and distribution relationships, whether the 

                                       
2 As these dimensions envisage ideal forms of interorganizational relationship, they should not be read as 
the all-encompassing frame of reference; some exceptions found in empirical realities are inevitably left 
uncaptured. 
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manufacturers authorize it or not. From the manufacturers’ perspective, this type of relationship 

emerges haphazardly and it is ‘not clear who the employer is, what rights the [party involved] 

has, and who is responsible for securing these rights’ (Chen, 2006: 8). I refer to these 

relationships as disguised relationships (i.e. disguised formal–informal organization 

relationships). 

 
Table 1. Types of interorganizational relationship 

 
 

Relationship Form Goal Directedness Central Agent Reciprocity Recent Exemplars 

Alliance Formed  
purposively 

Coordinated by all 
participants 

Balanced 
reciprocity 

Dacin et al., 2007; 
Faems et al., 2008; 
Feller et al., 2013; 
Min, 2017 
 

Goal-directed 
network 

Formed  
purposively 

Coordinated by a 
central agent 

Balanced 
reciprocity 

Lingo & O’Mahony, 
2010; Moretti & 
Zirpoli, 2016; 
Paquin & Howard-
Grenville, 2013; 
Provan, Fish, & 
Sydow, 2007 
 

Serendipitous 
network 

Emerged 
serendipitously 

Coordinated by all 
participants 

Balanced 
reciprocity 

Håkansson & Ford, 
2002; Human & 
Provan, 2000; 
Kilduff & Tsai, 2003; 
Mizruchi & Stearns, 
2001 
 

Goal-directed 
formal–informal 
organization 
relationships 
 

Formed  
purposively 

Coordinated by 
brokers 

Negative 
reciprocity 

Darbi et al., 2016; 
Goto & Endo, 2014; 
Holt & Littlewood, 
2014; Williams & 
Horodnic, 2015 
 

Disguised 
formal–informal 
organization 
relationships 

Emerged 
serendipitously 

The presence of a 
central agent or 
supervisory firm is 
unclear 

Negative 
reciprocity is 
assumed 

De Castro et al., 
2008; Han et al., 
2015; Lee et al., 
2014; Webb et al., 
2009 
 

 

 

Second, interorganizational relationships differ in the presence of a central administrative 

agent. While researchers refer to such a central agent using different terms (e.g. lead 

organization, orchestrator and broker), it figures commonly in the control and coordination of 

goal-directed networks within the formal economy, for example, research consortia and 

industrial symbiosis (Dhanasai & Parkhe, 2006; Paquin & Howard-Grenville, 2013). Likewise, goal-

directed formal–informal organization relationships are known to be governed by middlemen, 
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such as informal subcontractors and sweatshop owners (Holt & Littlewood, 2014; Portes & Haller, 

2005; Portes & Sassen-Koob, 1987). In contrast, alliances and serendipitous networks rely on ‘the 

involvement and commitment of all, or a significant subset of’ relationship participants in 

governing their cooperation, rather than centralizing the governance function to a central agent 

(Barringer & Harrison, 2000; Provan & Kenis, 2008: 234).  

 

Finally, reciprocity plays a significant role in separating out interorganizational 

relationships within the formal economy from those straddling both the formal and informal 

sectors. Interorganizational relationships within the formal economy feature balanced 

reciprocity that refers to relatively altruistic exchanges between the members of loosely coupled 

social networks (Godfrey, 2011; Henry, 1987). As formal organizations are embedded in relatively 

closed social/institutional contexts, they tend to be reciprocal and follow the norm: ‘Cooperation 

in today’s games is a signal of future cooperation’ (Burt, 1999; Das & Teng, 1997; Provan & Kenis, 

2008; Smith-Doerr & Powell, 2005). Pieces of empirical evidence suggest that formal–informal 

organization relationships, in general, and disguised relationships, in particular, are 

characterized by negative reciprocity, which refers to impersonal exchanges between strangers, 

each of whom is ‘looking to maximize utility at the other's expense’ (Gaughan & Ferman, 1987; 

Sahlins, 1972: 195). For example, formal firms often defer payments to informal enterprises 

without agreement, and informal businesses appropriate the resources of formal firms (see, for 

example, Darbi et al., 2016; De Castro et al., 2008; Webb et al., 2009). 

 

In summary, the disguised relationships that this work places under the microscope are 

characterized by: (a) repeating activities, transactions and ties taking place between formal 

organizations and informal enterprises; (b) serendipitous emergence that formal organizations 

neither intended nor permitted; and (c) non-reciprocal, self-interested actions, generally 

observed in transactions between strangers. In what follows, I review the literature on 

interorganizational relationships within the formal economy and those across the formal and 

informal economies. I then present research gaps that have yet to receive scholarly attention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(Continued on next page) 
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2.2. Previous Research 
 

Academic interest in interorganizational relationships has exploded in recent decades and, 

accordingly, an extensive body of knowledge has been accumulated. This sub-chapter reviews 

the scholarly work on (a) how organizations develop successful and effective 

interorganizational relationships, (b) how interorganizational relationships are initiated, 

developed and terminated over time and (c) how interorganizational relationships between 

formal firms and informal enterprises unfold. Not only do these three bodies of literature lay the 

theoretical groundwork on which I shall explore my research question (i.e. the unfolding of 

disguised relationships), but they also allow me to identify the theoretical gaps that this work 

will fill. Indeed, the review of the extant literature brings into the foreground key concepts (i.e. 

negotiation, operation, maintenance, dissolution and assessment) and presuppositions (e.g. 

superordinate formal firms and subordinate informal enterprises) that seem to fall short of 

explaining the practices enacted within disguised relationships. 

 

2.2.1 Interorganizational relationships within the formal economy 
 

During the past few decades, the number of interorganizational relationships has exploded such 

that boundary-spanning collaboration is now considered a key strategic means of 

organizational success (Duschek, 2004; Faems et al., 2008). Traditionally, scholarly interest has 

converged on content-related subjects such as motives, determinants and anticipated outcomes 

of relationship formation: why organizations form collaborative relationships; what factors 

influence the relationship formation; and what outcomes are anticipated from the 

interorganizational cooperation (Ahuja et al., 2012; Ireland, Hitt, & Vaidyanath, 2002). Accordingly, 

different theoretical approaches have provided a variety of insights into such lines of inquiry. It 

has been suggested that organizations form boundary-spanning relationships in anticipation of 

minimizing transactions costs (i.e. search/contracting/monitoring/enforcing costs), 

maximizing the value of resources through the optimal resource combination across 

cooperative ties and acquiring knowledge from relationship partners (Das & Teng, 2000a; Dyer & 

Chu, 2003; Inkpen, 2000). 

 

More recently, researchers have increasingly paid attention to managerial issues: namely, 

how organizations develop successful and effective interorganizational relationships (e.g. 

Faems et al., 2008; Ireland et al., 2002; Kale & Singh, 2007; Sydow et al., 2016). This shift in 

emphasis has progressed in both depth and breadth, as numerous pieces of evidence suggest 
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that many collaborative ties fail to achieve the anticipated outcomes. As soon as organizations 

become involved in relationships with other actors, a variety of uncertainties arise from 

environmental and human factors, often triggering ‘major changes or dissolutions of alliances 

that are unplanned from the perspective of one or more partners’ (Das & Teng, 2000b: 77; Ring & 

Van De Ven, 1994; Schrank & Whitford, 2011). As such, scholars have delved into the ways through 

which the uncertainties inherent in interorganizational relationships can be effectively 

managed.  

 

First, successful interorganizational relationships are accomplished by tackling ‘selection’ 

issues, that is, the choices of adequate partners and governance mechanisms. Specifically, 

partner selection is an imperative cornerstone of effective access to complementary resources, 

organizational learning and relationship governance (Hitt et al., 2000; Janowicz-Panjaitan & 

Noorderhaven, 2009). Therefore, organizations seek to select superior partners and constantly 

keep their scope of relationships closed by excluding substandard performers (Kilduff & Tsai, 

2003; Sydow et al., 2016). In addition to partner selection, organizations need to choose suitable 

mechanisms that will control and coordinate interorganizational activities. For example, parties 

to a given interorganizational relationship attempt to mitigate the problems of misaligned 

incentives, expectations and behaviours through effective governance forms that feature the 

balanced combination of legally binding contracts and trust (e.g. Bachmann & Inkpen, 2011; 

Faems et al., 2008; Malhotra & Lumineau, 2011). Particularly in extensive networks, organizations 

constantly maintain cohesive ties (i.e. network closure), or centralize governance functions to a 

single administrative organization, in order to facilitate governance (Coleman, 1990; Gargiulo & 

Benassi, 2000; Moretti & Zirpoli, 2016; Paquin & Howard-Grenville, 2013; Provan & Kenis, 2008). In 

addition, as Makadok and Coff (2009) put it, the optimal combination of asset ownership, 

authority structure and incentive schemes serves as a key to successful governance (see also 

Dacin et al., 2007; Gulati & Singh, 1998). 

 

Second, equally important to the selection issues is the ongoing assessment of parties within 

a given interorganizational relationship. Sydow and colleagues (2016: 19) refer to such a 

procedure as ‘monitoring and assessing the contributions of individual partners to the common 

good, the performance of the whole network [and] compliance with the contractual arrangement 

or the achieved level of trust’. Assessment is of significance particularly in contemporary 

organizational life in which organizations are confronted by a variety of uncertainties. In 

turbulent circumstances, neither goals nor plans can be clearly established from the beginning 
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(de Rond & Bouchikhi, 2004). As such, organizations must evaluate and re-evaluate their 

partners’ efficiency, competencies and trustworthiness so as to flexibly adjust their 

expectations and directions in the course of cooperation (Doz, 1996; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). 

 

2.2.2 The developmental process of interorganizational relationships within the formal 

economy 

 

Although different terminology is used for the study of interorganizational relationships in 

different disciplines, there seems to be growing consensus that three governance mechanisms 

(i.e. market, hierarchical and hybrid forms) define the range of inter-firm relationships (Heide, 

1994). Researchers have suggested that interorganizational relationships are positioned on a 

continuum, where market-mediated relations lie at one end and hierarchical relations are 

positioned at the other.3 In between these two extremes are hybrid forms – or strategic alliances 

– that combine market and bureaucratic elements (e.g. Haugland, 1999; Joskow, 2008; Olk, 1999; 

Todeva & Knoke, 2005). When firms engage in transactions with other parties, any of these three 

mechanisms are employed to coordinate the resource allocation and safeguard the systematic 

share of benefits arising from their collective activities (Todeva & Knoke, 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
 

                                       
3 Although some researchers have discussed ‘true’ hybrid form that is ‘market-like in some dimensions 
while simultaneously hierarchy-like in others’ (Makadok & Coff, 2009: 297), such interorganizational 
relationships are beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Table 2. The developmental process of interorganizational relationships 
 

Researchers The Developmental Process of Interorganizational Relationships 
 

Dwyer and colleagues (1987) 
 

Awareness > Exploration > Expansion > Commitment > Dissolution 
 

Kanter (1994) Courtship > Engagement > Housekeeping > Compatibility > Dissolution 
 

Heide (1994) Relationship initiation > Relationship maintenance > Relationship 
termination 
 

Ring and Van De Ven (1994) Negotiations > Commitments > Executions (Assessments underpin all phases) 
 

Wilson (1995) Search and selection > Defining purpose > Boundary definition > Value 
creation > Hybrid stability 
 

Batonda and Perry (2003) Searching processes > Starting processes > Development processes > 
Maintenance processes > Termination processes 
 

 

Interorganizational relationships, whether engaged in market transactions or non-market 

arrangements, progress from a starting point to an end point. Although the detail of each 

relationship’s developmental process varies depending on the form of governance (Heide, 1994), 

a common set of stages through which transacting parties progress can be identified. Table 2 

outlines how scholars have viewed the developmental process of interorganizational 

relationships. 

 

As there are differences between the received interorganizational relationship frameworks, 

here I present five stages by incorporating the previous work described in Table 2. These stages 

comprise (a) negotiation, (b) operation, (c) maintenance, (d) dissolution and (e) assessment. In 

the negotiation stage firms search and recognize appropriate partners. The parties involved in 

a potential interorganizational relationship then approach and develop joint expectations about 

motivations, trust, possible investments or exchanges and future outcomes (Dwyer et al., 1987; 

Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). The parties arrange and, in the face of conflict, rearrange tasks to be 

performed, work routines to be followed, mutual goals to be aimed for and activities to be 

conducted jointly (Doz, 1996; Dwyer et al., 1987; Wilson, 1995). At this point, however, 

interorganizational relationships are susceptible to early termination because of the minimal 

investment made, a low degree of interdependence and/or uncertainties associated with the 

other parties’ trustworthiness (Dwyer et al., 1987; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). In the operation stage, 

‘the commitments and rules of action are carried into effect; the parties … buy materials, pay the 
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amounts agreed upon, and otherwise administer whatever is needed to execute the agreement’ 

(Ring & Van De Ven, 1994: 98).. Predictability of interactions, familiarity and interdependence 

among parties increase gradually (Das & Teng, 2002; Dwyer et al., 1987; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). 

In the maintenance phase, interorganizational relationships begin to produce the outcomes and 

values created by the joint efforts (Wilson, 1995). If the parties are satisfied with the achievement, 

the interorganizational relationship is likely to be stable, with increased commitment to the 

relationship (Batonda & Perry, 2003). This leads to increased relationship-specific investments 

and a better understanding for each party (Helper & Levine, 1992). Ring and Van de Ven (Ring & 

Van De Ven, 1994), however, proposed that long-term relationships inevitably face 

misunderstandings, conflicts and changing expectations between the transacting parties. While 

a successful renegotiation of incompatibility ensures ongoing relationships, its failure leads the 

parties to the dissolution phase. In the dissolution stage, parties weigh up the benefits of 

maintaining the relationship against those of terminating it (Batonda & Perry, 2003). However, 

termination does not necessarily take place as the result of a relationship’s substandard 

performance or a breach in agreements; often it is the achievement of initial objectives that 

promotes the relationship’s dissolution (Das & Teng, 2002; Dwyer et al., 1987; Ring & Van De Ven, 

1994). Finally, the parties involved in the interorganizational relationship repeatedly conduct 

the assessment of each partner throughout the course of the collaboration (Ring & Van De Ven, 

1994; Wang & Zajac, 2007; Wilson, 1995). In doing so, parties are able to safeguard efficient, fair 

and successful transactions (Doz, 1996). 

 

Existing studies have provided a basis on which to understand the developmental process of 

several interorganizational relationships. However, we know little about how disguised 

relationships are established, developed and changed over time. 

 

2.2.3. Interorganizational relationships extending across formal and informal economies  
 

The informal economy has long thrived around the world. According to Schneider (2015), the 

activities taking place in the informal economy were estimated to account for 18 per cent of the 

gross domestic product (GDP) in European countries in 2015. Likewise, other researchers 

estimated that informal activities have made up approximately 50 per cent of GDP in developing 

countries and as high as 20 per cent in developed countries in recent years (e.g. Cantens, Ireland, 

& Raballand, 2015; La Porta & Shleifer, 2008; Webb, Bruton, Tihanyi, & Ireland, 2013). Despite the 

persistence and prosperity of the informal economy, it is only in recent years that management 
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scholarship has begun to delve into the informal economy (see, for example, Academy of 

Management, 2012; Bruton et al., 2012; Ketchen et al., 2014). More importantly, particularly within 

the research domain of interorganizational relationships, the informal economy has remained 

understudied (Castro et al., 2014; Darbi et al., 2016; Portes & Schauffler, 1993). 

 

A small body of literature on formal–informal organization relationships has based its 

perspective mostly on structuralism (Godfrey, 2011; Jones et al., 2006; Williams, Nadin, & Rodgers, 

2012). Seen through a structuralist lens, there are structurally isolated informal enterprises on 

one side and structurally central formal organizations on the other, which together comprise 

the globally linked economy (Carr & Chen, 2002; Castells & Portes, 1989; Chen, 2006; Venkatesh, 

2006). Accordingly, it has been suggested that informal enterprises are kept out of the main 

socio-economic infrastructures and have no other options than to engage in low-paid, ‘labor-

intensive activities, without job security’, whereas formal organizations ‘enjoy high wages, 

social security, vacation, pension, and employment security’ (Godfrey, 2011; Maloney, 1999: 276). 

The structural constraints further place informal enterprises in a subservient status, to the 

extent that offering low-cost goods and services to formal organizations is a defining condition 

of their existence (Davis, 2006; Jones et al., 2006). As opposed to informal enterprises, formal 

organizations take the superordinate structural position that always allows them to exploit 

informal actors. The vertical subcontracting straddling the informal economy is pervasive 

across several industrial sectors (e.g. garments, cosmetics, automobile and electronic industries) 

and increasingly operates across national boundaries (Beneria, 1989; Carr & Chen, 2002). One of 

the most representative examples is found in supply-chain networks where ‘larger formal 

businesses typically subcontract to smaller businesses and workers in the informal sector, 

which then find themselves in a subordinate role’ (Chen, 2006; Darbi et al., 2016: 5; Williams et 

al., 2012). Retailing firms often reach small markets in a cost-saving manner by distributing 

goods via informal enterprises instead of allocating a dedicated sales force in the target markets 

(Holt & Littlewood, 2014; Portes & Sassen-Koob, 1987). For construction firms, informal 

enterprises and outworkers serve as the main labour pools that allow firms to maintain a small 

regular workforce (McGahan, 2012; Raijman, 2001). Such a wide range of instances, in turn, brings 

into question how formal firms build linkages with the informal enterprises existing outside the 

social/institutional boundary in which the formal organizations are embedded. The extant 

literature highlights the role of the ‘broker’ in connecting formal and informal organizations; 

various types of broker (e.g. informal subcontractors and sweatshop owners) provide access to 

hundreds of millions of unregistered homeworkers, immigrant workers and street vendors 
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(Chen, 2006; Holt & Littlewood, 2014; Portes & Haller, 2005; Portes & Sassen-Koob, 1987). For 

example, multinationals in the footwear industry ‘subcontract specific products to formal 

domestic firms; the latter, in turn, subcontract the more labour-intensive parts to informal 

sweat-shops [that] turn to industrial homeworkers’ (Portes & Sassen-Koob, 1987: 40). 

 

While the extant literature provides rich evidence for understanding the formal–informal 

organization relationships, drawing on the structuralist perspective, it represents ‘only a small 

portion of the informal economy as a whole’ (Williams, 2004, p.14, cited in Jones et al., 2006: 360). 

More importantly, as Webb and colleagues (2013: 598) point out, ‘the vast majority of this research 

has focused on phenomenological and issue-based questions without theoretical underpinning’. 

For these reasons, further theoretical and empirical exploration of formal–informal 

organization relationships is needed. 

 

 

2.3. Research Gap and Research Question 

 

I now draw attention to some distinctive gaps that have become salient during a close reading 

of the extant literature. First, the extant research, in general, tends to place the analytical focus 

on interorganizational relationships as a discrete ‘entity’ rather than as something actors do. In 

other words, alliances, joint ventures or networks are nothing more than a form of organization 

or, as Cropper and colleagues (2008) labelled it, an interorganizational ‘entity’ (see also Podolny 

& Page, 1998; Sparrowe, 2005). This entity-based research tradition brings about two types of 

dualism that, arguably, hinder the comprehensive understanding of empirical realities. On the 

one hand, the entitative approach draws a marked line between the subject–object relation, such 

that organizations are portrayed as invariably strategic actors forming collaborative 

relationships ‘in the name of goals’ on the basis of rational planning (Chia & Holt, 2008; March, 

1972: 420; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). On the other hand, the entity-based view heightens the 

separation of structuralist determinism and individualism (Nash, 2003; Sandberg & Dall’Alba, 

2009). As I intimated above, much of the research on the formal–informal organization 

relationships gives primacy to structuralism for which informal enterprises are a marginalized 

population acquiescent to structural constraints, and pays little attention to individual free will 

(Baber, 1991; Chen, 2006; Mayhew, 1980). As such, emerging from the entitative approach is the 

image of power inequalities between ‘centrally located’ formal organizations and ‘peripheral’ 

informal enterprises; the former is purposeful, rationalistic and powerful, whereas the latter is 
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constrained, dependent and powerless (Stevenson & Greenberg, 2000). However, the reality that 

the informal economy captures is far from simple; it contains diverse actors, many of whom are 

neither disadvantaged nor readily endure the exploitation of larger organizations (Jones et al., 

2006; Morales & Cross, 2007; Williams et al., 2012). Rather, many informal enterprises conduct 

illegal businesses to pursue, for example, leisure time, aesthetic interest, religious values and 

good deeds for their acquaintances (Godfrey, 2011; Webb et al., 2009). To do justice to the real 

processes unfolding in the formal–informal organization relationships, we need to deviate from 

the entitative perspective by placing the focus of analysis on everyday interorganizational 

activities and processes in which actors really engage (for recent call for the procuessual 

approach, see Darbi et al., 2016; Godfrey, 2011). 

 

The second blind spot follows from the above-mentioned dualism that bestows upon formal 

firms a ‘heroic’ status, to the extent that they are conceptualized as ‘knowledgeable agents who, 

being in possession of clear purposes … and technological means, can bring about intended 

outcomes’ (Chia & Holt, 2009: 160; MacKay & Chia, 2013). Indeed, the extant literature focuses 

primarily on the contexts in which superordinate formal firms deliberately establish ties with 

subordinate informal enterprises, in order to ‘lower their wage (labour) costs and enhance their 

ability to adjust cheaply and quickly to shifts in demand’ (Beneria, 1989: 228). However, as a 

recent practice-turn in strategy highlights, formal organizations often encounter ambiguous 

and unpredictable situations that leave little room for purposeful strategic plans and conscious 

assessments and, instead, require immanent strategies that ‘emerges non-deliberately through 

everyday practical coping’ (Chia & Holt, 2006: 635; Vaara & Whittington, 2012). Disguised 

relationships between formal firms and informal enterprises represent perhaps the most salient 

contexts, which do not lend themselves to rational planning and assessment, for example, 

choosing partners, designing governance structures and evaluating partners’ performance. 

Consider, for example, the relationship between music companies and Napster, the well-

documented exemplar of informal economy enterprises (see, for example, Godfrey, 2011; Webb et 

al., 2009). Although music companies do not permit the practice, Napster cuts into the 

distribution chains and makes music products available for free to their own service users using 

music file-sharing technology. In other words, it may not be the formal organizations but the 

informal enterprises who unilaterally develop interorganizational ties. Moreover, trust-based 

governance might hardly be realized because informal enterprises routinize ‘lying’, ‘strategic 

deception’ or ‘stratagem’ to avoid the monitoring of state enforcement agents (Freedman, 2013; 

Jenkins & Delbridge, 2017; Patwardhan, Noble, & Nishihara, 2009). For example, informal 
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enterprises enact deceitful tactics, such as failing to record transactions; undervaluing the cost 

of products on shipping documents; and hiring illegal immigrants on an off-the-books basis (see, 

for example, Ghezzi, 2010; Han et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2014). This implies that informal 

enterprises are likely to present a low degree of transparency (i.e. availability and quality of 

organization-specific information to outsiders) and trustworthiness (i.e. trustees’ perceived 

competency, benevolence and integrity), each of which serves as a key antecedent of 

interorganizational trust (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; Schnackenberg & Tomlinson, 2016; 

Wyld, 2009). In addition, the ongoing evaluation of partners, a key strategy to successful 

interorganizational relationships, may hardly be practiced because, as Webb and colleagues 

(2009: 501) note, the exact goings-on of informal activities are only known to informal actors 

sharing the same ‘collective identity that is outside formal institutions’ and rarely accessible to 

outsiders (i.e. formal organizations). As such, formal organizations often fail to assess the harm 

and value that informal enterprises create; for example, it is controversial whether piracy 

benefits formal organizations or not (e.g. De Castro et al., 2008; Hong, 2013; Webb et al., 2009). On 

the whole, the interplay of formal organizations and informal enterprises is likely to unfold in a 

non-linear, chaotic manner. We therefore need to look beyond the romantic image in which 

formal organizations are equipped with ‘awareness, choice, intention and control’ and take 

seriously a messy organizational life where ‘ignorance, chance, unintended consequences and 

in situ responses’ play out (MacKay & Chia, 2013; Weick et al., 2005). 

 

Finally, previous research regards informal actors as a marginalized population without a 

voice, for whom providing labour-intensive work to exploitative formal organizations is a last-

resort measure for survival. This structuralist view discounts human agency, that is, the 

capability of informal actors to pursue their interests and desires, and to shape advantageous 

circumstances (Ahuja et al., 2012; Battilana, 2006; Sewell, 1992). Indeed, recent entrepreneurship 

studies have asserted that a considerable portion of informal actors is neither as disadvantaged 

nor submissive as depicted by the structuralists. Rather, many informal ‘entrepreneurs’ are 

opportunity-seeking in nature so that they join the informal economy volitionally to, for 

example, exploit business opportunities, develop new career paths or enjoy flexible working 

(Gërxhani, 2004; Godfrey, 2011; Snyder, 2004; Williams, 2007). Moreover, in the face of unfair or 

impractical institutions (e.g. laws and regulations), they are able to resist or selectively comply 

with the imposed institutional/social constraints (Uzo & Mair, 2014; Williams, 2006). The 

informal enterprises are even capable of leveraging resources to transform environments into 

more favourable forms (Lee & Hung, 2014; Webb et al., 2013). Likewise, in the context of formal–
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informal organization relationships, informal enterprises may exercise agency to proactively 

establish or dissolve connections with certain actors in the formal economy and to strengthen 

or weaken the relationships at their discretion (Ahuja et al., 2012: 438; Holt & Littlewood, 2014). 

Yet, insofar as we overlook the role of agency in the formal–informal organization ties, only the 

static projection of hierarchical, exploitative relationships will prevail, leaving uncaptured the 

dynamic interaction between formal and informal enterprises that constantly modify their 

relationships. Therefore, we need to reconcile the competing views (i.e. structure–agency 

dualism) and explore further the relationship dynamics, such as unexpected connections and 

changes in patterns of interaction.  

 

In summary, the extant research on formal–informal organization relationships has 

primarily focused on the relatively static interaction between formal organizations with overly 

strong agency and informal enterprises with an undue lack of agency. While I do not deny the 

existence of such stable relationships, in reality, many more formal–informal organization 

relationships unfold in an extremely complex way, as I shall explore throughout the following 

chapters. We therefore need to understand more about: (a) the managerial practices that formal 

organization members enact in response to the emerging ties with informal enterprises, 

particularly when the relationships are not planned, not easily controllable and not easily 

assessable; and (b) the practices by which informal enterprises seek to build, maintain or 

transform the ties with formal organizations. To fill these gaps, I address the research question 

as follows: 

 

‘How do actors in formal economy firms and informal economy enterprises establish, sustain and 

dissolve the interorganizational relationships?’ 

 

Addressing this question will contribute to a better understanding of formal–informal 

organization relationships, which differ from the ties in which formal firms are portrayed as 

rational choosers of best-performing partners within the formal economy or exploiters of 

submissive actors within the informal economy. To address this question, I mobilized several 

possible theories that recursively guided, adjusted and refined a line of inquiry (i.e. an abductive 

reasoning process). The next section presents the theoretical lens, which seems to offer the best 

provisional explanation for the phenomenon under study. 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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2.4. Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, I refined and defined key concepts employed throughout this work: 

interorganizational relationship, informal economy and informal enterprise. I further defined 

what I labelled as the ‘disguised relationships’ that this work places under the microscope. 

Disguised relationships are characterized by: (a) repeating activities, transactions and ties 

taking place between formal organizations and informal enterprises; (b) serendipitous 

emergence that formal organizations neither intended nor permitted; and (c) non-reciprocal, 

self-interested actions, generally observed in transactions between strangers. The chapter then 

reviewed the literature on interorganizational relationships within the formal economy and 

those across the formal and informal economies. We saw that the extant research has mainly 

focused on the interorganizational relationships that two or more readily strategic and rational 

organizations deliberately formed to achieve certain goals. The previous research also pays 

attention primarily to the relationships in which formal firms are readily exploitative and 

informal enterprises are always submissive. However, many formal–informal organization 

relationships unfold in such a complex way that formal firms hardly act rationally and 

purposefully. As such, drawing on the practice approach, I sought to address the research 

question of ‘how actors in formal firms and informal economy enterprises establish, sustain and 

dissolve the interorganizational relationships’. The next chapter describes my research design 

used in this work. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOD 
 

 

 

 

This chapter presents the research design used in the current study. First, I 

present the ontological and epistemological foundations for launching the 

present study. Second, I clarify the research setting of this work and its distinct 

advantages. Third, I describe the preliminary fieldwork that I conducted to gain 

an initial sense of the phenomenon under examination. Fourth, a data collection 

procedure is explained to show how I sampled cases and which data sources I 

dealt with. Fifth, I provided the process through which I analysed the data. Finally, 

I explain how I sought to achieve methodological rigour. 
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I used a small-N case design drawing on an abductive reasoning process, grounded theory 

strategy and practice-oriented data collection/analysis.4 The purpose of using the abductive 

reasoning process was to provide the best provisional explanation for the novel but unfamiliar 

phenomenon under study, by attending to multiple ‘surprises’ and ‘ignorance’ emerging in the 

course of inquiries; this constant attentiveness precipitates the mobilization of multiple 

possible theories and data interpretations (Charmaz, 2014; Locke, Golden-Biddle, & Feldman, 

2008; Smets et al., 2015). Moreover, the practice-oriented approach ‘[made me] see’ what 

organization members really do and care, as experienced by themselves, rather than viewing it 

through the logic of myself as a researcher (Nicolini, 2009: 1407; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). It is 

worth noting that the data collection and analysis presented here as a somehow linear process 

are, in fact, the ‘retrospective’ articulation of inextricably intertwined processes in which 

surprises, heuristics, twists and turns and serendipitous ‘aha’ moments occurred across 

multiple phases, and to varying degrees. 

 

3.1. Ontology and Epistemology 

 

For any research, an ontological-cum-epistemological assumption is important in that it guides 

the way in which a researcher views the phenomenon under study and justifies his/her 

knowledge claims (Tsoukas & Chia, 2011). The ontology and epistemology underpinning this 

work are what Sandberg and Tsoukas (2011) label ‘practical rationality’. To clarify my 

ontological-cum-epistemological position, I contrast it with an alternative approach that is 

referred to as ‘scientific rationality’ (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). 

 

Scientific rationality gives primacy to subject–object dualism, representationalism and 

methodological individualism (Nayak & Chia, 2011; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Viewed through 

                                       
4 Recent years have witnessed a plurality of perspectives on a case-study method (Ragin, 2009; Rheinhardt, 
Kreiner, Gioia, & Corley, 2018). My approach distinguishes itself from a case research design that (1) follows 
the logic of experimental research design (cf. Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Eisenhardt, 
Graebner, & Sonenshein, 2016; Tsoukas, 2009; Yin, 2014); (2) privileges a pure inductive reasoning that 
presupposes either naïve empiricism or eliminative induction (Klag & Langley, 2013; Mantere & Ketokivi, 
2013); and (3) seeks to discover unobservable mechanisms that generate the observed patterns and 
relationships (Tsang, 2014). Instead, I draw on the readings of Locke (1996, 2001) and Charmaz (2014) of 
grounded theory strategy, the abductive reasoning process suggested by recent methodologists (e.g. Klag 
& Langley, 2013; Locke et al., 2008; Mantere & Ketokivi, 2013), and the methodological approaches of practice 
scholars (e.g. Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; Nicolini, 2009; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Smets et al., 2015). 
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scientific rationality, reality is made up of discrete entities that have some pre-existing 

properties waiting to be discovered by researchers or, in organizational contexts, managers, 

strategists and practitioners (Chia & Holt, 2009; Langley & Tsoukas, 2016). Just as ‘there are we, 

as subjects, on the one side and the world on the other’, researchers and managers readily 

represent and analyse the circumstances around them in an objective manner (Sandberg & 

Tsoukas, 2011: 340). Therefore, human action (e.g. research or decision-making) is deemed 

proper only if it draws on the accurate representation of the situation at hand (Chia, 1996; 

Tsoukas, 1994). In other words, scientific rationality presupposes human actors who always 

think before they act and conduct activities ‘in the name of goals’ (MacKay & Chia, 2013; March, 

1972: 420). 

 

In contrast, practical rationality brings to the fore the conception of relationality that 

emphasizes ‘the relation, rather than separateness’ of reality (Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; 

Sandberg & Dall’Alba, 2009: 1353; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Seen through the notion of 

relationality, human actors, in practice, are inextricably intertwined with their surroundings to 

the extent that they hardly exist as detached observers who can readily grasp and represent 

their environments. For example, PowerPoint for a lecturer (Gabriel, 2008) or BlackBerry devices 

for staff in a private equity firm (Orlikowski, 2007) are unobtrusively integrated into their 

practices; they are not detached from either in use. It is only when software/programme errors 

occur that the lecturer or staff break loose from the immersion in practice and start scrutinizing 

PowerPoint or the BlackBerry devices to find solutions (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Likewise, 

only when actors (e.g. managers and practitioners) run into unexpected issues or events do they 

turn into reflective observers who stand back, survey their circumstances and undertake what 

‘we commonly call strategic analysis and planning’ (Chia & Holt, 2006: 642). What actors really 

do in practice is, therefore, constant trial and error, improvisation, adjustment and adaptation to 

situations at hand, often without being conscious of their engagement in it (Chia, 2016, 2017; Chia 

& Holt, 2009). To do so, actors continuously ‘refine their sensitivity to be able to perceive subtle 

differences’ in their surroundings in flux (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002: 579). As Chia and Holt (2009) put 

it by citing Hayek’s (1948: 8) work, practical rationality deviates from an ‘exaggerated belief in 

the powers of individual reason and of a consequent contempt for anything which has not been 

consciously designed by it’. Rather, actors are likely to act in the absence of knowing the 

consequences, which will result from their actions taken. 

 

Following practical rationality, throughout this thesis I presuppose that members of formal 
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firms and informal enterprises often give primacy to situational responsiveness, adjustment 

and adaptation, as reactions to their immediate issues, over rational calculation and precise 

analysis of their circumstances. Moreover, the members of formal firms and informal 

enterprises enact organizational practices without knowing resulting consequences. I now turn 

to the research context of this work and outline why this research setting is of value. 

 

 

3.2. Research Context 

 

While daigou enterprises had exchange relationships with numerous firms across different 

industries and countries, I focused on the cosmetics industry in South Korea between 2013 and 

2017. This research setting presented three distinct advantages. First, a demand for Korean 

cosmetics was growing at a dramatic rate in China, such that the Korean cosmetics industry 

became the second largest exporter to China in the period of interest (Lee, 2016). This demand 

growth created business opportunities for millions of daigou agents. The setting, therefore, 

enabled me to trace the burgeoning phase of the phenomenon. Second, the geographical 

proximity of China and Korea facilitated the opportunity exploitation of daigou enterprises. 

Indeed, Korean cosmetics firms encountered a variety of daigou agents, many of whom were 

residents on mainland China, making frequent journeys between these neighboring countries. 

In contrast, daigou agents observed in other countries hardly included such frequent travelers 

because of the geographical distance. This characteristic of the setting shaped the extreme 

situation whereby the interorganizational activities can be transparently observable (Patton, 

2002). Finally, conflicting political interests between Korea and China resulted in the downturn 

of Chinese demand for Korean cosmetics. This environmental change significantly influenced 

the interactions between Korean cosmetics firms and daigou enterprises and, therefore, added 

unique dynamism to the phenomenon under research. 

 

3.3. Preliminary Fieldwork 

 

To gain an initial sense of the daigou commerce that was unfolding behind the scenes, I 

conducted preliminary fieldwork. While the formal data collection and analysis phases revolved 

around the focused study of disguised relationships established between daigou enterprises and 

the cosmetics industry in South Korea, preliminary fieldwork was less structured in exploring 

the disguised relationships that daigou enterprises formed with numerous firms across 
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different industries (e.g. luxury goods and sunglasses) and countries (e.g. the US and the UK). It 

is important to note that what initially began as preliminary fieldwork, in practice, overlapped 

the data collection and analysis phases. This prolonged preliminary fieldwork helped me to 

build ‘interactive expertise’, namely, the ability of the researcher to engage in conversation 

about practical expertise without necessarily being a practitioner (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, 

& Van de Ven, 2013). It also served as the secondary resource for revealing important issues and 

unexpected observations, which enabled me to recursively adjust and refine a line of inquiry. 

Furthermore, in the course of preliminary fieldwork, I was able to confirm that the emergent 

findings were repeated beyond my research setting. 

 

As I entered the field, it became evident that daigou enterprises operated part of their 

business through clique-based social media.5 However, daigou enterprises allowed minimum 

access to their social media unless both trust and a rapport had been built. After intensive 

involvement in the social media of four daigou agents, I obtained full access to their sites, in 

which hundreds of photos, posts and messages were visible (see Appendix 1). To understand the 

details beyond the social media observations, I carried out informal interviews with eleven 

daigou agents; four of these were the ones who provided me with access to their social media, 

and the other seven daigou agents were recruited though snowballing. While acknowledging the 

importance of ‘deep immersion in the field observing [the] everyday, patterned ways of doing 

things’ (Jarzabkowski, Le, & Paul Spee, 2016: 247), I was only able to conduct a limited amount of 

field observations. Considering that legal ‘informality’ lies at the heart of the phenomenon under 

study, field observation might risk impinging ethical issues (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014). 

I spent a total of two days shadowing one ‘legal’ daigou agent, making sure that it did not hinder 

his activities. Specifically, I observed his daily operations, from buying or selling goods to 

packaging and shipping back to his customers. I took notes after the site visits to capture any 

activities and my impressions of these observations. The details of daigou enterprises accessed 

during the preliminary fieldwork are available in the Appendix 2. 

 

 

                                       
5  Although these social media cliques differ in size, they generally involve consumers, other daigou 
enterprises and informal enterprises providing complementary services (e.g. delivery, product wholesale 
and packaging). 
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3.4. Data Collection 

 

4.3.1. Sampling 
 

The unit of analysis, or case, selected in this work was an ‘activity system’ made up of several 

interrelated practices enacted by multiple stakeholders (Nicolini, 2009) .6 Specifically, I placed 

the focus on the cluster of practices that can be divided into (a) back-office daigou practices, (b) 

back-office firm practices and (c) front-office interorganizational practices (see Figure 1).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on next page) 

                                       
6 While methodologists, in general, equate a case with a unit of analysis, there is no consensus about what 
makes an appropriate unit of analysis (see, for example, Berg, 2001; Grünbaum, 2007; Miles et al., 2014; 
Patton, 1990). For example, a ‘decision’ for Yin (2014) is not concrete enough to be seen as a proper unit of 
analysis; yet, it is more than appropriate for Langley and Truax (1994). To reconcile this confusion, the unit 
of analysis and the unit of observation should be elucidated. According to Sedgwick (2014: 1), the unit of 
observation refers to the what ‘for which data are measured or collected’. The unit of analysis, by 
comparison, is defined as the what for which information is analysed’. For example, data (e.g. the 
consumption of carbonated drinks) is collected for each student in a class. The data gathered from all 
students is aggregated for the ‘class’, which is then analysed. Likewise, I analysed the cluster of practices 
(i.e. the unit of analysis) by dealing with data (i.e. individual practices) collected for each actor in the field 
under study. 
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Figure 1. Unit of analysis, data sources and data collection procedure 
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To collect data regarding this three-part activity system, I followed a purposive and 

theoretical sampling logic; the former provided a point of departure and the latter guided 

additional data collection in the course of theory building (Charmaz, 2014: 197; Patton, 2002). First, 

a large-sized Korean cosmetics firm, MegaCo (pseudonym), was selected as the unit of 

observation based on the evidence acquired during the preliminary fieldwork. It was obvious 

that most daigou enterprises dealing with Korean goods treated the cosmetics of MegaCo as the 

main items in their product portfolios. As theoretical categories and themes roughly emerged, 

the necessity of including a comparison group became apparent (Locke, 2001). I sampled 

CosmicCo (pseudonym), another large Korean cosmetics firm that shared similarities with 

MegaCo in many aspects. Second, ten daigou enterprises were incrementally sampled to collect 

data regarding daigou practices. As they differed in size, income and motivation in terms of 

conducting daigou business, I was able to gather rich information supporting, refining and 

extending the emerging theoretical ideas (Locke, 2001). Finally, as shown in Figure 1, I sampled 

multiple third parties who had dealt with both cosmetics firms and daigou enterprises, to 

confirm conflicting perspectives and uncover potentially concealed practices behind the scenes. 

For example, as illegality was intrinsic to daigou businesses, cosmetics firms might not make 

candid comments on their interactions with daigou enterprises. Therefore, I supplemented data 

collected for the main unit of observations (i.e. cosmetics firms and daigou enterprises) through 

multiple third parties, ranging from members of duty-free stores, a MegaCo franchisee store, a 

cosmetics retail store and a journalist for a cosmetics news publisher. Figure 1 shows the overall 

sampling procedure and the types/amount/analytical goals of the data collected. Further 

information on two cosmetics firms and ten daigou enterprises is available in the Appendix 2. 

 

4.3.2. Interviews 
 

Preliminary conversations with the cosmetics firm informants revealed that, counter-

intuitively, the cosmetics purchases and re-selling of daigou enterprises were not given due 

strategic importance. None of the studied firms operated a dedicated business unit and most of 

the top management had limited awareness of the issue. I, therefore, recruited competent 

participants on a referral and trial-and-error basis, rather than using global measures such as 

business area, length of incumbency and hierarchical position (Kumar, Stern, & Anderson, 1993). 

This recruiting process resulted in a variety of firm informants who, in general, had rich 

experience and information concerned with front-office operations. To probe daigou practices, 

I recruited daigou agents who had repeatedly purchased the cosmetics of MegaCo and CosmicCo. 
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Daigou informants included the owners responsible for their own enterprise. I also took into 

consideration the distinct feature of ‘inter-firm’ context; in other words, the information 

provided would differ depending on who was enacting practices (Pentland, 1999). To avoid 

capturing biased perspectives, in addition to the informants of the cosmetics firms and daigou 

enterprises, I recruited third parties (i.e. the actors who observe or interact with both daigou 

enterprises and cosmetics firms). The third parties included managers working for duty-free 

stores, a MegaCo franchisee store, a cosmetics retail store, and a journalist for a cosmetics news 

publisher.7 Between December 2015 and January 2018, I conducted a total of 48 formal interviews 

with (a) 15 firm informants, (b) 10 daigou respondents and (3) 8 third-party participants (see 

Figure 1). These formal interviews contained follow-up sessions carried out when emergent 

theoretical ideas produced a new line of inquiry or when striking events occurred. The follow-

up interviews were also conducted to do ‘member checks’, which tested the fitness of my data 

interpretation with the viewpoints of ‘groups from which data are solicited’ (Guba, 1981: 85). Each 

interview lasted between forty five minutes and three hours, depending on whether it was a 

first-round discussion or a follow-up one. All interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed 

verbatim. Although the interview protocol was tailored in line with informant characteristics, I 

asked all informants to remark on: cosmetics firms’ daily activities conducted to deal with 

daigou enterprises, or vice versa; cosmetics firms’ strategies employed to 

entice/manipulate/combat daigou entrepreneurs, or vice versa; and the impact that cosmetics 

firms have on daigou entrepreneurs, or vice versa (for further details of interview questionnaires, 

see the Appendix 2). 

 

4.3.3. Archival data 

 

The media coverage of the daigou phenomenon was so extensive that I was able to collect real-

time and retrospective data, each of which acted as a rich resource for challenging my 

accumulated knowledge of the daigou phenomenon and questioning ‘what is new’ in empirical 

realms (Klag & Langley, 2013; Locke & Golden-Biddle, 1997: 911). Specifically, news articles 

covered a period of the daigou phenomenon that occurred before I began the fieldwork. They 

also presented a variety of topics that I was not able to reflect on during interviews and 

                                       
7 The members of duty-free stores were key third parties because MegaCo and CosmicCo operated their 

shops on duty-free stores, and daigou enterprises purchased cosmetics there. Likewise, a cosmetics retail 
store dealt directly with daigou agents in selling the products of MegaCo and CosmicCo. 
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observations. Against this background, I collected newspaper articles covering the years from 

2013 to 2017. A search of ‘daigou’ in the most popular search engines in Korea and China, namely, 

Naver and Baidu, yielded a total of 1,445 news articles. I further collected 28 Korean news articles 

using a snowball method. After reading all news articles line by line, I excluded irrelevant 

articles (i.e. 200 Korean and 165 Chinese articles, respectively). The Korean news articles were 

then classified into 16 topics with 59 representative articles, and the Chinese news articles were 

grouped into 38 topics with 75 representative articles. Further details of the retrieving procedure 

and topics are available in the Appendix 3. In addition to newspaper articles, 19 quarterly 

earnings reports of MegaCo and CosmicCo, covering the years from 2013 to 2017, were collected 

to probe the changes in their operating profit over time. 

 

3.5. Data Analysis 

 

Following an abductive reasoning process, I sought to mobilize multiple possible theories and 

data interpretations, in order to provide the best provisional explanation for disguised 

relationships. In the course of data analysis, the practice approach acted as the main analytical 

lens, and multiple analytical techniques suggested by grounded theory researchers, practice-

based researchers and event structure analysts were used. 

 

3.5.1. Analytical lens: practice approach 
 
A practice approach refers to a family of research orientations that share a common interest in 

what is actually done on the site of an organization (Miettinen, Samra-Fredericks, & Yanow, 2009; 

Nicolini, 2009; Reckwitz, 2002; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). Beyond this attentiveness to situational 

details are various analytical, theoretical and philosophical claims that render a practice view 

hardly coalesced into a unified theory. As such, I side with a position that is in line with 

particular practice theorists (i.e. Chia & Holt, 2006; Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011; Sandberg & 

Tsoukas, 2011; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014), among many others.8 In addition, following Orlikowski’s 

                                       
8 A common thread across these theorists is that they make an academic commitment to organization 

studies, in particular, and they are, more or less, inspired by Martin Heidegger (1962), Pierre Bourdieu (1977), 
Anthony Giddens (1984) and Theodore Schatzki (2002). 
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(2010) conception of a practice approach,9  I employ one to explore what actors really do in 

practice and provide a balanced account of the interplays between formal organizations and 

informal enterprises through overcoming the perennial problem of the agency–structure 

dualism. A practice approach provides a suitable analytical lens for this research, compared to 

other similar alternatives. For example, institutional theory seems to offer an excellent 

explanation of how informal enterprises exercise ‘institutional entrepreneurship’ in response to 

the institutional pressures imposed by laws and regulations (Dimaggio, 1988; Ketchen et al., 2014; 

Oliver, 1991); however, this is secondary to my research, which places greater emphasis on the 

constellation of actions that informal enterprises perform as a reaction to the conduct of formal 

firms, or vice versa. In what follows, I clarify the key sensitizing concepts, derived from the 

practice approach, which I use as an analytical lens throughout this work: (a) phronesis and 

mētis; (b) wayfinding; and (c) temporary breakdown and sense-making (see Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 

                                       
9 According to Orlikowski (2010), there are three ways of subscribing to practice-based approaches. First, 
practice research can make commitments to the understanding of what managers really do in practice. 
This scholarly endeavour features phenomena-based research that treats mundane organizational 
practices as a starting point in developing scientific knowledge (von Krogh, Rossi-Lamastra, & Haefliger, 
2012). A second strand of practice-based research uses the practice approach to avoid the opposition of 
human agency and structural determinism; it claims that arrays of activities (i.e. practices) produce, 
reproduce, sustain and change social structures, which, at the same time, organize and govern actions 
(Baber, 1991; Chia & Holt, 2006; Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011). Finally, practice-oriented researchers may 
problematize the ontological/epistemological status of the phenomenon under inquiry and, in turn, 
reconceptualize it along with practice philosophy (Feldman & Orlikowski, 2011). 
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Table 3. Sensitizing concepts used as the analytical lens 

Sensitizing concepts Descriptions 
 

Phronesis and mētis 
 

Phronesis and mētis are two types of practice structure that guide 
how to act in a given situation. 
 
Phronesis, translated roughly as ‘practical wisdom’, takes effect when 
actors are confronted with moral concerns. 
 
Mētis, translated roughly as ‘cunning’, takes effect when actors are 
confronted with practical concerns. 

 
Wayfinding 

 
Wayfinding (e.g. trial and error, experiment and improvisation) takes 
effect when actors are confronted with new situations, in which 
phronesis and mētis may fail to work properly.  

 
Temporary breakdown 

 
Temporary breakdown takes place when actors’ activities result in 
thwarted expectations (e.g. surprising issues and unexpected events). 

 
Sense-making 

 
Actors, in the face of temporary breakdown, engage in sense-making 
to understand how to respond to unexpected consequences. 
 

Source: phronesis and mētis (Baumard, 1999; Chia, 2016; Chia & Rasche, 2010; Dunne, 1993; Letiche & Statler, 2005; 
Mackay et al., 2014; Nonaka et al., 2014; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014; Thévenot, 2001); wayfinding (Chia, 2017; Chia & Holt, 
2009; Ingold, 2000); Temporary breakdown and sense-making (Chia & Holt, 2006; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Weick, 
Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005) 

 

3.5.1.1. Practical know-how: phronesis and mētis 
 

Practice, in general, is defined as a network of structured actions, which can be exemplified by 

educational practices, child-rearing practices and online trading practices (Chia, 2016; Nicolini 

& Monteiro, 2016; Schatzki, 2006). Reinsurance practices of underwriters, for example, are made 

up of analysing deals, evaluating the quality of deals, meeting brokers, and many others (Smets, 

Jarzabkowski, Burke, & Spee, 2015). For practice scholars, it is such an array of activities that 

‘constitutes the site of organization’ (Nicolini, 2009: 1392). Human actions, however, are not 

organized from scratch – far from it. Actors participating in a certain practice are likely to 

perform organized sets of actions, as the structure of practices governs their activities (Feldman 

& Orlikowski, 2011; Schatzki, 2005, 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Among the structure of practices to which recent organizational studies have increasingly 

paid attention is tacit, practical know-how10 (see, for example, Nonaka, Chia, Holt, & Peltokorpi, 

2014; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Smets et al., 2015). Actors often unconsciously internalize 

practical knowledge and intelligence on how to act, what is the appropriate action to take and 

what ought to be performed, as they participate in practices: what parents do is silently 

transmitted to children; and trainee surgeons learn to act as other experienced medical 

practitioners act (Chia, 2016; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). Practical know-how, in turn, serves as an 

internalized modus operandi that orients human actions in a certain direction. So understood, 

practical know-how is of particular value in that it enables actors to undertake the appropriate 

actions, in response to immediate issues at hand, without recourse to rational calculation, 

accurate measurement and systematic instructions (Chia & Rasche, 2010; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 

2011; Smets et al., 2015). 

 

Chia and Rasche (2010) suggest that practical know-how comprises phronesis and  mētis.11 

Translated roughly as ‘practical rationality’ or ‘practical wisdom’, phronesis is a form of tacit 

know-how that is internalized through engagement in social practices. Phronesis, however, is 

not a type of knowledge dealing with technical concerns that occur in translating predefined 

ends into tangible outcomes (Chia & Holt, 2009; Dunne, 1993). Rather, as Thévenot (2001: 67) notes, 

phronesis takes effect when actors are confronted with moral concerns in the course of realizing 

‘the good’ and virtue within a given practice. In other words, it serves as an inner force that sheds 

light on what is wrong and that prescribes actors to establish a ‘right’ line of action (Chia & 

Rasche, 2010; MacIntyre, 2007; Shotter, 2008). Automobile manufacturers living by phronesis, for 

                                       
10 What constitutes a practice structure varies across researchers. Schatzki (2005, 2006: 1864), for example, 

suggests that the structure of practice is composed of practical/general understandings, rules and 
‘teleological-affective structuring, which encompasses a range of ends, projects, actions, maybe emotions, 
and end-project-action combinations (teleological orderings)’. Furthermore, artefacts (e.g. a technology for 
information searching and a classroom for education) are often considered to be a key component that 
mediates the accomplishment of organizational practices (e.g. Nicolini, 2009;  Orlikowski, 2007; Schatzki, 
2006). For analytical reasons, I develop my argument by focusing particularly on practical know-how (i.e. 
phronesis and mētis). 
 
11 The authors (2010: 37, 44) elucidate the notion of phronesis and mētis, by comparing it with episteme and 
techē. Episteme is an abstract, universal and categorical knowledge, which can be ‘written, recorded, and 
validated’ and ‘can be systematically verified empirically’. Techē is practical knowledge based on ‘precise, 
measurable, codifiable instruction’; for example, as Nussbaum (1986: 96) puts it, the carpenter equipeed 
with techē ‘gets a precise fit by measuring correctly’ (for more information on episteme and techē, see, Chia 
& Holt, 2009; Dunne, 1993; Nussbaum, 1986). 
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example, are disposed to reflect upon what a good car is and to build a good car; phronesis is not 

so much ‘the knowledge of how to make a car well’ as the subjective value judgment (cf. Chia & 

Rasche, 2010: 39–40; Nonaka & Toyama, 2007: 378). It is important to note that as much as the 

moral aspect is crucial to phronesis, ‘emotional involvement’ becomes essential in conducting 

phronetic actions. It is only through emotions and feelings that human actors, unlike computers, 

come to realize the good and virtue in the course of practices, namely, ‘what in fact matters to 

us in a practice [and] what we care about as a practitioner of it’ (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005; Shotter 

& Tsoukas, 2014: 384). 

 

In addition to phronesis, organizational scholars are increasingly drawing attention to ‘mētis’, 

another form of practical know-how (e.g. Baumard, 1999; Chia & Rasche, 2010; Letiche & Statler, 

2005; Mackay, Zundel, & Alkirwi, 2014). Often translated as ‘cunning’, mētis triggers actions that 

combine resourcefulness, deception and opportunism (Detienne & Vernant, 1991: 3). Mētis, 

therefore, enables individuals to gain ‘momentary advantages’ by outsmarting others and 

exploiting opportunities created by the circumstantial imperfection (Freedman, 2013; Mackay et 

al., 2014: 423). While a conception of goodness is inherent with phronesis, mētis lacks such moral 

elements. Instead, mētis guides actors to resolve practical concerns in a clandestine, 

opportunistic manner (Detienne & Vernant, 1991: 307; Newswander & Newswander, 2015; Russell, 

2009). As Chia and Rasche (2010: 38) put it, those performing mētic activities ‘get away with 

things’. In this vein, mētic activities tend to provoke ambivalence ranging on a continuum from 

condemnation to admiration (Freedman, 2013). So viewed, the mētic action is a strategy that is 

often used by disempowered and disadvantaged actors who seek to realise opportunities ‘at the 

boundaries of what is considered ethically or even legally sound’12  (Baumard, 1999; Chia & 

Rasche, 2010; Mackay et al., 2014: 421). 

 

 

                                       
12 Not only does mētic know-how guide disadvantaged individuals, it also plays an important role in formal 

organizations (Letiche & Statler, 2005; Vaara & Whittington, 2012). For example, in their study of mētic 
activities in organizational life, Mackay and colleagues (2014) explored how a member of top management 
created more favourable situations in the face of an external auditor inspecting the published econometric 
information on the organization’s performance. Being committed to the organization for years, he knew 
that the figures returned were inflated, but also the ways in which the audits had been carried out. This 
allowed him, for example, to have the organization’s accounts audited in such a manner that the raw data 
for the audit report was collected and validated by him rather than the auditor. 
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3.5.1.2. Wayfinding 
 

While practical know-how governs the production of human actions, it does not mean that such 

orientation ‘causally determines the conduct of [members of social practices]’ (Nicolini, 2009: 

1403). The role of practical know-how in human actions should be understood as an inner force 

that, at best, suggests or guides how to act within a given temporal and spatial circumstance. 

Insofar as we accept that organizational life is subject to pervasive, continuous and relentless 

change, practical know-how and hitherto routinized practices are never universal, but instead 

regional, temporary and open-ended and, hence, may occasionally fail to fit changed, new 

situations (Feldman & Pentland, 2003; MacKay & Chia, 2013). Practice know-how, however, is not 

an irresistible straitjacket. As Barnes (2001) notes, actors do not act without thought. Actors 

faced with such challenging situations are capable of actively conducting trial and error, 

experiment and improvisation, instead of mindlessly replicating what they have done routinely 

(Chia & Holt, 2009; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016). At the same time, practical know-how changes, 

evolves and expands as we go.13 

 

The ability of actors to improvise and experiment brings the concept of ‘wayfinding’ to the 

fore. In his study of organizational learning, Chia (2017) suggests two modes of engagement in 

organizational practices: ‘wayfinding’ and ‘navigating’. While navigating portrays actors as 

those equipped with a bird’s-eye view up in the sky, shaping the contour of environments and 

carrying out actions in line with pre-specified goals, wayfinding presupposes biped pedestrians 

confronted with complex, unpredictable and ever-fluxing impediments (de Certeau, 1984; Ingold, 

2000). In other words, actors who live by wayfinding are ‘knowing as [they] go’, whereas those 

following navigating know ‘before [they] go’ (Chia, 2017: 108). In practice, it is not uncommon for 

actors to encounter perplexing ‘situations which do not lend themselves to precise 

measurement, exact calculation or rigorous logic’ (Detienne & Vernant, 1991: 4; Mackay et al., 2014; 

Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014), and hence to find it difficult to know which way to go. In such messy 

situations, it seems unlikely that actors ‘stand outside circumstances to survey, mentally 

                                       
13 As Feldman and Orlikowski (2011: 1242) note, relations of practice structure and human actions, ideally, 

‘are not to be confused with feedback relations, often referred to as feedback loops… The notion of feedback 
recognizes the presence of distinct elements in a system that act on each other through information flows.’ 
The authors further discuss that how practice works is best understood by ‘Escher’s 1948 lithograph 
“Drawing Hands” – where the left hand is depicted drawing the right hand, and vice versa’. Nevertheless, 
for analytical reasons, I conceptualize it as a circular relationship among some discernible elements 
(Orlikowski, 2010). 
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represent and design purposeful actions prior to actually intervening with these circumstances’ 

(Chia & Holt, 2009: 108). Rather, it is more cogent to assume that actors engage in wayfinding, 

that is, ‘sensing, improvising and adapting as they go’, whereby practical know-how grows and 

re-grows (Chia, 2017: 108; Chia & Rasche, 2010). As Mackay and Chia (2013) note, the 

improvisational character of wayfinding implies that what actors really do in practice often 

relies on a limited understanding of the situation at hand, which may result in unintended 

consequences or events. As I shall discuss below, those issues that are raised unexpectedly can 

lead organizations to ‘temporary breakdowns’ that interrupt existing organizational actions. 

 

3.5.1.3. Temporary breakdown and sense-making 
 

Insofar as wayfinding – knowing as we go – figures in human actions, it is also true that 

‘ignorance and knowledge coexist’ in social practice (Weick et al., 2005: 412). By the same token, 

latent at every moment of human actions are ‘thwarted expectations’ (e.g. unexpected 

consequences, surprising realization and unmet standards of excellence), possibly provoked by 

inevitable ignorance of the situations at hand (MacKay & Chia, 2013; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011: 

348). Indeed, trials accompany errors. Experiments often fail. Once realized, thwarted 

expectations engender temporary breakdown: ‘The moments when things do not work as 

anticipated’ (Chia & Holt, 2006; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011: 347). Sandberg and Tsoukas (2011) 

remark that when actors encounter such a temporary breakdown, they deliberately step back 

from immersion in practice, while at the same time still engaging in it, and separate themselves 

from others, who have been complexly intertwined within practices.14 By so doing, actors can 

uncover what they have done; what others have done; the roles that others play in realizing 

previously latent problems or the performative functions that others serve; and single out what 

matters to them and what they care about  (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). 

 

Temporary breakdown resonates with the concept of the sense-making process; both explore 

the occurrence of unexpected issues/events and retrospective accounts (Maitlis & Christianson, 

                                       
14 Sandberg and Tsoukas (2011) provide an excellent illustration of this process, as follows: 
 

When a teacher is immersed in lecturing a class of students … The PowerPoint slides, the whiteboard, the 
layout of the room, and the behavior of the class are all transparent and nonthematized. It is only when 
something goes wrong – when, for example, the PowerPoint temporarily breaks down – that the teacher 
needs to shift from absorbed coping into a mode of involved thematic deliberation as to what is 
problematic with the PowerPoint and how to fix it (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011: 345). 
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2014; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015). The sense-making concept, however, diverges from the notion 

of temporary breakdown by further providing theoretical insights into how disturbed practice 

is restored. As such, it may be worth extending temporary breakdown to include the sense-

making process, in order to understand how actors respond to unexpected consequences.15 

Sense-making unfolds in a circular process of creation, interpretation and enactment (Sandberg 

& Tsoukas, 2015). Understood as such, actors amid temporary breakdowns may retrospectively 

(a) create an initial sense of the issue (i.e. noticing, bracketing and extracting cues from ongoing 

experience); (b) develop a more complete ‘interpretation’ of the interrupted actions (i.e. building 

connections between the extracted cues and existing organizational environments); and (c) 

‘enact’ the interpretation into collective actions to the point that they realign their trajectories 

and act satisfactorily (Klein, Moon, & Hoffman, 2006: 71; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015: S14; Weick, 

1995: 43–49; Whiteman & Cooper, 2011: 890–891). In the course of successful sense-making, 

temporary breakdowns are restored and the practice structure (e.g. practical know-how and 

rules) may change, as Weick (1988) writes: ‘People who act in organizations often produce 

structures, constraints, and opportunities that were not there before they took action’ (p. 306).  

 

However, not all sense-making processes succeed. The outcomes of sense-making vary, 

depending on the sense-making efforts made; some organizations induce coordinated actions 

against the issues faced (e.g. Christianson, Farkas, Sutcliffe, & Weick, 2009; Jay, 2013), whereas 

others end up with a failure in planned changes, a decline in collective identity or even fatal 

disasters (e.g. Dunbar & Garud, 2009; Howard-Grenville, Metzger, & Meyer, 2013; Nag, Corley, & 

Gioia, 2007). In this regard, it is worth noting the work of Matlis (2005), which categorizes four 

different forms of sense-making process, each of which results in different outcomes. I highlight 

fragmented and minimal sense-making processes, among others, because these better explain 

disguised relationships. First, fragmented sense-making takes places when a variety of 

stakeholders or middle managers are active in ‘raising issues, generating and shaping accounts 

                                       
15 It is important to note that, for some practice researchers, the practice approach and sense-making 
perspective are incompatible. For example, Baumard (1999) and Letiche and Statler (2005) claim that actors 
are embedded in such unanalysable environments that there is little room for a map for action, which is 
generated through a sense-making process. The authors further argue that what actors mostly do in such 
complex circumstances is spontaneous reactions to immediate issues. While I do not deny the significance 
of actors’ spontaneous conduct, it would also be fair to say that actors in the face of hardly analysable 
situations actively seek to ‘gather more information to determine the most appropriate action’; yet, ‘the 
demands of the situation often require them to take action with incomplete information’ (Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014: 85). In other words, actors do react spontaneously while at the same time making sense-
making efforts, to varying degrees. 
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of the situations, and arguing for potential solutions’, whereas leaders make few attempts to 

control such discursive discussions (Balogun & Johnson, 2005; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). As 

a result, the fragmented processes generate ‘contradictory arguments about the situation and 

what should be done’ and ‘different groups and individuals engaged in divergent actions based 

on their own idiosyncratic interpretations of events’ (Maitlis, 2005: 39). Second, according to 

Maitlis (2005), minimal sense-making refers to a process in which neither stakeholders nor 

leaders are active in interpreting and discussing the issue. It produces perfunctory accounts and 

understanding of issues that provide shoddy foundations for action, which would otherwise 

operate as solid resources for action against an issue. Minimal sense-making, therefore, allows 

for, at best, ‘compromised actions that provide temporary relief’, necessarily leaving the issues 

unresolved (Maitlis, 2005: 43). 

 

3.5.2. Analysis 
 

I analysed the data in line with (a) the abductive reasoning process (e.g. Klag & Langley, 2013; 

Locke et al., 2008; Mantere & Ketokivi, 2013), (b) the grounded theory building approach (e.g. 

Charmaz, 2014; Locke, 1996, 2001) and (c) the analytical strategies of practice researchers  (e.g. 

Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; Nicolini, 2009; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Smets et al., 2015).  

 

As soon as I entered the field, I was able to identify multiple activities conducted by the first 

informant. For example, the first daigou agent I interviewed had taken photos of herself rubbing 

certain cosmetics on her hand; posted the photos on her social media; and written verdicts about 

the cosmetics on the social media post. These first informant activities were roughly 

categorized into a set of ‘activity-categories’ to which I attached provisional labels (e.g. 

advertising cosmetics). As recommended by Locke (1996, 2001), I then compared the nascent 

activity-categories of the first informant with those of subsequent others. Not only did this early 

comparison render a set of patternized activities confirmed through multiple actors, it also 

revealed the counter-intuitive actuality against my empirical and theoretical belief. For example, 

while all informants of sampled firms considered their unintended transactions with daigou to 

be problematic, most of them were not precisely aware of daigou practices. As such, when I 

presented a document describing the remit and nature of daigou businesses, the firm managers 

generally appeared to lack this information, such that they requested that I share the document 

to help them report daigou activities to their executive team. As shown in Table 4, the gaps 

between my initial belief and conflicting observations triggered some emerging inquiries that 

urged me to derive hypothetical assumptions from diverse theoretical views (Charmaz, 2014; 
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Locke et al., 2008). The managers’ limited understanding of daigou enterprises, for example, 

brought into question how they control or encourage the actions, such as the unauthorized 

advertising of firms’ cosmetics, of daigou agents. To delve into this inquiry, I consulted three 

different theoretical ideas. For example, the parallel import research suggested that the 

managers might not curtail daigou enterprises because they, in fact, enjoyed beneficial effects 

of daigou agents (Autrey, Bova, & Soberman, 2015). A strategy absence view proposed that the 

managers might rely on ‘deliberate building in of strategy absence’ to increase flexibility in 

dealing with daigou enterprises (Inkpen & Choudhury, 1995: 318). An immanent strategy 

perspective indicated that the managers might spontaneously respond to daigou enterprises 

drawing on their practical know-how (Chia & Holt, 2009). I went back to the field with these a 

priori conjectures and attempted to gather more data that might assist in crafting the ‘best-

fitting’ explanation, as suggested by Klag and Langley (2013: 151). I worked back and forth 

between the iterative and heuristic process of data collection/rough 

categorization/surprise/conjecture to the point that no more surprising practice was observed. 

Table 4 presents the overall abductive reasoning process in which I engaged.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
 

                                       
16 As can be seen in Table 4, multiple lens and sensitizing concepts were used on a trial-and-error basis. 
Further details of those that turned out not to fit the phenomenon of interest are available in the Appendix 
5. 
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Table 4. The overall abductive reasoning process 
 

Beliefs arising from 
Theories and Intuition 

Surprising Observations 
against Beliefs 

Emergent Inquiries 
arising from Surprises 

Lens and Concepts Used 
for Heuristic Conjecture 

 

- Firms are likely to (a) 
form interorganizational 
relationships ‘deliberately’ 
with informal enterprises, 
and (b) have hierarchical, 
‘exploitative’ relationships 
with informal enterprises 
(e.g. Chen, 2006; Darbi et 
al., 2016; Williams et al., 
2012). 
 

 

- Sampled firms (a) 
neither intended nor 
authorized it, yet, daigou 
enterprises have formed 
trade, distribution and 
marketing relationships in 
a unilateral manner, and 
(b) struggled with 
controlling daigou 
enterprises, let alone 
exploiting them. 

 

- How and why do formal 
firms maintain 
unintended and 
unauthorized 
interorganizational 
relationships with 
informal enterprises? 
 
- How do informal 
enterprises develop inter-
firm relationships that 
formal firms do not 
authorize? 
 

 

Intermediation theory (e.g. 
Lucking-Reiley & Spulber, 
2001; Spulber, 1996, 1999). 
 
Parallel import research 
(e.g. Antia, Bergen, & Dutta, 
2004; Autrey, Bova, & 
Soberman, 2015; Duhan & 
Sheffet, 1988; Myers, 1999). 
 
Strategy absence view 
(Inkpen, 1996; Inkpen & 
Choudhury, 1995). 
 
E-business model research 
(e.g. Lam & Harrison-Walker, 
2003; Lucking-Reiley & 
Spulber, 2001; Malone, 
Crowston, & Herman, 2003; 
Park, 2014) 
 
Serendipitous network (e.g. 
Human & Provan, 2000; 
Kilduff & Tsai, 2003).  
 
Network broker 
(e.g. Burt, 2001; Moretti & 
Zirpoli, 2016). 
 
Informal economy 
entrepreneurship research 
(e.g. Holt & Littlewood, 2014; 
Webb, Bruton, Tihanyi, & 
Ireland, 2013; Webb, Ireland, 
& Ketchen, 2014). 
 
Immanent strategy 
(e.g. Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; 
Vaara & Whittington, 2012). 
 
Wayfinding  
(e.g. Chia, 2017; Ingold, 2000). 
 
Practical rationality (Chia & 
Rasche, 2010; Mackay, 
Zundel, & Alkirwi, 2014; e.g. 
Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). 
 
Fragmented sense-making 
(e.g. Maitlis, 2005; Maitlis & 
Christianson, 2014). 
 
 

- Firms are likely to have 
‘dedicated’ teams or 
systems monitoring 
unintended and 
unauthorized trades with 
informal enterprises (cf. 
Antia et al., 2004; Autrey et 
al., 2015). 

- Sampled firms have had 
no dedicated team coping 
with their unintended and 
unplanned relationships 
with daigou enterprises. 

- How do formal firms, 
without dedicated teams 
or systems, control 
informal enterprises? Why 
do firms not operate 
dedicated teams or 
systems monitoring 
informal enterprises? 
 

- Firms are likely to have a 
‘thorough’ understanding 
of unintended and 
unauthorized trades with 
informal enterprises. 
 

- Sampled firms have had 
limited information and 
fragmented perspectives 
on the remit of daigou 
enterprises. 

- How do formal firms, 
without in-depth 
understandings and 
unified views, control 
informal enterprises? Why 
do firms not hold in-depth 
understandings and 
unified views on informal 
enterprises? 
 

- Firms are likely to 
implement ‘consistent’ 
strategic moves in 
response to unintended 
and unplanned trades (e.g. 
Ahmadi & Yang, 2000; 
Assmus & Wiese, 1995; 
Dasu, Ahmadi, & Carr, 2012; 
Duhan & Sheffet, 1988). 
 

- Sampled firms have 
shown spontaneous 
activities in response to 
daigou enterprises. 

- Why do formal firms not 
perform consistent 
strategic moves (i.e. 
combating or exploiting) 
against informal 
enterprises? 

Notes: The abductive reasoning process reported here should not be read as something that is completed in one go. 
 

 

I began formal data analysis when no more surprising practice was observable; it indicated 

that I was not ignorant of essential practices that constitute the phenomenon under study. First, 

I coded all the data using the qualitative data analysis software NVivo. The coding was primarily 
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directed toward capturing not only mundane sayings and doings, but also learning/legitimizing 

activities, practical/moral concerns and responses to thwarted expectations, as recommended 

by the analytical approaches of practice researchers (i.e. Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; Nicolini, 2009; 

Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011: 348). I then categorized the codes into numerous sets of activities, 

responses and concerns that were replicated across multiple informants and/or confirmed by 

several data sources. I excluded some coded activities that were idiosyncratic to a few 

informants. For example, one daigou enterprise was so competent that it sold cosmetics 

products to other smaller ones and provided illegal logistics services to other daigou agents. 

While the wholesaling-related activities of this larger daigou enterprise were not repeatedly 

observed across the sampled daigou enterprises, these activities were not idiosyncratic to this 

particular enterprise, as evidenced by newspaper articles. Therefore, I grouped the wholesaling-

related activities into one category. In contrast, the activities concerning the illegal logistics 

service were excluded from the analysis, simply because I was unable to find any clue that 

daigou enterprises typically ran illegal logistics businesses in parallel with their daigou work.  

 

Second, following Smets et al. (2015: 939), I attempted to cluster numerous categories into 

broader themes that were labeled ‘clustered practices’. However, as the unit of analysis included 

the complex interplays of multiple actors over time, the generated categories were so messy that 

orderly patterns and sequences were not easily identifiable on a mere reasoning basis. To deal 

with such messiness, I used event structure analysis (ESA), the analytical tool known to assist 

in clarifying the logical relations of actions, by prompting a researcher to reflect on the activities 

necessary for the unfolding of others (Corsaro & Heise, 1990; Pentland, 1999).17 To gain a sense of 

the process, let us consider three action categories that emerged from the data: (i) daigou agents 

going to official cosmetics stores; (ii) daigou agents taking pictures of cosmetics products in the 

store; and (iii) daigou agents purchasing the products. Once I entered these categories on Ethno, 

the software program used for running ESA, it asked a series of questions about the sequential 

relationships of each category imported (see Appendix 4). For example, the program asked, ‘Does 

(ii) require (i) or a similar action?’, until all the categories entered were sequentially ordered. As 

shown on the left side of Figure 2, the Ethno program produced a visual output, by which I could 

relatively easily grasp the logic underlying hitherto messy activities (or categories) and 

understand what activities could be grouped together; I distilled 33 categories into 14 clustered 

                                       
17 This analytical technique presents two advantages: methodologically, it allows for data reduction and 

synthesis through a visual representation; ontologically, it presupposes that a social system is produced 
and reproduced through human actions, just like my ontology-cum-epistemology (Corsaro & Heise, 1990). 
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practices. In doing so, I consulted theoretical referents that might further refine the emergent 

clustered practices. Given that practices unfold in a ‘texture of interconnections’, I further 

explored the associations between clustered practices (Nicolini, 2009: 1407). Figure 2 displays 

the formal data analysis process through which I ‘progressed from raw data to terms and themes’ 

(Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2012: 20). 
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Figure 2. Data structure 
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3.5.3. Qualitative Rigour 
 

A case study design is deemed to be the most suitable research strategy for addressing the 

nascent phase of a new management theory, such as the present research; yet, this research 

approach often encounters a challenge in achieving methodological rigour (Castro et al., 2014; 

Gibbert, Ruigrok, & Wicki, 2008; Ketchen et al., 2014). In recent years, as Gibbert and Ruigrok (2010: 

710) note, ‘very few case study authors explicitly label the rigour criteria in terms of the concepts 

commonly used in the positivist tradition (construct, internal, and external validity, as well as 

reliability)’. Rather, it is increasingly accepted that a rigorous case study reports (a) the ‘concrete 

research actions’ taken to ensure methodological rigour; (b) the prioritization given to certain 

types of rigour criteria (i.e. internal and construct validity) over others (generalizability and 

reliability); and (c) the ‘twist and turn’ that a researcher experiences as he/she encounters 

serendipities and ignorance in the course of inquiries. Following this recommendation, 

throughout this chapter, I have written in detail the precise research actions that I carried out 

to ensure methodological rigour, or, in other words, trustworthiness. Here, I summarize such 

research endeavors.  

To ensure construct and internal validity, as recommended by multiple methodologists 

(Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010; Gibbert et al., 2008; Guba, 1981; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Locke, 2001), I 

collected information from multiple data sources, including interviews, observations and 

archival data. As I collected a handful of data (i.e. incidents and actions), I roughly grouped them 

into theoretical themes and constantly compared them with other data collected on the same 

theoretical themes. Moreover, to safeguard that ‘variable x leads to outcome y, and that y was 

not caused spuriously by a third variable z’, I selected samples from a single industry (i.e. the 

cosmetics sector) rather than choosing samples from multiple industries. I also carried out 

‘member checks’, which tested the fitness of my data interpretation with the viewpoints of 

‘groups from which data are solicited’ (Guba, 1981: 85).  

External validity and reliability, if a positivist lens is applied, are two limitations of this work. 

As Shah and Corley (2006: 1823) put it, the goal of qualitative research ‘is neither replication nor 

theory testing. Instead, what is important is that results are … plausible theory development’. 

Furthermore, I believe that ‘different people find[ing] exactly the same explanation for the same 

phenomenon’ is a false claim of reliability, especially in qualitative research (Gehman et al., 2017: 

37). As such, later in this thesis, I establish boundary conditions that my findings might work 

well. To ensure a reasonable degree of reliability, I sought to ensure that informants were candid 

in their interviews. This effort was particularly important for this study because daigou agents 
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and many informants in firms were, to some extent, reluctant to openly discuss their business 

with us. In dealing with this issue, at the outset of each interview, I double-checked that the 

informant was participating in the interview voluntarily. I also promised anonymity and assured 

informants that they could break off the interview at their discretion, should they consider it 

problematic. 

 

3.6. Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter presented the research design by which I explored the cosmetics industry in South 

Korea between 2013 and 2017. I conducted preliminary fieldwork to gain an initial sense of the 

phenomenon under study and then sampled two leading Korean cosmetics firms and ten daigou 

enterprises. I gathered data from multiple data sources: interview/observational/archival data. 

I analysed the collected data in line with (a) the abductive reasoning process, (b) the grounded 

theory-building approach and (c) the analytical strategies of practice scholars. To ensure 

methodological rigour, I used multiple data sources; constantly compared the data as it was 

gathered; chose samples from a single industry; and carried out member checks. The next 

chapter demonstrates the key findings of this work. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 
 

 

 

 

This chapter presents my findings, derived from multiple data sources. First, I 

outline the emergence of daigou enterprises and the effects of this on Korean 

cosmetics firms MegaCo and CosmicCo. Next, I describe the dynamic, interactive 

actions performed by daigou enterprises MegaCo and CosmicCo. 
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4.1. Background: The Emergence of Daigou Enterprises and the Growth of 

MegaCo and CosmicCo 

 

Since the early 2010s formal firms across multiple countries have increasingly witnessed the 

bulk purchases of what have come to be known as daigou enterprises. Daigou enterprises 

purchase consumer goods from local stores as common consumers in disguise, and re-sell the 

goods to their own customers through underground distribution channels.18 Taken at face value, 

daigou enterprises resemble parallel importers (or grey marketers), which refer to unauthorized 

intermediaries distributing the genuine products of manufacturers or trademark owners (Antia 

et al., 2004; Bucklin, 1993).  

 

However, the distinctiveness of daigou enterprises is forged by (a) amateurism, (b) illegality 

and (c) disguised identity among many other things.19 Consider, for example, the US automobile 

brokers approaching ‘Canadian auto dealers in Vancouver […] with briefcases full of cash, bought 

vehicles meant for the Canadian market by the dozen and shipped them to Seattle’ (Antia et al., 

2004: 64). These parallel importers are professional enough to purchase numerous cars with 

cash and transport them to other countries. As opposed to the automobile grey marketers, 

daigou enterprises generally operate friendship-based micro-businesses. Indeed, many 

operating daigou enterprises are Chinese students studying abroad or ordinary residents on 

mainland China making frequent journeys to other countries. Notably, although most daigou 

enterprises are micro in size, the number of daigou enterprises across the globe is not negligible. 

A Chinese market expert remarked, ‘[Daigou agents] are small but they are a lot of people. If you 

                                       
18 Although the operation of daigou enterprises varies in practice, it generally unfolds in five sequences: (1) 

a daigou agent living in, for example, the UK visits local stores and takes pictures of consumer goods; (2) 
the daigou agent posts the pictures on his/her social media (e.g. Wechat and Weibo); (3) a consumer on 
mainland China looks around the daigou agent’s social media and chooses a particular item; (4) the 
consumer transfers money to the daigou agent; (5) the daigou agent, then, buys the item from the local store 
and ships it to the consumer on mainland China. 
 
19 It is worth noting that daigou enterprises are also characterized by a heavy reliance on technologies, 

which enables a scale and scope of the informal economy that was never possible before. Specifically, 
daigou enterprises interact with their customers through Wechat, the Chinese version of Facebook. Mobile 
payment services are the major means by which daigou enterprises receive payments. At the storefront, 
daigou enterprises take and upload photos of products using smartphones. They often inform their 
customers of their plans to visit stores and, on the day, show the products via smartphone video calls in 
real time. 
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add them together, they are huge’ (BBC News, 2016). The estimated volume of daigou enterprises 

is huge, such that The New York Times (2017) reports that as many as eight out of ten Chinese 

students in Australia alone conduct daigou business. Furthermore, the luxury goods industry 

estimates that around 20 per cent of Chinese consumers buy items via the daigou channel, 

rather than the official retail channels established in mainland China (Bain & Company, 2016). 

According to Wenzhou Daily, the local newspaper in in China (2017), approximately 30 per cent 

of citizens have at some point purchased overseas products through daigou enterprises in 2016. 

 

In addition to amateurism, daigou enterprises routinize illegality in operating their 

businesses. In line with the definition of informal economy actors, daigou enterprises breach 

certain elements of state-enforced legal systems; they fail to register businesses, evade customs 

duties and appropriate firms’ intangible resources (e.g. brand image and marketing 

infrastructure). Finally, daigou enterprises disguise their identities and nature from those who 

would constrain their real purposes. More specifically, daigou enterprises present themselves 

as normal citizens (e.g. students, housewives or formal economy workers), rather than informal 

entrepreneurs operating unregistered businesses and avoiding tax. When daigou enterprises 

deal with firms, they act as normal customers, rather than business-to-business buyers. 

 

While the Western media has placed its attention mainly on daigou enterprises in Australia 

and the US (see Appendix 3), this phenomenon has long played out in South Korea, even before 

it received Western media attention.20 Moreover, daigou enterprises operating in South Korea 

seem to appear largest in numbers for several reasons, of which I will mention two. First, the 

popularity of Korean entertainment in China brings about a huge demand for Korean brands and 

products among Chinese consumers (Shadbolt, 2014). Indeed, Korean brands are often the most 

frequently searched for on Chinese e-commerce and social media sites (King, 2016). Second, the 

geographical proximity of China and South Korea makes it relatively easy for Chinese 

individuals to participate in daigou work. Many other Chinese people conduct daigou business 

in Western countries, but the geographical distance inevitably hinders its spread when 

compared to that in South Korea. 

 

                                       
20 Daigou enterprises operating in South Korea seem to have their roots in Chinese ‘shuttle traders’ who, 

since the late 1980s, have worked to ‘bring foreign goods to their home countries and take their domestic 
goods to [South Korea] for resale via… ferries crossing between Korea and China (Han et al., 2015: 439)’. The 
Korean terms referring to daigou enterprises and Chinese shuttle traders are identical. 
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The rise of daigou enterprises in South Korea has had direct effects on the Korean cosmetics 

industry in general, and MegaCo and CosmicCo in particular. The Korean cosmetics industry 

analysed that daigou enterprises illegally export twice as many Korean cosmetics as Korean 

cosmetics firms legally export to China (Choi, 2015). MegaCo and CosmicCo have recently found 

themselves at the prime of their 70-year business histories, such that in 2015 they made their 

first appearance in The Forbes Global 2000, an annual ranking of the top 2,000 public companies 

in the world published by Forbes magazine. The cosmetics firms have continued to grow, and in 

2017 they took the upper ranks in the list of the world’s 100 most innovative companies released 

by Forbes magazine (for further information of MegaCo and CosmicCo, see Appendix 2). 

 

Hidden behind this remarkable growth are the bulk purchases of daigou enterprises, as the 

sales director of CosmicCo admits: 

 

To be honest, all cosmetics brands have benefited from the purchase and advertisement of daigou 

enterprises … We could not see these successes if there were no daigou enterprises. In different 

degrees though, we all enjoyed it. Nobody denies it. (Int., 2016) 

 

Likewise, the e-commerce team leader of MegaCo commented, ‘This kind of suspicious 

transaction makes up 30 per cent of our annual sales. This is off the record’ (Int., 2017). The 

influence of daigou enterprises on MegaCo and CosmicCo becomes more evident if the two firms’ 

revenue sources are taken into account. Between 2014 and 2016, MegaCo and CosmicCo achieved 

around 20 per cent revenue growth compared to the previous year. These dramatic revenue 

increases might be seen as resulting from the firms’ steady efforts in global expansion with the 

establishment of subsidiaries in many countries. On closer examination, however, the majority 

of the operating income occurred mostly in the domestic market where, ironically, the two firms 

reached market saturation during the 70 years of their business. Therefore, the recent 

emergence of daigou enterprises in the domestic market is one of the key reasons behind the 

firms’ recent success. Against this background, I now turn to a series of episodes in which I 

suggest that disguised relationships have been at play. 
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4.2. Interplay of Cosmetics Firms and Daigou Enterprises 

 

The abovementioned characteristics of daigou enterprises (i.e. amateurism, illegality and 

disguised identity) bring into question: (a) how daigou enterprises, based on amateurism, gain 

required resources and capabilities in operating businesses; (b) how daigou enterprises 

breaching laws and regulations survive and grow overtime; (c) how formal firms, that is, MegaCo 

and CosmicCo, react to daigou enterprises, which seemingly contribute to the financial growth 

of the two firms; and (d) how daigou enterprises respond to the firms’ reactions, if any. While 

much of the literature on the informal economy has paid attention to the somehow static 

landscape in which formal firms are readily exploitative and informal enterprises are always 

submissive, my findings suggest that the relationships are in a state of flux. 

 

4.2.1. Daigou enterprises: Leveraging informal economy groups 

 

According to Nielsen (2017: 6), the world-famous marketing research company, counterfeits 

were so prevalent in China that many Chinese customers gave credence to the genuineness of 

overseas products only if they were purchased outside China by someone known in person.21 

This demand for genuine overseas products represented opportunities for Chinese expatriates 

in South Korea, who had provided overseas products that were in high demand for their family 

and friends. To exploit the opportunities, some expatriates set up unregistered businesses using 

social media services, such as Weibo (i.e. Chinese version of Twitter) and Wechat (i.e. Chinese 

version of Facebook). These pioneering daigou enterprises sought to confirm the authenticity of 

the goods that they offered to customers, and therein lay the competitive advantage of daigou 

business. For example, daigou informants took pictures using MegaCo or CosmicCo’s products 

in the official brand stores in South Korea. They also took photos with sales staff in MegaCo or 

CosmicCo stores. Some daigou agents even broadcast their shopping live. As one of the daigou 

informants remarked, ‘The most representative action of daigou agents [was] taking pictures of 

                                       
21 Nielsen, the marketing research company, explains the popularity of daigou enterprises as follows: 
 

Chinese consumers are looking to avoid potentially counterfeit or tainted products … The Chinese 
believe it is much better to buy from a personally trusted source … even if there is a price premium 
… If someone – in particular someone they know in their social network – says something is good, 
this word-of-mouth promotion is so much stronger than any advertising channels available to 
brands (Nielson, 2017: 6).  
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goods at local brand stores’ (Int., 2016). Throughout these processes, daigou enterprises had 

become a socially approved purchase channel, often more trustworthy than other regular points 

of sale established by formal firms. In other words, daigou enterprises were illegal, yet legitimate, 

as one daigou agent said, ‘The Chinese government does not sanction us… But we are beneficial 

to consumers because they can buy Korean cosmetics at cheaper prices’ (Int., 2016). 

 

Daigou enterprises acquired social acceptability to the extent that a considerable number of 

Chinese staying in South Korea increasingly engaged in daigou businesses. More and more 

Chinese students began to carry out daigou work as their friends conducted it: 

 

I started this daigou business just because everybody had done it. There are lots of Chinese students 

here in Korea and some 80 per cent of them are doing daigou business. And roughly the same 

amount of my friends and colleagues are doing it too. (Daigou agent III, Int., 2016) 

 

The families of Chinese expatriates spent their spare time in South Korea doing daigou business. 

A variety of residents on mainland China commenced daigou work by partnering with their 

acquaintances living in South Korea. Among the residents that I met during the fieldwork were 

a housewife, a government official, graduate students and a flight attendant. The Chinese-dense 

location in South Korea became home to daigou agents. For example, Figure 3 shows a 1-km-

long district in a port city where a China town is located. The left side of Figure 3 depicts the 

entrance to the district, along which numerous stores owned by daigou enterprises were 

situated. These stores generally used Chinese characters for their signs, as they deal more with 

Chinese customers than Korean customers. As I entered one store, a delivery man was just about 

to collect several boxes of cosmetics (see the right side of Figure 3). These boxes were to be 

delivered to other small-sized daigou enterprises. The store was operated by three co-owners. 

One owner, who I interviewed, was a Chinese graduate student studying in South Korea. She 

operated the store with her Chinese friends, who had married Korean men and been housewives. 

Perhaps because these owners had no professional experience in operating cosmetics stores, as 

is clearly seen in the bottom of Figure 3, the store was less organized and structured compared 

to formal cosmetics stores on any high street. 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Figure 3. A district made up of stores operated by daigou enterprises and  
the inside of one such store in the district 

 

 
 

Daigou agents became friends with one another by forming online groups in which they 

shared a variety of information and marketing materials. Novices became proficient daigou 

agents as they learnt how to better carry out daigou work from experienced others within the 

same group. Daigou enterprises offered the products that were out of stock in local stores to 

other daigou agents. Again, the cosmetics boxes on the right side of Figure 3 were collected from 

one daigou store and delivered to other daigou enterprises. Daigou agents recruited labour forces 

by simply uploading job posts on online groups.  One of the informants illustrated the 

significance of online groups as follows: 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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My brother is at the top of the daigou pyramid. He runs an online group made up of daigou agents 

like me. My brother and I are laterally positioned and there are many daigou agents located below 

us… Within the group people share information with one another… I bought cosmetics only from 

duty-free stores but one day one of my experienced daigou friends told me a more profitable way of 

doing daigou business. (Int., 2016) 

 

Online groups also acted as a forum in which daigou enterprises produced, shared and 

reproduced practical know-how of evading the regulatory actions taken by the authorities. For 

example, in 2016 the Chinese government tightened the regulations on cross-border shopping 

to reclaim uncollected taxes from daigou enterprises (Pandey & Barrett, 2016). As a result of this 

regulatory change, daigou agents were no longer able to use regular postal systems, which were 

subject to government enforcement. To deal with this practical issue and to continue to avoid 

import duties, daigou enterprises began to rely on ‘baotongguan’, which referred to Chinese 

logistics companies that transported goods in an underhand, tax-avoiding manner. In Chinese, 

baotongguan, as common parlance, means ‘the guarantee of tax-avoiding customs clearance’. 

Daigou enterprises had constantly introduced baotongguan companies to their daigou friends; 

at the time of the fieldwork, all daigou informants were using baotongguan, clandestine postal 

services. In Figure 4 we see an example of how daigou enterprises use baotongguan. The group 

of female daigou agents in Figure 4 arranged a meeting with baotongguan service providers 

before going to local cosmetics stores. Once the daigou agents had finished buying cosmetics, 

which generally amounted to hundreds of products, they met the baotongguan service providers 

outside the local store. The service providers loaded the cosmetics into their van and went back 

to the office. Within a few days, the service providers would send the cosmetics to the address 

on mainland China that the daigou agents had been asked to deliver to. Even though this 

delivery process included the flow of goods across the borders, the baotongguan service 

providers assured the daigou agents that they would not need to pay import duties. In an 

extreme case, one daigou enterprise established a baotongguan company and provided services 

to other daigou enterprises within the same online group. 
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Figure 4. The regulation-avoiding technique of daigou enterprises (using Baotongguan services) 
 

 

 

Daigou enterprises, on online groups, also shared information about which franchisee stores 

of MegaCo or CosmicCo seemed to have cooperative attitudes. Some franchisee stores attempted 

to maximize sales by selling as many cosmetics as possible to daigou enterprises. However, this 

was against the general policy of the franchisors (i.e. MegaCo and CosmicCo) because the bulk 

purchase of daigou enterprises might result in the dumping of their products on the Chinese 

market. As such, the franchisee stores developed deceitful tactics through which daigou 
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enterprises could purchase cosmetics in bulk. For example, the franchisee stores provided 

employee discounts to daigou enterprises. When daigou enterprises wished to make a bulk 

purchase of cosmetics using cash, the franchisee stores split the bills into multiple fake ones so 

that the franchisor would view it as several small purchases. 

 

In short, daigou enterprises, which initially provided good deeds to their acquaintances, 

continued to survive and grow by cooperating with similar others connected through online 

groups.22 The online groups acted as a forum in which a variety of information related to daigou 

businesses was spread and shared. Table 5 contains the representative data from which I 

developed clustered practices, which were further grouped into the overarching theoretical 

dimension of ‘leveraging informal economy groups’ (i.e. the theme of this sub-section). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 

                                       
22 Notably, the finding described in this section was not idiosyncratic to my research setting. Here I present 
a part of The New York Times news article (2017), from which one can see the similarity between daigou 
enterprises operating in South Korea and Australia. The passage of the article is as follows: 
 

Zhang Yuan’s business started with favours for relatives: an aunt who wanted baby formula, a cousin looking for 
Ugg boots. She was a college student here in Australia, and every dollar helped, so she mailed the items back to 
China and charged a bit of a commission. But then, through word of mouth, her business just kept growing... Her 
business now employs two buyers, two packers and two people in customer service, with offices in Melbourne 
and Hangzhou, her hometown in eastern China... [Daigou enterprises] mail their products to customers in China 
or ship them to Hong Kong, where traders can carry them across the border to avoid mainland tariffs. 
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Table 5. Representative data underpinning the theoretical dimension of 
‘leveraging informal economy groups’ 

 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Leveraging informal economy groups 
 

 

 
 

Practice one: daigou agents working    
on acquiring legitimacy from  
Chinese customers 

Daigou is now considered a proper job. Daigou agents, on behalf of 
customers, find out what customers want... Back then my friends 
knew that my brother was living in Italy. So, they asked me to buy 
some Italian goods through my brother. They kind of felt sorry 
asking this, and they were willing to pay me... In doing this, I 
started doing daigou business. (Daigou agent I, Int., 2016) 
 
Initially, I simply dealt with my friends or friends of friends. When 
they gave me money I then went to stores and bought some goods 
they told me to buy, acting like a proxy. (Daigou agent II, Int., 2016) 
 
I sold this product only once or twice [for my friend]. What 
happened was my friend sent me the photo of the products that 
were needed and I bought them for her. I got a 10 per cent 
commission fee. (Daigou agent VI, Int., 2016) 
 
Daigou business might have a negative influence on friendships. 
For example, [my customers] are basically my close friends or their 
friends. They might be disappointed with the cosmetics they buy 
from me or they might doubt if what I sell is genuine... No matter 
how close they are to me, I must be careful because there is a risk. 
(Daigou agent III, Int., 2016) 
 
I uploaded [snapshots of parcel tracking information] on my social 
media to inform my customers that what I sell is really bought and 
shipped from Korea. Otherwise, they might never know where [the 
products] are made and come from. (Daigou agent III, Int., 2016) 
 
Daigou refers to buying, on behalf of customers, genuine products 
that they can’t buy in China. Because as daigou agents we show our 
customers how we buy products, we offer them trust in us. And the 
price is relatively cheap... The most representative action of daigou 
agents is taking pictures of goods at local brand stores. (Daigou 
agent IV, Int., 2016) 
 
Daigou agents take pictures in the shop. I tell them to refrain from 
doing it because I am captured on the photo. They then ask me to 
allow them to picture at least CosmicCo’s logo on my uniform. In 
some cases, they video-call with their customers as they enter the 
store. They told me that only by doing so do their customers trust 
the authenticity of the products. (MegaCo franchisee store, sales 
assistant, Int., 2017) 
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Table 5. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Leveraging informal economy groups 
 

Practice two: daigou agents  
acquiring   resources (e.g.  
knowledge, network,  
marketing material, firms’ products  
and cross-border transportation)  
from other members of an informal  
economy group 

 
 

 

 
 
As the researcher entered the field in Korea it was observed that 
daigou agents were, in general, based in some areas where Chinese 
people were densely populated. Such areas included university 
districts, Chinese-deserted tourist districts and China Town. The 
researcher witnessed a 1-km-long road replete only with daigou-
related stores. (Obs. 2015) 
 
I imitated the marketing words and phrases of my daigou friends. 
After beginning daigou work, I made lots of daigou friends. When I 
see catchy phrases I just copy them. (Daigou agent VII, Int., 2016) 
 
Baotongguan is a delivery company specializing in cosmetics 
goods. My neighboring shop is operating Baotongguan. They ship 
goods to China and do customs clearing. Tax...well…I don’t know 
how they make it possible but anyway I don’t need to pay tax [to 
Chinese customs] if I use their delivery service. (Daigou agent IX, 
Int., 2016) 
 
Baotongguan is illegal because it conducts customs clearance 
illegally. For example, if I buy goods in Korea and bring them back 
to China, I have to pay customs duty. Baotongguan helps daigou 
agents to avoid paying tax by bribing government officials. Now our 
company operates 20 per cent daigou business and 80 per cent 
Baotongguan business… Until last month, our company dealt with 
about 100–200 kg of customs clearance for daigou agents but now 
we process 100 kg a day because [cross-border import regulations] 
will change soon. (Daigou agent I, Int., 2016) 
 

Notes: The overarching dimension is underlined; clustered practices constituting the dimension are 
represented in numerical order. 
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4.2.2. Daigou enterprises: Linking to formal firms 
 

Daigou enterprises started their businesses by choosing certain cosmetics brands to re-sell. 

More often than not, daigou enterprises selected the best-selling products of renowned brands, 

such as MegaCo and CosmicCo. After brand selection, they began to purchase needed items from 

the regular retail channels that the cosmetics firms had set up in South Korea. As ordinary 

customers, daigou enterprises enrolled membership programmes in which the more they spent, 

the more they received benefits in return (e.g. discounts, redeemable reward points and free 

cosmetics samples). Having been the most frequent customers, daigou enterprises generally 

held the most lucrative membership level, which offered a 30–35 per cent price reduction. 

Although this discount rate was less favourable than that of cosmetics wholesalers (i.e. an 

approximately 40 per cent price mark-down), daigou enterprises constantly purchased items 

from official retail channels. This was because customers trusted the authenticity of cosmetics 

only if they were purchased from official stores in South Korea. Central to the daigou business 

was ‘trust’. 

 

 

Figure 5. Daily operations of a daigou enterprise 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5 illustrates well how daigou enterprises select brands to re-sell and how they enjoy 

the benefits of membership programmes. It should be noted that Figure 5 displays the 

observational data that I gained by shadowing a daigou agent dealing with luxury goods in 

London. However, I present this data here because there was no operational difference between 

the daigou agent in Figure 5 and those who coped with the products of MegaCo and CosmicCo. 
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This daigou agent had carried out daigou work for a few years since he left his job as a computer 

programmer. As described in the previous sub-section, he recruited part-time workers from 

online communities. This daigou agent and the part-time workers met at the hallway of Harrods 

(a department store in London). His daigou work, then, began with showing the products to be 

bought to the part-time workers (see the left side of Figure 5). He chose to re-sell Louis Vuitton 

products, as this brand offered the highest profits when doing daigou work. He circulated 

Harrods gift cards to his part-time workers (see the centre of Figure 5). In so far as he made the 

part-time workers use the gift cards for payments, he did not need to issue multiple credit cards 

or carry lots of cash. Once the part-time workers had received the list of the necessary goods 

and gift cards, they headed to the Louis Vuitton store in twos and threes at intervals. When all 

the part-time workers came back to the daigou agent with numerous Louis Vuitton products, he 

took the receipts and tidied them up (see the centre of Figure 5). He later registered reward 

points using the receipts. The daigou agent and part-time workers then moved to the next 

destination: Selfridges (another department store in London). They repeated the process carried 

out in Harrods. In response to my request for an interview, the daigou agent looked for a quiet 

place and brought me to the VIP room of Selfridges (see the right side of Figure 5). This indicated 

his purchasing power. 

 

Ties arose as daigou enterprises repeatedly bought products from the retail channels of 

formal firms. The ties resembled buyer–supplier relationships, where a buyer is referred to a 

person/group/organization who purchases finished goods for re-sale. The ties also represented 

customer–firm relationships taken at face value. However, daigou enterprises carried out their 

work without contracts. They were ‘disguised’ customers who, in fact, added services to 

purchased cosmetics to re-sell them to their own customers. Among the key value-added 

activities were advertising and advising; daigou enterprises were active in advertising the 

cosmetics of MegaCo and CosmicCo and in advising customers about those products. These 

value-added activities were not anticipated by the cosmetics firms, as an internal auditor of 

MegaCo put it: 

 

Some of our products are not yet available in China. This means there is no way of buying those 

cosmetics officially in China. But, the products enter China through daigou enterprises. Chinese 

customers get to know such products, although we never advertise them on mainland China. 

Customers acknowledge us before we penetrate the market. (Int., 2016) 

 

Notably, daigou enterprises carried out the value-added activities without the authorization 
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of MegaCo and CosmicCo. As the value-added activities were not authorized and were conducted 

to obtain benefits for the daigou enterprises themselves, they exerted dialectical effects on the 

firms. On the one hand, daigou enterprises brought MegaCo and CosmicCo into direct contact 

with untapped Chinese markets that might otherwise never connect. On the other hand, in the 

course of advertising and customer advising, daigou enterprises spread information that was 

potentially unfavourable to the firms. The most illustrative example was observed on the social 

media advertisement posted by one particular daigou agent, who encouraged pregnant women 

to buy a CosmicCo beauty aid product through social media. Interviewing this daigou agent 

revealed that she had in fact simply copied and pasted another daigou agent’s social media post, 

suggesting that she did not have a precise understanding of the product that was being touted. 

In the social media post, the daigou agent advertised: ‘Pregnant women [generally] buy this 

cosmetics line… Pregnant women should go for this! If you are pregnant, use this!’ (Social., 2016). 

Moreover, daigou enterprises disturbed the pricing/branding strategy of MegaCo and CosmicCo 

by selling identical cosmetics at a lower or higher price than the firms: 

  

We had some duty-free-store exclusive product lines. These products were not available in other 

retail channels. What daigou agents did was, for example, they sold a $300 product at $350 to 

their own customers in the grey market. They took a profit margin by doing so… They increased 

the market value of the products themselves… This had a side effect in the sense that they could 

easily offer a price mark-down, which potentially looked like we lost our brand power. (CosmicCo, 

sales manager, Int., 2017) 

 

In Figure 6 we see another example of how daigou enterprises exert a negative influence on 

formal firms. As MegaCo and CosmicCo were increasingly setting up their own operated stores 

in China, daigou agents were implementing counter-measures in response to the threats 

presented. Figure 6 illustrates such an endeavour; a daigou agent, through her social media, 

remarks: 

 

Here comes the first official store of CosmicCo’s brand Alpha (pseudonym) in China. Can you 

imagine how expensive the products are there? If you buy it through me, you will be laughing all 

the way to the bank. Those of you living in Beijing, drop by the store, take a trial and experience 

the quality of the products. Come back to me again should you need a daigou service. You will 

definitely like my daigou service. (Daigou agent VII, 2016) 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Figure 6. An example of the negative influence that daigou enterprises exert on the cosmetics firms 
 

 

 

 

In summary, daigou enterprises formed unilateral ties with the cosmetics firms. MegaCo and 

CosmicCo engaged in these ties unintentionally. Not only did the ties emerge in a unilateral 

manner, they also played out without the authorization of the firms. As such, the firms were 

confronted with both the positive and negative influences that the ties exerted. Table 6 contains 

the representative data from which I developed clustered practices, which were further grouped 

into the overarching dimension of ‘linking to formal firms’ (i.e. the theme of this sub-section). 
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Table 6. Representative data underpinning the overarching dimension of ‘linking to formal firms’ 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Linking to formal firms 
 

 

 

Practice one: daigou agents linking  
to formal firms in a unilateral  
manner 

We have mainly dealt with Italian goods so far. From this year, we 
are switching to Korean cosmetics… We simply choose to re-sell 
certain high-profile brands that are in demand. (Daigou agent I, Int., 
2016) 
 
Initially, I resold MegaCo’s product Alpha and Beta (pseudonyms). 
Our business grew and many customers looked for CosmicCo’s 
product Gamma (pseudonym), so now I rarely re-sell MegaCo’s 
product Alpha and Beta… Because I now have a stable customer 
base I can choose unknown firms and advertise their cosmetics 
and contribute to making them big. (Daigou agent II, Int., 2016) 
 
I buy a product like MegaCo’s Alpha (pseudonym) from a 
department store and I buy MegaCo’s Beta (pseudonym) from a 
high-street store. I earn money through membership discounts. 
(Daigou agent VI, Int., 2016) 
 
We don’t know the precise scale of daigou agents, but we have an 
intuition that it is big, and we are wondering if we may lose the 
momentum for growth if we completely combat them. So, we are 
very careful about this issue. (MegaCo, internal auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
When we penetrate foreign markets, market research should be 
conducted first, and a product that is customized to the market 
should be developed. There is a great risk that [daigou agents] will 
devalue [dumping] our products in China before we are prepared to 
enter the Chinese market. Of course, there is a positive aspect of 
dumping, which can lower the entry barrier because [daigou agents] 
make our products familiar with customers in the Chinese market. 
That said, it is right to say that we must eradicate daigou agents if 
we care about brand longevity. (MegaCo, e-commerce teal leader, Int., 
2017) 
 

Practice two: daigou agents  
providing firms with benefits in a  
unilateral manner 

I used this cosmetics product for a while and found it to be really 
great – the one and only MegaCo’s facial essence Alpha 60 ml and 
90 ml (pseudonym). It is more a medicine than a beauty aid. It 
features long-lasting moisturizing. It is thick but not sticky. As 
soon as you apply it to your face, it is absorbed by the skin in a 
second. (Daigou agent I, Social., 2016) 
 
Customers living in my home town keep buying RisingCo’s Epsilon 
(pseudonym) from me. My home town is very small and there is 
virtually no way to buy RisingCo’s products. (Daigou agent VII, Int., 
2016) 
 
When a customer makes enquiries about certain products, I offer 
explanations. Customers generally ask me whether a product works or 
not. And, for example, a customer with sensitive skin inquires whether 
this is proper or that is proper. (Daigou agent III, Int., 2016) 
 
There is no means to distinguish common customers from daigou 
agents. No single daigou agent is shouting that he/she is daigou when 
purchasing goods, right? (CosmicCo, channel strategist, 2017) 
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Table 6. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 

 
Linking to formal firms 

 

Practice three: daigou agents  
exerting potentially negative effects  
on firms 

 
 
 

Two daigou informants told the researcher that Korean cosmetics 
firms use worse ingredients for Chinese export products than they 
do for domestic products. The informants further explained that, for 
this reason, they buy Korean cosmetics from local stores in Korea, 
which act as a selling point. MegaCo and CosmicCo confirmed that 
the daigou interviewees’ information is wrong. (Obs., 2016) 
 
In fact, I can fabricate advertisements. There are many smartphone 
applications that have been developed for daigou commerce. For 
example, I can copy and paste advertising pictures and phrases 
that other daigou agents have uploaded in one simple tap… There is 
also an application that produces a fake conversation with 
customers. (Daigou agent III, Int., 2016) 
 

Notes: The overarching dimension is underlined; clustered practices constituting the dimension are 
represented in numerical order. 
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4.2.3. Formal firms: Fragmented sense-making of unexpected tie formation 
 

While MegaCo and CosmicCo noticed the irregular purchases of the daigou enterprises, this was 

set aside to deal with more urgent issues regarding fast-growing businesses. It was only after 

the daigou enterprises continued to emerge and grow that the firm members began to consider 

it an issue. One sales manager of CosmicCo said: 

 

Around April or May 2014, we saw a dramatic sales growth… As sales were just bursting, we were 

really busy. We needed to supply products in demand and so many chores occurred. Our unit was 

very small back then… As things stabilized over time, we looked back at what had happened and 

found that some nonsense took place [owing to daigou agents]. (Int., 2017) 

 

The members of MegaCo and CosmicCo sought to tease out the remit of the daigou enterprises; 

however, they soon realized that the reality the daigou enterprises had captured was a murky 

and non-analytical world. Most importantly, there was no clear distinction between daigou 

enterprises and common customers. Although daigou enterprises purchased cosmetics in bulk, 

unlike normal customers, they did so within the limit of purchase allowances. Put simply, it was 

virtually impossible for the cosmetics firms to distinguish between common customers buying 

three items at a time and daigou enterprises purchasing five items at a time. Indeed, ‘no single 

daigou agent is shouting that he/she is daigou when purchasing goods’ (CosmicCo, channel 

strategist, 2017). Furthermore, the actions that daigou enterprises carried out after purchasing 

were hardly noticeable, because they were conducted on friendship-based social media in exotic 

language. 

 

At best firm members used guesswork to examine the daigou enterprises. Moreover, the 

information available to the firm members was gathered in a piecemeal fashion and dispersed 

across multiple departments. As such, one sales manager of CosmicCo said, ‘I can’t say I am not 

aware of [daigou work] at all; yet I can’t say I understand it precisely’ (Int., 2017). This lack of 

understanding was not individual. When I presented a document describing the operations and 

jargon of daigou work, the firm managers generally appeared to lack this information. Some 

managers even requested that I share the document to help them report daigou activities to their 

executive team. A brand strategist of MegaCo remarked upon the situation as follows: 

 

We don’t know the precise effects that daigou agents have on our firm. Perhaps this is because 

we haven’t measured the exact scale of the daigou trade. Even though we have an inkling that it 
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is considerable, decision-makers seem to get confused because no quantitative evidence is 

available. No one will quantify such information…we focus more on expanding global businesses 

than daigou issues. (Int., 2016) 

 

As staff members lacked an in-depth understanding of daigou enterprises, they produced 

diverse accounts of the situation at hand. One manager of MegaCo estimated that the purchases 

of daigou enterprises represented as much as 50 per cent of the firm’s sales, whereas another 

manager suggested 20 per cent. When I relayed these estimated figures to a member of MegaCo, 

he said, ‘I think the staff members who gave you such numbers are just ignorant. How dare they 

do that? Nobody in our company knows the precise remit of daigou commerce.’  

 

In addition, staff members had different views about what should be done in response to 

daigou enterprises. For example, regarding the common question of whether they view daigou 

enterprises as utilizable, while the senior strategist of CosmicCo strongly replied, ‘Never. We 

never thought to take advantage of – or rely on – such people. From a business perspective, 

[daigou commerce] is not a distribution channel at all’, the sales director of CosmicCo remarked, 

‘[It is] a mutually beneficial relationship... We and daigou enterprises kind of agreed on this 

transaction…we take advantage of each other…some of our weak brands could benefit from it.’ 

To another common question asking their perspectives on whether they wish to combat daigou 

enterprises, the senior strategist remarked upon a strong willingness to curtail daigou agents. 

In contrast, the senior sales manager sitting next to the strategist commented, ‘I have a different 

thought… As a matter of fact, we can never ever combat [daigou agents] and so we must manage 

the relationships with them whether we like it or not’.  

 

The perspectives of external stakeholders (i.e. cosmetics retailers) on daigou enterprises also 

differed from those of MegaCo and CosmicCo (i.e. cosmetics manufacturers-cum-sellers). A case 

in point was the duty-free operators through which MegaCo and CosmicCo created over one-

third of sales. While MegaCo and CosmicCo were fundamentally reluctant to make sales via 

daigou enterprises, duty-free operators attempted to facilitate the operation of daigou 

businesses. One such effort was realized by a packaging area that duty-free operators 

collectively set up in an airport. Many daigou enterprises collected duty-free items from an 

airport and tried to unwrap and re-package them to fit into suitcases. By so doing, daigou agents 

reduced the risk of getting caught by customs upon arrival in China. As shown in the bottom 

Figure 7, I was able to observe a number of daigou agents unwrapping the duty-free products 

that they had collected at the major airport in South Korea. These daigou agents occupied the 
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pathway to duty-free product collection points and continuously produced trash from the 

packaging of the goods. 

 

 

Figure 7. The relationships between daigou enterprises and duty-free operators 
(observation from the major airport in South Korea) 

 

 

 

 

The duty-free operators spotted this issue and established a packaging area where daigou 

enterprises could unwrap and re-package their collected duty-free items (see the right side of 

Figure 7). Moreover, the duty-free operators hired cleaners and assigned them to the airport. The 

male person wearing a yellow vest in the bottom of Figure 7 was one such cleaner. 
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In addition to duty-free operators, the franchisees of MegaCo and CosmicCo also had 

favourable relationships with daigou enterprises. For example, a salesperson of a MegaCo 

franchisee store remarked that she had been invited by some daigou enterprises for dinner and 

the owner of the franchisee store invited large daigou enterprises to a dinner party (Int., 2018). 

Notably, diverse and often conflicting viewpoints across stakeholders had rarely integrated into 

company-wide guidelines or strategies. Neither leaders nor managers tried to do so: 

 

To be honest, there is no company-wide standard of how to sell goods. The company just says, 

‘Do sell well’. For this reason, each unit has different standards they pursue… In many cases the 

sales unit sets up daily guidelines. For example, when we say one customer can buy a certain 

amount of goods at a time, it is a sales unit who creates this guideline. (MegaCo, channel 

strategist, Int., 2017) 

 

In brief, MegaCo and CosmicCo created the initial sense of unexpected ties with daigou 

enterprises; yet they struggled to gather information in order to produce a solid interpretation 

of situations. The internal and external stakeholders, in turn, generated multiple accounts of the 

relationships with daigou enterprises, which were not further reconciled. Table 7 contains the 

representative data from which I developed clustered practices, which were further grouped into 

the overarching dimension of ‘fragmented sense-making of unexpected tie formation’ (i.e. the 

theme of this sub-section). 
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Table 7. Representative data underpinning the overarching dimension of  
‘fragmented sense-making of unexpected tie formation’ 

 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Fragmented sense-making of 
unexpected tie formation 
 

 
 

Practice one: firms creating a sense  
of the issues 

Early this year a [major news network] reported daigou issues. I 
learned some details of daigou from the news network and its 
reporter. I met him in person. (MegaCo, channel strategist, Int., 2016) 
 
I wasn’t very aware of daigou until now. My colleague here told me 
about the daigou issue… The focus has mainly been on how to 
eradicate counterfeit problems, especially in China. Daigou has 
been secondary. (MegaCo, operations manager, Int., 2016) 
 
It was only recently that I became aware of [daigou agents’] remit 
and behavior. Well, the initial sense was formed a while ago, 
perhaps in 2014? Initially, because they were not large in number 
and were just small shuttle traders, I thought it was acceptable... As 
time went by they grew bigger and I found it problematic... If I really 
wanted to know more about them, I could do it. I could meet up with 
them. But, contacting them was taboo because we believe that 
[daigou agents] are irregular. (CosmicCo, sales manager II, Int., 2017) 
 
We only know roughly about daigou. Each unit has small pieces of 
information but they are like hunches and not precise…we don’t 
have a dedicated team dealing with daigou. (MegaCo, internal 
auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
We got some information from the sales staff working in stores. We 
asked them how many customers were buying more than a certain 
amount and simply referred to their feedback. (CosmicCo, channel 
strategist, Int., 2016) 
 
Well, I can’t say I am not aware of [daigou agents] at all; yet I can’t 
say I understand it precisely. There are lots of things that are not 
easily accessible. We just know roughly what they look like and 
how they operate. (CosmicCo, sales manager II, Int., 2017) 
 

Practice two: firms animating sense- 
making processes without control 

 

Officially speaking, any sales occurring outside our regular 
channels are banned. But sales staff working at the very front office 
don’t want to see a sales loss. They are somehow enticed by daigou 
agents. (MegaCo, internal auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
Middle managers once wondered about creating a new channel 
embracing all daigou agents, as we can’t ever combat [daigou agents] 
and we can’t ever quantify their scales and it’s like, hey you all come 
here, we are going to offer markdowns. Middle managers, not top 
management, even thought this way because we really struggled. 
(MegaCo, internal auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
Although it would be good if we could eradicate daigou agents, 
making such a decision is far from simple… In particular, it is 
difficult for upper management, senior managers and sales people 
in a sales unit to make a decision on [combating daigou agents]. 
(MegaCo, e-commerce team leader, Int., 2017) 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Fragmented sense-making of 
unexpected tie formation 
 

 

Practice two: firms animating sense- 
making processes without control 

 

What happens in the front office falls under the remit of sales 
directors. They operate on their discretion within the boundary of a 
company-wide identity. You see, they are not reporting like, ‘We 
made these sales through this number of daigou agents’. Certainly 
not… They don’t tell in detail, ‘Oh, sales are so tough to make, we are 
going to call in daigou agents and meet a sales target’… This kind of 
stuff is under the sales unit’s control. (CosmicCo, channel strategist, 
Int., 2017) 
 
Everybody should be of one mind, but, in practice, [our partner 
firms] think differently; the Korean customs service is also going in 
a different direction to us. We are the weakest party, and the only 
party who strives to secure brand value. (MegaCo, channel 
strategist, Int., 2016) 
 
We said, ‘If they were daigou agents or whatever, they were our 
customers. We should think about what we can do for them. What if 
we make a kind of small shopping cart for them’… One thing we 
must beware is that we must strongly prevent them from 
distributing duty-free goods illegally in Korea…  (Duty-free store, 
sales manager, Int., 2016) 
 
Sales reps actually want us to take pictures of their goods. Because 
it increases their sales volume. But managers don’t like that idea 
and so [sales assistants] do not allow us to take pictures when the 
managers appear. (Daigou agent I, Int., 2016) 
 

Notes: The overarching dimension is underlined; clustered practices constituting the dimension are 
represented in numerical order. 
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4.2.4. Formal firms: Counteracting and temporary compromising 
 

MegaCo and CosmicCo could not quantify the volume of daigou purchases. They were not able 

to calculate the advantages/disadvantages of the ties that are unilaterally formed by daigou 

enterprises. During their 70 years of business, however, MegaCo and CosmicCo had previously 

confronted other re-sellers similar to daigou enterprises. As such, many informants considered 

daigou enterprises to be derivatives of something they had encountered in the past. Even though 

this past experience did not present an accurate analysis of daigou enterprises, it served as a 

reference point for judging what matters to firms and what they should care about in terms of 

the situations at hand. Indeed, the firm members, who had lacked measurable data and produced 

conflicting interpretations of the ties with daigou enterprises, invariably ‘felt’ that the growth 

fuelled by daigou enterprises would harm their brand values in the long run. For example, the e-

commerce team leader of MegaCo commented: 

 

Although there are no guidelines, it is inscribed very clearly in our minds that we must not deal 

with [daigou enterprises]… As a brand company, we feel that [daigou enterprises] will ruin our 

brand values and market flow. (Int., 2017) 

 

In addition to the brand values, MegaCo and CosmicCo felt that they should care about their 

normal customers. Notably, during the interviews, the informants drew a clear line between 

normal customers and daigou enterprises by referring to the former as ‘good’ or ‘pure’ customers 

and the latter as a ‘false distribution’. 

 

MegaCo and CosmicCo, therefore, constantly monitored irregular purchases seemingly made 

by daigou enterprises. In addition, the cosmetics firms maintained surveillance over retail 

partners (e.g. duty-free operators and franchisees) to check whether the partners were secretly 

colluding with daigou enterprises. Again, however, nothing was quantifiable. The firms could 

only rely on the sense and feelings arising from the close reading of the coarse-grained 

information collected. For example, first, when daigou enterprises bought cosmetics from the 

online stores of MegaCo, they often created multiple IDs and purchased the maximum number 

of cosmetics with each ID. Members of the e-commerce team found that these kinds of order, in 

general, used the same or neighbouring shipping addresses. The members, therefore, manually 

tracked the shipping addresses of all transactions to roughly separate out the irregular orders. 

Second, some staff members of MegaCo and CosmicCo periodically visited the major wholesale 

markets in China or Hong Kong and monitored the price trends of their cosmetics. A decrease 
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in prices indicated that daigou enterprises had distributed too many cosmetics to the Chinese 

market for sale at a low price. Finally, MegaCo and CosmicCo often purchased their products 

from local stores in China. As MegaCo and CosmicCo attached secret tags to all their products, 

the firms were able to track the entire distribution process. The firms bought some products 

randomly from local stores in China and saw if any product had once been possessed by their 

retail partners (e.g. duty-free operators and franchisees). If it turned out that a product had been 

owned by a retail partner, this indicated that the retail partner had sold the cosmetics to daigou 

enterprises. 

 

Once staff members felt that the daigou enterprises as a whole had made excessive 

purchases, they attempted to curtail the daigou businesses. For example, MegaCo and CosmicCo 

imposed restrictions on the picturing of cosmetics on stores, which was the key activity of 

daigou enterprises. The firms also reduced the number of cosmetics that customers can 

purchase at one time. Daigou agents, who always tried to buy products in bulk, suffered from 

these purchasing restrictions. The combating efforts of MegaCo and CosmicCo were well 

illustrated by one sales manager of CosmicCo, as follows: 

 

We kept trying to curtail daigou trades. For CosmicCo’s Deltal (pseudonym), we even sold only 

two pieces of cosmetics to each customer… And, some daigou agents purchase goods using gift 

cards, don’t they? They can take advantage of a further 1.5 per cent discount by doing so. We are 

going to counteract to it by constraining purchasing methods. (Int., 2017) 

 

However important brand values and customers were for the cosmetics firms, MegaCo and 

CosmicCo were consistently faced with practical issues arising from turbulent environments. A 

striking instance took place in late 2016 when the Chinese government imposed economic 

sanctions against South Korea, in response to the Korean government’s decision regarding the 

installation of THAAD (Terminal High Altitude Area Defense), an anti-missile system 

(Tselichtchev, 2017). As Forbes (2017) reported, the Chinese government, for example, ‘banned 

[Chinese] tour groups from going to South Korea’, whereby MegaCo and CosmicCo were hard hit. 

Moreover, the daigou informants went through the rigorous scrutiny of customs officers, 

especially when they tried to send Korean products to China. As such, all daigou informants 

complained that their shipments were stuck in Chinese customs for a long time. The members 

of MegaCo and CosmicCo also said that daigou enterprises had struggled with sending 

cosmetics to China, since the Chinese government imposed economic sanctions against South 

Korea. 
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The prohibited travel to South Korea and tightened regulations of daigou work translated 

directly into the drastic drop in sales of the cosmetics firms. As shown in Figure 8, MegaCo and 

CosmicCo, having achieved a steady increase in operating income for the second quarter 

between 2013 and 2016, saw a remarkable fall in operating income for the second quarter of 2017 

(i.e. the period after the economic sanctions took place). 

 

 

Figure 8. MegaCo and CosmicCo’s operating income for the second quarter between 2013 and 2017 
 

 

 

 

MegaCo and CosmicCo, in the face of fatal profit decline due to the economic sanctions, 

temporarily compromised on the right line of action they had believed in and pursued. MegaCo 

and CosmicCo relaxed the restrictions on the purchases of daigou enterprises: 

 

Brands are our life. We can’t treat them carelessly. For this reason, we severely restricted daigou 

agents’ purchases until our sales were on the rise. After the THAAD deployment, we are now 

passive in restricting daigou agents’ purchases… Because of the THAAD deployment, logistics 
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became harder to do. Logistics costs increased nearly twofold. So, [daigou agents] asked sales 

staff to loosen the purchasing restrictions. They asked us to, at least, make it easier for them to 

buy CosmicCo’s products because they have no profit margin… They were trying to reduce the 

operating costs incurred when purchasing cosmetics in the middle of the purchasing 

restrictions… I don’t know how long the THAAD issue will last, [we are temporarily compromising 

the daigou issue] because we need to endure. (CosmicCo, sales manager II, Int., 2017) 

 

Notably, the temporary compromising was not a one-off measure taken in response to a major 

incident; it was a monthly or even daily action enacted to resolve practical concerns. Figure 9 

displays an example of such a daily compromising action. CosmicCo, for example, attempted to 

maximize its sales during the first few days of every month. When I visited one CosmicCo 

concession23 in a duty-free store in Seoul, Korea, the sales staff were in the middle of dealing 

with a daigou enterprise. As seen in Figure 9, a male staff member was loading hundreds of 

CosmicCo products onto pallets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
(Continued on next page) 

                                       
23 MegaCo and CosmicCo operate their brand shops in duty-free stores on a concession basis. As such, it is 

not a duty-free operator, but MegaCo or CosmicCo, that carries out the staffing, merchandising and 
displaying of a certain shop in a duty-free store. MegaCo and CosmicCo pay rent to duty-free operators in 
return for using properties. The shop operated in this manner is generally called a concession. 
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Figure 9. The transaction between daigou enterprises and CosmicCo 
(observation from the CosmicCo store in one duty-free mall) 

 

 

 

The sales staff of MegaCo and CosmicCo sometimes contacted daigou enterprises to ask for 

purchases when failing to meet monthly sales targets. When monthly sales were less successful 

than anticipated, the sales staff provided more free samples and, in an extreme case, allowed 
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the picturing of items in the store, which had been banned. 

 

In summary, while MegaCo and CosmicCo were deficient in accurate data regarding the remit 

of daigou enterprises, they felt and sensed that the relationships with daigou enterprises would 

result in unfavourable outcomes in the long run. Therefore, the firms tried to counteract the 

unexpected ties that daigou enterprises formed in a unilateral fashion. The counteracting efforts, 

however, were flexible such that the firms intermittently emphasized practical issues and 

compromised on what they had pursued to realize what they should care about. Table 8 contains 

the representative data from which I developed clustered practices, which were further grouped 

into the overarching dimensions of ‘counteracting and temporary compromising’ (i.e. the 

themes of this sub-section). 
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Table 8. Representative data underpinning the overarching dimension of 
‘counteracting and temporary compromising’ 

 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Counteracting 
 

 
 

Practice one: moral concerning of  
firms 

The researcher observed that informants deemed daigou agents to 
be derivatives of something they encountered in the past. For 
example, one manager in MegaCo commented, ‘Daigou agents are 
kind of Nakkama, smaller in size though’. A sales manager in 
CosmicCo said that they use daigou agents interchangeably with Big 
Guest, which was a type of re-selling company that prevailed before 
daigou agents. (Obs., 2017) 
 
A long time ago, there was a re-seller who purchased goods 
amounting to a million dollars at one time. Duty-free stores turned a 
blind eye to it and even encouraged such re-sellers to do it without 
telling us. We discovered it as time passed and we said no to such 
trades… For this reason, they [re-sellers] had to buy goods in smaller 
quantities and then daigou enterprises emerged and developed, I 
think… Daigou agents are a kind of descendent of re-sellers in a way. 
(CosmicCo, sales director, Int., 2017) 
 
[Daigou trade] is now a task to be resolved… Senior managers and top 
management agreed at least that this type of sales might hurt our 
brand. (MegaCo, internal auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
MegaCo cannot survive without [brand value] and we are crazy about 
it… someone can complain like, I pay for it, why do you control my 
purchase? We just say, this is our way of doing business. (MegaCo, 
public relations manager, Int., 2017) 
 
We call [daigou trades] a non-distribution. This is not an orthodox 
distribution of our goods. (MegaCo, brand strategist, Int., 2016) 
 
Although daigou agents contributed to remarkable sales growth, we 
all thought this kind of sales increase was a big fluke, which would 
not last long … Brands are our life. We can’t treat them carelessly. 
(CosmicCo, sales manager II, Int., 2017) 
 
Even before checking the legality of daigou trades, resistance arose 
in the first place. Deep in our mind, we thought it was irregular. 
(CosmicCo, sales manager II, Int., 2017) 
 
I think [daigou agents] in part have a role in hurting our brand. This 
is because they may send messages to customers in a way we don’t 
mean to… They may bring and sell our products that we have not 
yet launched in China using clandestine marketing tools… They 
may distribute the products that we have to handle under our own 
controls, and if we can’t handle it our brand is likely to be damaged 
overnight. (CosmicCo, sales manager I, Int., 2016) 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Counteracting 
 

 

Practice two: firms restricting daigou  
agents’ actions 

From last February, 2014, MegaCo placed limits on the number of 
cosmetics that one customer can buy to 10 products at a time as an 
emergency measure. MegaCo implemented this purchasing 
restriction as an emergency measure. This is to prevent some 
Chinese customers from buying MegaCo cosmetics in bulk. (2014, 
News.) 
 
Most of the MegaCo and CosmicCo shops near my home don’t allow 
me to take pictures in their stores. I really don’t get the point. So, I 
don’t go there often. The sales staff there are rude and don’t let me 
take photos… To advertise, taking pictures and videos in a store is 
way more effective than photographing the goods on my desk. 
(Daigou agent III, Int., 2016) 
 
MegaCo is, in general, severely limiting purchases. Well, CosmiCo’s 
Delta (pseudonym) recently started placing limits on the number of 
products we can buy. Certain cosmetics are sold only if we buy 
other stuff together. (Daigou agent II, Int., 2016) 
 

Practice three: firms monitoring  
daigou trades 

We conjectured that there are nine channels that seem to drain our 
products away. There might be even more… We regularly monitor 
one such channel…  Some franchisee stores offer products in bulk 
to daigou agents. These franchisee stores deal with, say, 100 
customers on average and, suddenly, sell thousands of products. By 
conducting an investigation, we come to know that they sell 
products to daigou agents. (MegaCo, internal auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
I become aware of some [daigou-related information] by surfing 
daigou agents’ online community… I sometimes track CosmicCo’s 
sales trends on Taobao [the Chinese counterpart of Amazon]. For 
example, if certain CosmicCo products are being sold cheaply on 
Taobao I then intensify the restriction on the amount of cosmetics 
that a customer can buy from official retail channels. (CosmicCo, 
sales manager II, Int., 2017) 
 
We really need [customer database]. But [duty-free stores] don’t give 
it to us. We said it is okay even if they give us a customer database 
after concealing some sensitive information, but they don’t provide 
it… Oh, they… I am telling you too much… they gave us the data about 
the total spend each customer made per visit, like, $100, $300 and 
$1,000. We used this data as criteria for screening out daigou agents. 
Over $500 is a daigou agent so to speak… We lacked data. We tried 
this and that, but we have no data. (CosmicCo, sales manager II, Int., 
2017) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Temporary compromising 
 

 

Activity one: sales staff acquiescing   
daigou trades to resolve immediate  
problems 
 
Activity two: sales staff turning to  
daigou enterprises to increase sales 

 
Activity three: sales staff relaxing  
restrictions on daigou enterprises’  
practices when purchasing goods 

 
Activity four: sales staff offering  
greater benefits (e.g. higher price  
mark-down and more free samples) 

We have a sales target. Our sales nearly halve because of the 
unexpected regulatory change… No one can stop this unfavorable 
stream. To reduce the sales gap … what we can do is provide [daigou 
agents] with more benefits… Yes, you are right that we relax purchase 
restrictions to encourage daigou sales… The company’s rule of the 
game is brand protection, whereas the front offices’ rule of the game 
is a figure. The pressure of figures makes us turn a blind eye to 
[daigou trades]. (MegaCo, e-commerce team leader, Int., 2017) 
 
On the one hand, we have tried to avoid the bubble and, on the other 
hand, we have to grow up as a profit-chasing business. For this 
reason, we have relaxed the purchasing restrictions. (MegaCo, 
channel strategist, Int., 2017) 
 
I found [daigou commerce] to be a potentially big market and I 
thought our weak brands might take advantage of it. For example, for 
those who want to buy many CosmicCo’s Gamma products 
(pseudonym), we allow them to buy more if they also purchase some 
cosmetics of our weaker brands. (CosmicCo, sales director, Int., 2016) 
 
MegaCo and CosmicCo have recently started turning a blind eye to 
daigou agents’ purchases… For example, MegaCo’s Zeta had 
purchasing restrictions, like a certain amount of cosmetics per 
customer. But, MegaCo’s Zeta recently exploded in sales after they 
loosened their restrictions… In the case of CosmicCo, they were very 
active in relaxing the restrictions in June. Let’s say, there was a big 
daigou enterprise ‘A’. This A enterprise asked us to offer a 40 per cent 
price reduction. CosmicCo never allowed us to do that, no matter how 
we tried to persuade them. But, in July, [they permitted it]. Well, I 
heard semi-annual earnings are very important for CosmicCo. They 
have now returned to normal, but such a relaxing was huge in July. 
(Duty-free store, merchandise director, Int., 2017) 
 
After the THAAD deployment, cosmetics companies offered greater 
price reductions, and… well, they provide more free samples… 
MegaCo’s best-selling product lines no.1 and no.2 were not available 
on online stores. There was only product line no.3, which was not 
popular. Recently both no.1 and no.2 were available on the online 
stores. And, the membership discount rate increased from 30 per 
cent to 35 per cent. (Daigou agent III, Int., 2017) 
 

Notes: The overarching dimension is underlined; clustered practices constituting the dimension are represented in 
numerical order. 
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4.2.5. Daigou enterprises: Avoiding and leveraging network brokers 
 

Daigou enterprises competently avoided the restrictions of the cosmetics firms, such that firm 

members described daigou enterprises as ever-evolving entities. ‘Even though we don’t give 

them products, daigou enterprises can always get the products… They evolve,’ the e-commerce 

team leader of MagaCo said (Int., 2017). Likewise, the sales manager of CosmicCo remarked, 

‘daigou enterprises mutate in response to regulations’ (Int., 2017). Daigou enterprises did so in 

two distinctive ways. First, they took advantage of structural weak spots, whereby the firms 

hardly confirmed the breach of regulations or blind spots that they rarely paid attention to. For 

example, to avoid the restrictions on the number of cosmetics purchasable at one time, daigou 

enterprises visited multiple MegaCo and CosmicCo concessions, across which customer data 

was not integrated. In other words, daigou enterprises could buy the maximum number of 

cosmetics allowed at one concession shop and move to another store to buy more items. By the 

same token, when purchasing from MegaCo and CosmicCo online stores, daigou enterprises 

created multiple IDs and purchased the maximum number of cosmetics with each ID. Members 

of MegaCo found that these kinds of order, in general, used the same or neighbouring shipping 

addresses. Some large-sized daigou enterprises recruited numerous part-time workers, each of 

whom bought the maximum number of cosmetics within the limitation and then handed the 

items back to the lead daigou enterprise. Figure 10 shows how such a daigou enterprise and part-

workers buy cosmetics from MegaCo. As I arrived at one MegaCo concession in a duty-free mall 

in Seoul, Korea, I observed that approximately 20 Chinese people were queuing to buy MegaCo 

cosmetics, following the lead of a daigou agent. This Chinese group was made up of males and, 

as the sales director of CosmicCo described, they seemed to have little interest in make-up and 

skincare. They bought identical sets of MegaCo products in order and finally gave the purchased 

cosmetics back to the daigou agent. 
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Figure 10. The regulation-avoiding technique of daigou enterprises 
(recruiting part-time workers) 

 

 

 

 

To save money or to benefit from reward programmes, daigou enterprises bought gift cards 

at cheaper prices from black markets and made part-time workers purchase cosmetics using 

the gift cards. One sales assistant who had long worked for duty-free stores remarked: 

 

[Daigou enterprises] are carrying backpacks full of dollars and gift cards. They are sitting here 

on the floor, opening their backpacks, calculating money, handing out money to their [workers] 

and saying, ‘You buy this and you buy that’… If they purchase goods using gift cards they can 

enjoy a kind of further discount in a way. They make a profit margin like this. (Duty-free store, 

sales assistant, Int., 2017) 

 

Surprisingly, these tactics were not idiosyncratic to certain daigou enterprises. During the 

preliminary fieldwork in the UK, I carried out the field observation of a legally registered daigou 

agent and witnessed the replication of the above-mentioned regulation-avoiding techniques.  

 

Second, daigou enterprises evaded the regulations of MegaCo and CosmicCo by working 

closely with Chinese staff in the cosmetics firms. As more and more Chinese individuals came 

to South Korea and bought MegaCo and CosmicCo cosmetics, the firms increasingly hired 
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Chinese staff to facilitate the operation of concessions in duty-free malls and door-to-door 

selling channels, which together represented over half of annual profits.24 The Chinese staff 

shared the same ethnic background as the daigou enterprises, and many of them had done 

daigou work themselves. Moreover, the Chinese staff craved incentives by exceeding sales 

targets. For these reasons, daigou enterprises and the Chinese staff in many cases became social 

media friends and maintained favourable relationships: 

 

Yes, I have social media friends working for MegaCo and CosmicCo. They are mostly Chinese 

employees... They tell me the price of goods and sometimes ask me to make bulk purchases 

through social media... There are Chinese employees in duty-free stores as well. I have become 

social media friends with them too... On social media, I asked them how many products I could 

buy... Duty-free employees do not turn to me as long as a sales target is not set... When a sales 

target is assigned, they are pretty active in contacting me through social media, and they ask if 

I need certain products or recommend bulk purchases... Some products I need are occasionally 

out of stock in the duty-free stores. I then buy such products from door-to-door sellers. We get to 

know each other through friend referrals. (Daigou agent II, Int., 2016) 

 

In addition to the Chinese staff, daigou agents were able to leverage the retail partners of 

MegaCo and CosmicCo when avoiding the firms’ regulations. While MegaCo and CosmicCo were 

selling products direct to consumers, they were fundamentally cosmetics manufacturers 

relying heavily on concession and franchise businesses. The franchisees of MegaCo and 

CosmicCo and duty-free operators that allowed the cosmetics firms to set up concessions sought 

to attain profits by selling the cosmetics as much as possible; the brand values of MegaCo and 

CosmicCo were secondary. As such, the franchisees and duty-free operators always tried to help 

daigou enterprises wishing to buy cosmetics in bulk. For example, a sales manager of one duty-

free operator had a close relationship with a large-sized daigou enterprise and occasionally 

called and asked him to buy products. Their relationship was so intimate that when I wished to 

interview the daigou enterprise the sales manager made it happen on the same day as my 

request. As described before, the duty-free operators established the packaging area at the major 

airport in South Korea, where daigou enterprises can unwrap and re-package their collected 

duty-free items. This helped daigou agents to lessen the volume and weight of the collected 

                                       
24 Door-to-door is a sales/marketing/advertising technique. Salesman using this approach walk to the door 

of one house and try to sell/advertise a product or service. 
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products and thus reduced the risk of getting caught by customs upon arrival in China. 

 

In short, daigou enterprises were capable of avoiding the regulations imposed by the 

cosmetics firms. To do so, daigou enterprises exploited the structural weak/blind spots of firms. 

In addition, they leveraged the internal/external stakeholders of firms, who had vested interests 

in working closely with daigou enterprises. Table 9 contains the representative data from which 

I developed clustered practices, which were further grouped into the overarching dimensions of 

‘avoiding and leveraging network brokers’ (i.e. the themes of this sub-section). 
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Table 9. Representative data underpinning the overarching dimension of 
‘avoiding and leveraging network brokers’ 

 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Avoiding 
 

 
 

Practice one: daigou agents avoiding  
firms’ terms and conditions and  
regulations 

One MegaCo store didn’t allow me to buy cosmetics in bulk… It’s 
fine. I didn’t have to buy all I needed from that store. I simply went 
to other MegaCo stores. There are lots of stores selling the same 
products (Daigou agent II, Int., 2016) 
 
We did daigou work until last year. But, after being highlighted by 
news networks, we now refrain from doing it. In 2015 our daigou 
business prospered. Many travel agents directly engaged in daigou 
commerce. We collected a huge amount of cosmetics through our 
tourist customers taking our guided-tourism services in Korea… 
Until last year we resold Korean duty-free products in the Korean 
domestic market at cheap prices. [This is illegal] and the Korean 
cosmetic market was getting messy. So, we began to hand products 
over to buyers in Hong Kong… Some travel agents say 100 per cent 
of their purchased products are distributed in China, but there is no 
guarantee of this. We are the same. When confronted with bad 
circumstances, we re-sell in the domestic, Korean market. When 
cash strapped, we distribute products in Korea. (Daigou agent X, 
Int., 2016) 
 
You have no idea how fast daigou agents can react to our controls. 
On MegaCo’s online stores, [daigou agents] create several IDs and 
make 10 purchases with each ID… In this case, it is likely that their 
shipping addresses are the same… We are like, ‘What? These 
customers have different IDs, they don’t exceed the purchase 
allowance, but, the items purchased are gathering in one place.’ We 
then reject such purchases… we are manually tracking the triple 
data of customer IDs, the number of cosmetics purchased and 
shipping addresses. There are other doubtful transactions … Some 
orders are made using different IDs, but their shipping addresses 
are all neighbouring flats. In this case, we are not sure if these 
orders are made by different individuals or a single daigou agent… 
The neighbouring addresses might in fact be located in one big 
warehouse…. We never know… This kind of suspicious transaction 
makes up 30 per cent. This is off the record. (MegaCo, e-commerce 
team leader, Int., 2017) 
 
There are some daigou enterprises recruiting 100 smaller daigou 
agents and making them buy the maximum amount of goods 
allowable and then doing bulk export… [Middle-sized daigou agents] 
hire 2 or more people and collect 20–30 products and then re-sell 
them on Taobao [the Chinese counterpart of Amazon]. (MegaCo, 
public relations manager, Int., 2017) 
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Table 9. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Leveraging network brokers 
 

 

Practice one: daigou agents  
connecting and interacting with  
network brokers 

We kept a separate list of daigou agents. For them, we always offered 
a 35 per cent price reduction, which is even greater than a VIP 
membership discount… This was done behind MegaCo company’s 
back, in secret… There was a daigou agent doing a part-time job for 
our MegaCo franchisee store. On the contrary, one of our part-time 
workers became a daigou agent over time. She eventually got hired 
as a regular employee. (MegaCo franchisee store, sales assistant, Int., 
2017) 
 
Some stores restrict their employees from becoming social media 
friends with daigou agents, whereas others encourage it… The stores 
encouraging it give support, like, ‘Sell more to your daigou friends on 
social media and I will give you incentives’. (Cosmetics retailer, store 
manager, Int., 2017) 
 
I was previously leading a sales team… At the very front office, I 
shared the joys and sorrows with door-to-door sellers… Some door-
to-door sellers making about $2,000 a month suddenly increased 
their sales to reach $1,500 a day!.. It turns out they were, in fact, 
daigou agents who intentionally got a job as a door-to-door seller in 
MegaCo, to earn some perks. (MegaCo, public relations manager, Int., 
2017) 
 
As daigou agents, in general, are Chinese living or traveling in 
Korea, many of them buy duty-free goods in Korea and re-sell them 
to their own customers on mainland China. The more frequently 
daigou agents cross the border between Korea and China, the more 
duty-free goods they can re-sell. The researcher observes that one 
way such daigou agents can make more profit is to join Chinese 
travel agents operating in Korea. Many Chinese travel agents and 
Korean duty-free stores work in partnership to increase sales; the 
travel agents bring customers to duty-free stores in exchange for 
commission fees. If a daigou agent registers as a member of a 
certain travel agent and buys duty-free goods, he/she is offered 
cash back from the travel agent. (Obs., 2016) 
 

Practice two: firms exercising  
imperfect controls over internal and  
external stakeholders 

The biggest distribution channel of CosmicCo is duty-free stores. 
Although we operate CosmicCo brand stores in duty-free stores, 
inventories are owned by duty-free stores. We simply sell CosmicCo 
products in there. So, we can’t engage in, for example, customer 
analysis… We ask them to give us some customer data but they 
refuse it. (CosmicCo, channel strategist, Int., 2016)  
 
Once we sell products to franchisee stores we have virtually no 
rights to control the items sold… If we try to monitor or enforce 
franchisee stores it is breaching fair-trade laws. (CosmicCo, 
channel strategist, Int., 2017) 
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Table 9. (Continued) 
 

Clustered Practice Representative Data 
 

Leveraging network brokers 
 

 

Practice two: firms exercising  
imperfect controls over internal and  
external stakeholders 

We discourage duty-free stores from relying on daigou agents… But, 
they need to cooperate with daigou agents to make a profit. They do 
so in secret. (CosmicCo, sales manager II, 2017) 
 
The biggest distribution channel of CosmicCo is duty-free stores. 
Although we operate CosmicCo brand stores in duty-free stores, 
inventories are owned by duty-free stores. We simply sell CosmicCo 
products in there. So, we can’t engage in, for example, customer 
analysis… We ask them to give us some customer data but they 
refuse it. (CosmicCo, channel strategist, Int., 2016)  
 
Once we sell products to franchisee stores we have virtually no 
rights to control the items sold… If we try to monitor or enforce 
franchisee stores it is breaching fair-trade laws. (CosmicCo, 
channel strategist, Int., 2017) 
 
We discourage duty-free stores from relying on daigou agents… But, 
they need to cooperate with daigou agents to make a profit. They do 
so in secret. (CosmicCo, sales manager II, 2017) 
 
Daigou agents have hundreds of ways to evade our restrictions. 
Even at this moment, daigou agents can contact sales staff or 
franchisee owners to source excessive products in need. But, the 
company can’t calculate precisely how many daigou agents are 
operating and how many sales they make… Door-to-door 
distribution channels in isolation make up over 20,000 employees. 
It is almost impossible for us to monitor them… The number of 
MegaCo’s franchisee stores is over 1,300. We can’t ever reach 
perfection in checking it. (MegaCo, internal auditor, Int., 2016) 
 
As you know, we do not only brand management but also 
distribution management. But, the size of distribution channels is 
so huge and diverse that we are not able to control thousands of 
contact points where our channels and customers transact. 
(MegaCo, e-commerce team leader, Int., 2017) 
 
Recently, duty-free stores have brought in daigou agents in many 
cases. They [duty-free stores] are bad guys… In the end, we are going 
to be a scapegoat. (CosmicCo, sales director, 2016) 
 

Notes: The overarching dimension is underlined; clustered practices constituting the dimension are 
represented in numerical order. 
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4.3. Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter described how disguised relationships unfolded over time. Disguised relationships 

were initiated in a unilateral manner, as soon as daigou enterprises selected the cosmetics 

brands of MegaCo and CosmicCo to re-sell. The cosmetics firms, neither intentionally nor with 

permission at this stage, engaged in the ties. At some point, the members of firms noticed the 

irregular purchases of the daigou enterprises. However, they soon realized that the reality the 

daigou enterprises had captured was a non-analytical world. The staff members lacked a deep 

understanding of daigou enterprises and, hence, produced diverse accounts of the situation at 

hand. Moreover, neither leaders nor managers sought to integrate multiple perspectives into a 

company-wide view. Although MegaCo and CosmicCo measured the advantages/disadvantages 

of the ties, they ‘felt’ that daigou enterprises would harm their brand values in the long run. As 

such, the firms tried to combat daigou enterprises. However, the ties were maintained because 

the firms temporarily compromised on what they considered to be the right actions to resolve 

practical issues. Furthermore, daigou enterprises were not a marginalized population without a 

voice. Rather, they actively evaded the regulatory actions of firms. Drawing on these findings, 

the next chapter presents the theoretical contributions that this thesis makes to the extant 

research. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 
 
 

 

 

I have sought to uncover the practices underlying the interplay between formal 

firms and informal enterprises. Here I present and discuss a conceptual model in 

which a set of mechanisms for the interplay is theorized. I also compare the 

developmental process of disguised relationships with that of 

interorganizational relationships within the formal economy. I conclude by 

discussing the boundary of the conceptual model and exploring the practical 

implications. 
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5.1. The Dynamic Interplay of Formal Firms and Informal Enterprises: An 
Integrated Model 
 
 
Drawing on a practice approach as the main analytical lens, I consolidate my findings into a 

conceptual model in which the ‘disguised relationship’ (i.e. the interplay between formal firms 

and informal enterprises) is theorized. Figure 11 provides a visual aid to understand how the 

sensitizing concepts derived from the practice approach (e.g. Chia, 2017; Chia & Rasche, 2010; 

Mackay et al., 2014; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014) guided me to come up with emerging concepts. 

Other emergent concepts (i.e. dialectic linking, leveraging informal economy groups and 

leveraging network brokers) were theorized through multiple streams of literature (e.g. Burt, 

2001; Holt & Littlewood, 2014; Lee & Hung, 2014; Webb et al., 2009), rather than the practice 

approach. I shall discuss the development of such concepts in the next several sub-sections. 

 

Figure 11. The connection between sensitizing concepts and emerging concepts 
 

 

 

Figure 12 captures a set of mechanisms comprising the unified model. The key mechanisms 

include informal enterprises leveraging informal economy groups; the dialectic linking of 

informal enterprises with formal firms; the fragmented sense-making of formal firms; the 

phronesis-based counteracting and temporary compromising of formal firms; the mētis-based 

avoiding of informal enterprises; and informal enterprises leveraging network brokers (see 

Figure 12).  

 

As will be discussed in-depth throughout the next four sub-sections, the conceptual model 
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will explain (a) how informal enterprises establish and sustain the hitherto neglected type of 

interorganizational tie with formal firms (i.e. disguised relationships); (b) how and why formal 

firms struggle to make sense of disguised relationships and, in turn, generate diverse accounts 

of the situation at hand; and (c) how and why formal firms lacking a precise understanding of 

disguised relationships try to dissolve or sustain the disguised relationships with informal 

enterprises. 
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Figure 12. The interplay of formal firms and informal enterprises: an integrated model 
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5.1.1. Leveraging informal economy groups 
 

To commence disguised relationships (i.e. disguised formal–informal organization 

relationships), informal enterprises need various resources (e.g. technology, personnel and 

networks). However, it is less likely that those resources will be easily accessible to informal 

enterprises who have a legally precarious standing, an economically weak track record and 

institutionally obscure legitimacy. 25  In examining how informal enterprises acquire the 

necessary resources and capabilities, I found that they do so by leveraging other members of the 

same informal economy group, rather than relying completely on formal economy channels.26 

Drawing on the recent work on the early survival and growth of informal enterprises (Lee & Hung, 

2014; Webb et al., 2009), I term this mechanism ‘leveraging informal economy groups’, which can 

be defined as a set of practices enacted in acquiring resources and capabilities through the 

members of an informal economy group who share collective identities. While this conception 

resonates with the extant work on informal entrepreneurship, I extend it in two ways. 

 

First, I found that ‘legitimization’ and the ‘informal economy group’, each of which has been 

addressed in isolation by informal economy researchers, show consequential relationships in 

the resource acquirement of informal enterprises. As Webb et al. (2009) note, informal 

enterprises seek to gain legitimacy because it is only through social acceptability that their 

illegal work is translated into socially sanctioned opportunities. To acquire legitimacy, informal 

enterprises question what formal institutions (e.g. laws and regulations) define as appropriate 

actions. For the sampled informal enterprises of this work, consumer products available within 

a formal institutional boundary are either low in quality or excessively costly, when compared 

                                       
25 It is important to note that the lack of resources and capabilities is not ascribed simply to a structural 

factor, which, for example, presupposes the economic pyramid in which informal economy actors are 
located at the bottom of the pyramid and hence deficient in education or professional experience (Chliova 
& Ringov, 2017; Prahalad, 2009; Zoogah et al., 2015). In fact, informal economy work has increasingly been 
given over to people with relatively high socio-economic status; most of my informants, for example, 
comprised international graduate students, a university lecturer and a government official. 
 
26 The most illustrative example in this work surfaces when the Chinese government introduces new 
import regulations that prohibit daigou enterprises from evading customs duty. As such, publicly available 
logistics channels, which have not been under strong surveillance and have hence provided a distribution 
capability for daigou enterprises, suddenly become unavailable. Daigou enterprises, in turn, begin to rely 
heavily on logistics firms operating within the same informal economy group, who know how to transport 
goods in a tax-avoiding manner.  
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to the identical ones that are accessible in an illegal manner. In the Nigerian movie industry, for 

example, a Copyright Act ‘emphasizes that cinematographic works have to be in fixed and 

definite forms, [yet,] artistic works [are] hardly created in any predetermined manner’ (Uzo & 

Mair, 2014: 65). Here the incongruence between what formal institutions prescribe and what 

should be done in practice becomes distinct. The absurdity of formal institutions surfaces. The 

key for informal enterprises to gain legitimacy is for them to address the practical absurdity; 

segment formal and informal institutions; and appeal to the latter, that is, ‘society’s more 

intangible norms, values, and beliefs that can also define, monitor, and enforce social 

acceptability’ (Webb et al., 2014: 7). By so doing, informal economy work is increasingly accepted 

as socially sanctioned opportunities to pursue, which would otherwise be precariously 

positioned at the legal boundaries.  

 

Once legitimized, more and more actors begin to participate in the informal economy to 

exploit socially acceptable opportunities. Legitimization precedes the formation of informal 

economy groups. For example, as Lee and Hung (2014: 26) describe in their study of Chinese 

informal entrepreneurs, many counterfeiters ‘made a fortune and their stories were soon 

circulated among their ethnic group … More [counterfeiters] then flocked to Huaqiang North 

Street, gradually filling the whole block’. I argue that only with legitimacy do such scale-ups 

unfold. Otherwise, we may reach an unfairly extreme conclusion that actors who participate in 

informal economy groups are born to enjoy evading formal institutions. Napster (i.e. a 

pioneering peer-to-peer file-sharing service provider), which ‘Shawn Fanning established in the 

informal economy’, was able to see early success as the result of ‘a somewhat clandestine group’ 

that provided essential programming skills virtually for free (Webb et al., 2009: 502). I argue that 

the clandestine programming group was active in assisting Napster’s business, because they 

fall under the norms, values and beliefs that ‘contradicted copyright laws (formal institutions), 

legitimizing Napster’ (Webb et al., 2009: 498). 

  

Second, my finding explains how and why different informal enterprises evade the 

regulatory actions taken by the authorities in a similar manner. It also addresses the puzzle of 

how millions of ordinary people, such as university students and housewives, engaging in 

informal work, outsmart formal firms. As practice scholars note, individuals internalize 

practical know-how on how to act and what ought to be performed, as they participate in ‘social’ 

practices (Chia, 2016; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). As I have intimated, informal economy groups 

serve as a forum in which informal actors produce, share and reproduce practical know-how 
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about evading the regulatory actions taken by the authorities. In other words, informal actors 

acquire practical know-how from the members of the informal economy group who ‘share 

similar skills, practical concerns, and ways of making themselves accountable’ (Nicolini, 2009: 

1406). Mētis-based avoiding, which refers to cunning, deception or stratagems taken in response 

to the regulatory actions of cosmetics firms or other authorities, do not occur in a vacuum. 

Rather, it is the modus operandi of informal enterprises, internalized and institutionalized 

through learning, to act as others act. Thousands of students and housewives, therefore, learn 

how to evade enforcement, without recourse to codified instructions. Indeed, as Lee and Hung 

(2014: 26) note, ‘outliers who [have] difficulty accessing the formal economy… [need] to form 

alliances with other outliers, pool resources on their own to avoid state purges’. 

 

5.1.2. Dialectic linking and fragmented sense-making 
 

I found that informal enterprises form unilateral ties with formal firms. Formal firms, by 

comparison, never intend nor authorize these emergent ties; yet, they inevitably engage in them. 

From the perspective of the formal firms, the unilaterally formed linkages generate 

advantageous yet disadvantageous outcomes; this is dialectics. As Putnam and colleague (2016: 

71) conceptualize dialectics, the favourable and unfavourable effects that informal enterprises 

bring into formal firms work as ‘interdependent opposites aligned with forces that push-pull on 

each other like a rubber band and exist in an ongoing dynamic interplay as the poles implicate 

each other’. I term this mechanism ‘dialectic linking’ and define it as a set of actions that one 

party performs to connect with other parties in a unilateral manner and, in doing so, exerts 

dialectic effects on the connected parties. At the heart of dialectic linking lies strategic 

deception that refers to the disguise of central identities and objectives, which becomes 

institutionalized ‘as part of the routine and intrinsic job features of an organization’ (Jenkins & 

Delbridge, 2017: 55; Patwardhan et al., 2009). For example, the key for virtual reception companies 

is for them to conceal that they are actually sub-contracted operations and they are in fact not 

‘physically located in their clients’ premises and lying is an intrinsic and enduring feature of 

their work’ (Jenkins & Delbridge, 2017: 53). Likewise, for informal enterprises, to form and sustain 

unilateral ties is to conceal the actuality underlying the informal economy work. Through 

strategic deception, informal enterprises not only distort real identities and purposes but also 

obscure organizational transparency, that is, the availability and quality of organization-specific 

information to outsiders (Schnackenberg & Tomlinson, 2016). Indeed, one may be able to access 

a large amount of information from listed firms, less from small-sized companies within a 

formal economy and virtually nothing from unregistered businesses within the informal 
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economy. Understood as such, the mechanism of dialectic linking questions the applicability of 

theoretical insights accumulated in the studies of interorganizational relationships. To succeed 

in interorganizational relationships, it has been suggested that formal firms need to choose the 

best-performing partners and keep the scope of relationships manageable (Hitt et al., 2000; 

Janowicz-Panjaitan & Noorderhaven, 2009; Sydow et al., 2016). Equally important to successful 

interorganizational relationships is effective governance mechanisms and ongoing evaluation 

of collaborating partners (e.g. Bachmann & Inkpen, 2011; de Rond & Bouchikhi, 2004; Faems, 

Maddy, Madhok, & Looy, 2008; Makadok & Coff, 2009; Malhotra & Lumineau, 2011). However, in 

the context of the disguised relationships, formal firms do not select partners; rather, they are 

selected. It is likely that the information needed to govern and evaluate informal enterprises is 

strategically disguised. As such, the portrayal of formal firms as rational choosers fades away. 

It is unlikely that formal firms will engage in ‘controllable’ interorganizational relationships, 

which unfold in a set of phases, starting with partner selection and ending with intentional 

termination (see, for example, Batonda & Perry, 2003; Das & Teng, 2002; Doz, 1996; Dwyer et al., 

1987; Heide, 1994; Kanter, 1994; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994; Wilson, 1995). 
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Formal firms, at some point, realize that they are being involved in unilaterally emerged ties. 

By this point the unilaterally formed linkages with informal enterprises, which have been latent 

in the main practices of formal firms (e.g. selling smartphones or cosmetics to customers), are 

translated into thwarted expectations or unexpected consequences. Formal firms, sooner or 

later, retrospectively reflect on their ongoing practices and separate out their engagement with 

the tie. Notably, internal and external stakeholders generate different accounts of the 

unexpected situation; yet, there is no attempt to converge the arguments for unified solutions. 

Following Maitlis (2005) and Maitlis and Christianson (2014: 79), I term this line of practice 

‘fragmented sense-making’, referring to the organizational sense-making process in which 

‘stakeholders raise issues, generate accounts of a situation, and argue for potential solutions in 

the context of leaders who do not try to organize or control discussions’.27 Fragmented sense-

making that transpires in the context of disguised relationships differs from that which occurs 

in intra-organizational situations within the formal economy. In the research on the sense-

making process of three British symphony orchestras, the organizations encountered multiple 

issues, such as ‘key conductor, player, and administration appointments, commercial issues 

such as ticket pricing and sponsorship, artistic strategy and repertoire for key concerts’. A 

common thread across those issues is the relatively high accessibility and transparency of 

information needed to answer the questions, ‘What’s going on here?’ and ‘What do I do next?’ 

(Weick et al., 2005: 412). In contrast, formal firms in the face of unexpected ties with informal 

enterprises lack access to key information. Consider the owners of arts and crafts shops, the 

exemplar of informal enterprises in Godfrey’s (2011: 232) work. Employees in arts and crafts 

shops ‘are paid in cash and are not recognized as formal employees by the State’. As such, the 

employment information that the state can access in principle is distorted. By the same token, 

                                       
27 It is worth further exploring Matlis’ (2005) work, which categorizes four different forms of sense-making 

process, each of which results in different outcomes. I highlight fragmented and minimal sense-making 
processes, among others, because they are more concerned with the phenomenon under examination. 
First, fragmented sense-making takes places when a variety of stakeholders or middle managers are active 
in ‘raising issues, generating and shaping accounts of the situations, and arguing for potential solutions’, 
whereas leaders make few attempts to control such discursive discussions (Balogun & Johnson, 2005; 
Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). As a result, the fragmented processes generate ‘contradictory arguments 
about the situation and what should be done’ and ‘different groups and individuals engaged in divergent 
actions based on their own idiosyncratic interpretations of events’ (Maitlis, 2005: 39). Second, according to 
Maitlis (2005), minimal sense-making refers to a process in which neither stakeholders nor leaders are 
active in interpreting and discussing the issue. This produces a perfunctory understanding of issues that 
serve as weak foundations for actions, which would otherwise operate as solid resources for action against 
an issue. Minimal sense-making, therefore, allows for, at best, ‘compromise actions that provided 
temporary relief’, necessarily leaving the issues unresolved (Maitlis, 2005: 43). 
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formal firms, at best, can grasp the guesstimates of practices enacted by informal economy 

actors. As such, they struggle with ‘fleshing out the initial sense [of issues regarding informal 

enterprises] and developing it into a more complete and narratively organized sense of the 

interrupted situation’ (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015: 14). As Baumard (1999) and Letiche and Statler 

(2005) correctly put it, disguised relationships create such unanalysable situations that formal 

firms hardly rely on a map for action developed through a sense-making process and, instead, 

engage in spontaneous reactions to immediate issues. However, it is important to note that 

formal firms seek to ‘gather more information to determine the most appropriate action’; yet, 

‘the demands of the situation often require them to take action with incomplete information’ 

(Maitlis & Christianson, 2014: 85). In other words, actors react spontaneously while at the same 

time making sense-making efforts, which is, however, likely to be fragmented. 

 

5.1.3. Phronesis-based counteracting and temporary compromising 
 

As I have intimated, the ties between formal firms and informal enterprises feature 

unexpectedness (i.e. formal firms never intended nor authorized relationships with informal 

enterprises) and a low degree of information availability (i.e. informal enterprises disguise their 

identities and objectives). Moreover, formal firms, in the face of such a puzzling situation, are 

likely to be involved in a fragmented sense-making process in which organizational members 

propose ‘different and often contradictory arguments about the situation and what should be 

done’, without integrating them into organization-wide guidelines or strategies (Maitlis, 2005: 

39). If this is the case, it brings into question how formal firms manage the unexpectedly 

emerged ties with informal enterprises. This work provides an insight into this inquiry. 

 

Although formal firms hardly develop something that can be viewed as a strategy or long-

term plan, they are informed by phronesis, a kind of tacit know-how that is internalized through 

engagement in organizational practices. Notably, phronesis addresses moral values and 

standards of excellence, rather than practical issues, and ‘arises in situations in which the self 

is drawn into action to realize itself’ (Chia & Holt, 2009: 107; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). 

Organizational members engaging in phronesis-based actions act with reference to ‘felt 

emotions and moral sensibilities’ amid situations that are not precisely measurable (Shotter & 

Tsoukas, 2014: 377). They reflect on what really matters to them and what they should care about. 

What they need to do occasionally surfaces in the course of trying to realize who they should be. 

I found that formal firms, in the face of unintended trades with informal enterprises, carry out 

what I term ‘phronesis-based counteracting’ and define it as a set of practices taken to reflect 
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on good and virtue (i.e. principles of right and wrong) and resolve moral concerns (Chia & Rasche, 

2010; MacIntyre, 2007; Shotter & Tsoukas, 2014). Cosmetics firms, for example, attempt to curtail 

the bulk purchase of informal enterprises, even though they do not have an in-depth 

understanding of the situation. It was not precise information and action plans, but phronesis-

based know-how and moral judgment that guided the cosmetics firms to give primacy to firm-

specific virtue (e.g. brand values and the welfare of common customers). Phronesis-based 

counteracting also explains why it was Apple, rather than record labels and artists, that turned 

the emerging trend in digital music file sharing into a profitable business model. In the late 

1990s, Napster, the oft-cited exemplar of the informal enterprise (Godfrey, 2011; Webb et al., 2009), 

gave people the means to share and download one another’s digital music files. When the record 

labels and artists encountered the rise of digital music file sharing enabled by Napster, they 

addressed it through the notion of right and wrong, and hence framed it as music piracy. The 

tacit know-how of phronesis that the record companies and artists had long internalized led 

them to counteract the music piracy by issuing multiple lawsuits. Apple, by comparison, was 

the outsider of the music industry and did not share such moral values. For Apple, therefore, 

digital music file sharing was not so much an issue of right or wrong as an issue concerned with, 

what Moore and Beadle (2006: 371) call, external goods, that is, ‘profit or, more generally, success’. 

As such, Apple went beyond the realm of moral concerns and developed the iTunes Music Store, 

a legal version of what Napster had provided in an illegal manner.  

 

However intrinsic standards of excellence are for organizations, practical issues or external 

goods (profits and success) always matter at the same time in varying degrees. Indeed, 

organizations are embedded in unprecedentedly turbulent environments and constantly 

confronted with multiple practical concerns, such as heightened competition, unfavourable 

regulatory change and a decline in profits. I found that formal firms, particularly in the context 

of disguised relationships, temporarily compromise on what they deem the right line of actions 

to deal with practical issues. In other words, formal firms temporarily turn to the advantageous 

pole of dialectic effects that informal enterprises exert, although they acknowledge that doing 

so fuels the disadvantageous pole, which harms what they really care about (e.g. long-term 

brand value). Drawing on Oliver’s (1991) work, I term this mechanism ‘temporary compromising’ 

and define it as a temporary line of actions that seek to balance, pacify or bargain with external 

demands and expectations. Specifically, formal firms may temporarily attempt to balance the 

conflicting expectations of internal stakeholders, external stakeholders and informal 
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enterprises; to accommodate the unilateral connecting of informal enterprises; or to negotiate 

with informal enterprises.  

 

Taken together, phronesis-based counteracting and temporary compromising extend the 

extant accounts of the relationships between formal firms and informal enterprises, where the 

former is depicted as rational, strategic actors deliberately forming exploitative ties with 

informal economy actors (Chen, 2006; Darbi et al., 2016: 5; Williams et al., 2012). Predominant in 

the extant view is false individualism that presupposes an ‘exaggerated belief in the powers of 

individual reason and of a consequent contempt for anything which has not been consciously 

designed by it’ (Hayek, 1948: 8, cited in Chia & Holt, 2009, p.100). In contrast, my finding highlights 

true individualism, in which formal firms are understood as responsive actors amid social 

processes, ‘which nobody has designed and the reasons for which nobody may understand’ 

(Hayek, 1948: 23, cited in Chia & Holt, 2009, p.100). In this vein, the practices of formal firms 

enacted in response to the work of informal enterprises might make one think of the strategy 

absence perspective, in which managers ‘deliberately build in strategic voids and apparent 

incoherency in decision making as part of its organizational design’ (Inkpen & Choudhury, 1995: 

317–18). Indeed, one may barely see consistency and coherency when a formal firm attempts to 

combat an informal enterprise at one point and turn to informal enterprises at another. However, 

this inconsistency is not so much a product of deliberate planning (i.e. strategy absence view) 

as non-deliberate responding to unfolding situations at hand. Therefore, phronesis-based 

counteracting and temporary compromising are anchored closer in the concept of ‘immanent 

strategy’, which suggests that ‘strategy is immanent in everyday practical coping because [of] 

the dispositional character of human behaviour’ (Chia & Holt, 2006: 647, emphasis in original).28 

                                       
28 To gain a further sense of strategy absence and immanent strategy perspective, I here present two 
examples of each view. First, Inkpen and Choudhury (1995) illustrate the strategy absence view by giving 
an example, as follows:  
 

Honda's success in the absence of a brilliantly rational strategy illustrates how the lack of a plan 
and realistic objectives can provide a platform for experimentation and learning. Honda had no 
strategy for its U.S. market entry; it had a product and some vague understanding of the U.S. market. 
Despite this, Honda experimented with its product mix and distribution and eventually became the 
dominant motorcycle firm in the U.S. market. In retrospect, this was a well-executed strategy that 
began by creating demand for lightweight motorcycles and then progressed through a successful 
challenge of Harley-Davidson at the high end. While Honda's actions eventually coalesced into a 
pattern that represented an emergent strategy, Honda began its American experience with an 
absence of strategy (Inkpen & Choudhury, 1995: 318). 
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Just like biped pedestrians confronted with ever-changing impediments, formal firms in the 

face of unexpected ties with informal enterprises are ‘sensing, improvising and adapting as they 

go’ (Chia, 2017: 108; Ingold, 2000). 

 

5.1.4. Mētis-based avoiding and leveraging network brokers 
 

One practice serves as the resource for the unfolding of others (Nicolini, 2009). Likewise, when 

formal firms attempt to disconnect unexpected ties, informal enterprises, in turn, react to 

sustain the linkages. While this argument may seem sensible, it has not been underscored by 

the dominant view of informal economy studies. Indeed, informal economy workers have long 

been depicted as subservient actors in relation to exploitative formal firms (Davis, 2006; Jones 

et al., 2006). I found that, in the context of disguised relationships, informal enterprises are active 

in overcoming the constraints imposed by formal firms. They achieve this, first, by enacting the 

practice of ‘mētis-based avoiding’, which is defined here as a line of socially learnt actions that 

attempts to evade the rules and regulations of formal firms. Specifically, informal enterprises 

conceal the fact of nonconformity behind disguised appearance, which is ‘often presumed to be 

sufficient for the attainment of legitimacy’ (Oliver, 1991; Webb et al., 2013). Informal enterprises 

also avoid the regulations of formal firms by exploiting the imperfections inherent within the 

implementation, just as they do in response to governmental enforcement (Webb et al., 2014, 

2009).29 Notably, these cunning tactics are informed by mētis (i.e. socially learnt deceptive and 

                                       
Second, Chia and Holt (2006) exemplify the immanent strategy view with an anecdote, as follows: 
 

Ting Hsin was started by four Taiwanese brothers in 1988, to produce superior cooking oil for the 
mainland Chinese market. Because it was higher priced and because there was a lack of 
infrastructure in China, the venture failed. Not deterred, the brothers began producing and selling 
egg rolls again distinguished by their high quality. Yet again, the cost of advertising and high 
product cost led to failure. It was then that opportunity knocked unexpectedly to save their ailing 
business. To save money, the youngest brother travelled by train on an 18-hour trip to Beijing and 
packed his own food. During the journey, he opened a package of instant noodles that he had brought 
from Taiwan, and the aroma attracted the attention of other passengers in the carriage. He then 
shared the noodles with his fellow travellers, who devoured them with some relish. This rather 
serendipitous event led him to realize the potential market opportunity for affordable, quality, 
instant noodles in China. Today, Ting Hsin’s Master Kong brand is one of the most recognized brands 
in China, a success attributable to a seemingly innocuous event that took place on a train in late 1991 
(Chia & Holt, 2006: 643). 

 
29  In the context of government–informal enterprise relationships, they take advantage of the 

imperfections in law enforcement, as follows: 
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opportunistic know-how) that informal enterprises internalize and share through participation 

in the informal economy groups in which they are embedded. As such, it is likely that the 

deceptive tactics used by diverse individual informal enterprises create a family resemblance. 

Mētis-based avoiding, on the one hand, reinforces the institutional account of informal 

enterprises; their proactive use of avoidance and manipulation tactics, in response to 

enforcement, helps them to exploit opportunities in the informal economy (Bromley, 1978; 

Fernandez-Kelly & Garcia, 1991; Webb et al., 2013). On the other hand, mētis-based avoiding 

differs from the institutional account in that it addresses the agency of informal enterprises in 

the face of interorganizational constraints, rather than formal institutional pressures. More 

importantly, mētis-based avoiding highlights the social nature of deceptive tactics and suggests 

that these skills do not play out in a vacuum; they are learnt, shared and internalized through 

involvement in the identity-based groups. 

 

Second, I found that informal enterprises evade the imposed constraints by relying on 

network brokers who are the members of an informal economy group, while at the same time 

having strong relationships with formal firms. In principle, it is likely that there is no connection 

between informal enterprises and formal firms because actors prefer to interact with familiar 

and similar others embedded in the same social network of relationships (Burt, 1999; 

Granovetter, 1985; Gulati, 1998; Kenis & Oerlemans, 2008). Therefore, as described before, informal 

enterprises seek to build linkages with formal firms by means of strategic deception; for 

example, they purchase firms’ products as common customers in disguise and engage in 

business–customer relationships. However successful the strategic deception is for informal 

enterprises, it has limitations. Once formal firms discover the true identities and objectives of 

informal enterprises, they try to untie the linkages formed by informal enterprises in a unilateral 

manner. Informal enterprises, then, connect to and leverage the network brokers who work 

closely with formal firms, while at the same time belonging to the same identity groups as the 

informal enterprises. I term this mechanism ‘leveraging network brokers’ and define it as a set 

of actions carried out by informal enterprises to connect and interact with those who are 

                                       
 

In reality … enforcement costs are substantial, particularly as the number and complexity of laws 
and regulations increase. To enforce all activities effectively, the costs could possibly exceed the 
value created by the desirable activities. Entrepreneurs exploit opportunities in the informal 
economy by taking advantage of the imperfections in the enforcement of laws and regulations 
(Webb et al., 2009: 500). 
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members of the same informal economy group and, at the same time, work closely with formal 

firms. This mechanism of leveraging network brokers provides a unique insight into informal 

economy research because the network brokers here differ from the brokers (henceforth, 

middlemen) that the extant work has focused on. The typical middlemen include subcontractors 

or sweatshop owners who hire myriad unregistered homeworkers or immigrant workers. They 

exploit opportunities by brokering connections between formal firms and informal economy 

workers, which would otherwise be disconnected segments (Burt, 2001: 31; Holt & Littlewood, 

2014).  

 

However, whether or not the middlemen and informal economy workers subscribe to 

common memberships is unclear. The middlemen may be, in an extreme case, fraudulent 

strangers to informal economy actors. For example, as Portes and Haller (2005: 406) exemplify 

it, ‘immigrant labourers … are commonly picked up by contractors who hire them for days or 

even weeks, only to defraud them at the end by paying them lower wages than originally 

promised’. In contrast, I found that network brokers are embedded in the same ground as 

informal enterprises; network brokers are members of informal economy groups who enter the 

boundary of the formal economy. Perhaps the most illustrative example in the real world is 

Chinese sales staff hired by certain brand stores in non-Chinese countries. To deal with 

exponentially growing Chinese tourist consumers, more and more brand stores in big cities are 

hiring Chinese staff. For Chinese re-sellers, such Chinese staff are network brokers.  

 

As a whole, the mechanism of mētis-based avoiding and leveraging network brokers 

complements the structuralist view of the informal economy. While the structuralist 

perspective neglects the human agency of actors within the informal economy, I suggest that 

they are capable of changing unfavorable circumstances by leveraging (a) socially learnt 

deceptive tactics and (b) the members of informal economy groups who have strong 

connections to formal firms. Therefore, it is likely that disguised relationships unfold in 

dynamic ways in which formal firms and informal enterprises metaphorically render the 

interplay of give–take, push–pull and chase–evade. 

 

5.1.5. Boundary conditions 
 

Although a case design based on grounded-theory approach best fits the study of the informal 

economy (Castro et al., 2014; Ketchen et al., 2014), my findings and emergent model are limited 

to certain boundary conditions. First, I expect the findings to work well in downstream value-
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chain contexts where sales, distribution and customer service take place, rather than upstream 

value chains in which R&D and manufacturing occur (Das et al., 1998; Hagedoorn, 1993). This is 

because downstream activities, by comparison, allow room for informal enterprises to cut in, 

whereas upstream activities, in general, operate inhouse or within closed network relationships. 

For example, simply by speaking a certain language, an informal economy worker may easily 

join the sales staff of a firm and, then, acquire access to final products by which he/she may re-

sell them to informal enterprises in a clandestine manner. However, linguistic capability does 

not qualify him/her to gain access to the R&D unit where the key technologies of final products 

are developed. By the same token, informal enterprises can purchase virtually any final product 

by simply paying money, whereas no one can easily purchase the essential technologies of a 

firm. As Lee and Hung (2014: 27) describe it, informal enterprises in the mobile phone sector 

have enjoyed huge success through ‘cloning newly released Nokia products’. Informal 

enterprises can clone Nokia’s final product because they have access to several points in Nokia’s 

downstream value chains. As informal enterprises, however, lack access to the upstream 

activities of Nokia, they can clone mobile phones but cannot manufacture new ones. 

 

Second, I speculate that my findings fit better with the context in which informal economy 

actors participate volitionally in the informal economy to exploit recognized opportunities. The 

informal economy comprises a wide variety of individuals, from those at the bottom of the 

pyramid, lacking education or professional experience (Chliova & Ringov, 2017; Prahalad, 2009; 

Zoogah, Peng, & Woldu, 2015), to opportunity-seeking entrepreneurs who join the informal 

economy voluntarily to, for example, exploit business opportunities, develop new career paths 

or enjoy flexible working (Gërxhani, 2004; Godfrey, 2011; Snyder, 2004; Williams, 2007). Forming 

unilateral ties with formal firms requires a certain level of individual technological capabilities. 

For the informal enterprises of this work, the key technologies to use include mobile payment, 

mobile video/photo editing, mobile messaging at speed, and many others. The key technology 

for Napster, an oft-exemplified American informal enterprise, was hacking and computer 

programming (Webb et al., 2009). As De Castro and colleagues (2008) note, technological 

advancements have facilitated the spread of the informal economy, and my findings may, in 

particular, work well with those who can leverage advanced technologies. 

 

Finally, while the case study companies in this work belong to the cosmetics industry, the 

findings might be likely to be seen by other firms in the consumer goods sector. In other words, 

insofar as firms operate in the consumer goods industry, they may encounter unexpected ties 
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with informal enterprises and engage in a set of practices proposed in this work (i.e. fragmented 

sense-making, phronesis-based counteracting and temporary compromising). Fashion brands 

such as Louis Vuitton, Ralph Lauren and Coach perhaps illustrate this well. Although not 

included in this work, part of the preliminary fieldwork included interviews with managers of 

those brands and informal enterprises re-selling their products; the interview data revealed that 

what the managers of these brands really do in response to informal enterprises replicates my 

finding of temporary compromising. For example, one owner of a daigou enterprise who had 

long dealt with Louis Vuitton told the researcher that he came to know the head manager of the 

sales unit, in person, because he had regularly purchased items in bulk. He further remarked: 

 

Whenever I met the head manager, she always told me not to bring [part-time workers] and said, ‘you 

have messed up our sales and distribution’. But when I stopped bringing the part-time workers, 

guess what happened ... The head called me up and asked me to bring them back, saying, ‘We are 

starving because of you’. (Interview, 2017) 

 
In summary, my findings feature the middle-range theories that are workable in these 

boundary conditions. Future study may explore the applicability of findings outside these 

boundary conditions. 
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5.2. The Comparison of Developmental Processes: Disguised Relationships 
versus Interorganizational Relationships within the Formal Economy  
 

The existing research has primarily focused on the interorganizational relationships 

established and operated within the formal economy. Organizations have been regarded as 

purposefully forming interorganizational relationships to achieve certain collective goals (e.g. 

Cropper et al., 2008; Kilduff & Tsai, 2003; Koschmann et al., 2012). Furthermore, it has been 

suggested that those organizations engage in a ‘process that starts with planning and ends with 

control’ to accomplish successful interorganizational relationships (Sydow et al., 2016: 5). Even 

without recourse to plans and controls, organizations are likely to cooperate with their partners, 

as ‘firms form alliances with firms they have prior alliances with or with the partners of their 

partners’ (Ahuja et al., 2012: 439; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Hitt et al., 2000; Krippner et al., 2004). 

This embeddedness prescribes the socially desirable actions in the interorganizational 

relationship context (Dacin et al., 2007; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Granovetter, 1985; Powell, 1990). 

 

Notably, the literature has overlooked another prevailing form of relationship, which I label 

‘disguised relationships’. Disguised relationships feature repeating transactions between two or 

more organizations, in the same way as generic interorganizational relationships within the 

formal economy.  However, disguised relationships, as distinct from interorganizational 

relationships within the formal economy, represent boundary-spanning ties between formal 

firms and informal enterprises. In addition, these irregular ties are characterized by 

serendipitous emergence that formal organizations neither intended nor permitted as well as 

non-reciprocal relationships replete with self-interested actions, which are generally observed 

in transactions between strangers. 

 

Although disguised relationships emerge without mutually established goals and plans, the 

ties do not end in a discrete transaction; it is maintained, developed and changed over time. I 

now discuss how this developmental process unfolds differently from that of 

interorganizational relationships within the formal economy. In Table 10, I highlight the 

differences in ‘developmental processes’ by contrasting disguised relationships with three main 

forms of interorganizational relationship within the formal economy (i.e. market, hierarchical 

and hybrid forms). Although the developmental processes are depicted as unfolding through 

separate stages for analytical purposes, these stages overlap and repeat in practice. 
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Table 10. Differences in the relationship developmental processes of interorganizational relationships 
 

Developmental 
Processes 

Disguised 
Relationship 

Market  
Relationship 

Hierarchical 
Relationship 

Hybrid 
Relationship 

 

Relationship 
Initiation 

 

One-sided 
initiation process 

 

No particular 
initiation process 

 

Selective entry 
process 

 

Selective entry 
process; bilateral 
assessment 
 

Relationship 
Maintenance 

Incentives 
inversely 
proportional to 
firms’ input 

Incentives tied 
directly to output 

Incentives 
compensated 
according to input 
provided; one 
party’s authority 
determining other 
parties’ activities 

Incentives shared 
proportional to 
parties’ input; high 
commitment; 
relationship-
specific 
investments 
 

Relationship 
Termination 

Hard to terminate A series of 
individual discrete 
transactions 

Explicit 
mechanisms for 
termination 
 

Open-ended 
relationship 

Relationship 
Assessment 

Incomplete 
assessment; no 
quantitative 
measurement of 
output 

Reactive 
measurement of 
output 

Reactive 
measurement of 
output 

Recurring and 
proactive 
assessment 
focusing on 
efficiency, equity 
and adaptability 
 

Note: This comparison builds on the work of Heide (1994) and Makadok and Coff (2009). 

 

 

First, disguised relationships are apparently distinct from hierarchical relationships in 

which one party has strong authority to decide on a course of action for the parties involved in 

a certain interorganizational relationship. Hierarchical relationships include an authoritative 

firm, which, for example, selects desirable partners. In contrast, disguised relationships present 

no explicit mechanisms for one party to choose other parties. By the same token, while the 

initiation phase of hybrid relationships (e.g. strategic alliances) has been highlighted in the 

literature as a bilateral negotiation process (Ring & Van De Ven, 1994), disguised relationships 

feature the unilateral partner selection of informal enterprises, as depicted in Table 10. The 

findings show that formal firms are unintentionally engaged in this relationship. The initiation 

process also distinguishes disguised relationships from market relationships, in that it is absent 

in the latter (Messner, 2012) but exists in the former. 

 

Second, interorganizational relationships within the formal economy often continue to enter 

in the maintenance stage, in which members of interorganizational relationships begin to see 

the outcomes and values created by the collective efforts (Wilson, 1995). As shown in Table 10, 
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parties involved in market relationships gain incentives that are tied directly to their output 

(Heide, 1994). Parties engaging in hybrid relationships present a high commitment relationship 

and share incentives that are proportional to their input (Helper & Levine, 1992; Ménard, 2004; 

Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). If the parties are satisfied with incentive sharing, the ties are likely to 

be stable, with relationship-specific investments in the relationship (Batonda & Perry, 2003; 

Helper & Levine, 1992). This results in long-lasting relationships. On the contrary, the incentives 

that formal firms receive in disguised relationships are generally unclear and often regarded as 

inversely proportional to firms’ input. I demonstrated that formal firms often strategically turn 

a blind eye, or even take advantage of informal enterprise activities. Meanwhile, the potentially 

detrimental influences that informal enterprises exert on formal firms are likely to be 

intensified and expanded. 

 

Third, relationship termination in both market and hybrid relationships is a decision that is 

reached at the discretion of the parties involved, although relationship duration is different in 

nature (Batonda & Perry, 2003; Das & Teng, 2002; Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987). As my findings 

highlighted, relationship termination is unlikely to be realized in disguised relationships if one 

party attempts to maintain the relationship. Dissolution efforts devoted to putting pressure on 

informal enterprises are likely to be evaded. In doing so, informal enterprises make various 

degrees of change to the business processes (e.g. the recruitment of part-time buyers) and 

develop new services (e.g. illegal customs clearance services).  

 

Finally, as seen in Table 10, while the assessment processes, whether in a proactive or 

reactive manner, are clearly presented in interorganizational relationships within the formal 

economy (Heide, 1994; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994; Wang & Zajac, 2007; Wilson, 1995), I found that 

formal firms involved in disguised relationships suffer from incomplete assessment processes 

in which no quantitative measurement of output is carried out. The assessment process is of 

particular importance because this enables formal firms to evaluate and re-evaluate their 

partners’ efficiency, competencies and trustworthiness so as to flexibly adjust their 

expectations and directions in the course of cooperation (Doz, 1996; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994). By 

contrast, disguised relationships lack assessment, as shown in Table 10. This is because formal 

firms engaging in disguised relationships are not able to quantify the precise remit of informal 

enterprises. Moreover, formal firms hardly calculate the advantages/disadvantages of the ties 

that are unilaterally formed by informal enterprises. As such, disguised relationships are 

maintained, not on an assessment basis. Rather, disguised relationships continue as formal 
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firms: (a) occasionally turn a blind eye to informal enterprises in anticipation of resolving 

practical issues (e.g. heightened competition and sales decreases); (b) informal enterprises 

avoid the regulations of formal firms; and (c) informal enterprises collude with network brokers 

who are the members of an informal economy group, while at the same time having strong 

relationships with formal firms. 
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5.3. Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter demonstrated a unified, conceptual model in which the interaction between formal 

firms and informal enterprises is theorized. In addition, the chapter presented the differences 

between the developmental process of disguised relationships and that of interorganizational 

relationships within the formal economy. By so doing, I argue that: (a) informal enterprises 

establish and sustain ties with formal firms through legitimizing their work and leveraging 

informal economy groups, which act as a forum where the members produce, share and 

reproduce the practical know-how to evade the regulatory actions taken by the authorities; (b) 

disguised relationships create unanalysable situations whereby formal firms hardly conduct 

rational calculations and, hence, engage in fragmented sense-making processes; and (c) instead 

of relying on rigorous plans/assessments/controls, formal firms are informed by practical 

know-how, which enables them to deal with moral or practical concerns. If a moral concern is 

prioritized, formal firms try to dissolve the relationships with informal enterprises. If a practical 

concern is emphasized, formal firms turn a blind eye to the unfolding of disguised relationships. 

In any case, informal enterprises exercise agency to make situations favourable. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
 

 

This study is a first attempt at understanding formal–informal organization relationships. In 

the present work, I sought to capture the interactive practices of formal firms (i.e. South Korean 

cosmetics firms) and informal enterprises (i.e. daigou agents), which underlie the unfolding of 

interorganizational relationships, labelled in this work as disguised relationships. 

 

The findings suggest that the organizational landscape under research differs considerably 

from the one in which formal firms are portrayed as rational choosers establishing collaborative 

ties (e.g. alliances and joint ventures) with readily reciprocal others embedded in closed 

social/institutional contexts. It also deviates from the static landscape where exploitative 

formal firms deliberately form inter-firm relationships with readily subordinate informal 

enterprises. Rather, disguised relationships emerge in a unilateral and concealed fashion 

following the lead of informal enterprises, so that formal firms, neither intentionally nor with 

permission at this stage, engage in the ties. Furthermore, disguised relationships render the 

image of dynamism replete with, metaphorically speaking, give–take, push–pull and chase–

evade. Formal firms, which fundamentally try to combat informal enterprises, occasionally turn 

to informal enterprises in order to resolve practical concerns, such as sales decreases and 

heightened competition. Informal enterprises are capable of evading the regulatory actions 

taken by the authorities. 

 

More specifically, the emergent model illustrates the interactive practices in four 

mechanisms: (a) informal enterprises gaining social acceptability from certain society groups 

and acquiring needed resources from the members of identity-based groups; (b) drawing on this 

momentum, informal enterprises forming and maintaining unilateral ties with formal firms in 

a disguised manner; (c) formal firms counteracting the unexpected ties, with temporary 

compromising on the counteracting efforts; and (d) informal enterprises avoiding the 

combatting efforts of formal firms through socially learnt tactics and leveraging network 

brokers (i.e. actors sharing the same ethnic/cultural backgrounds as informal enterprises while 

at the same time working for formal firms). Throughout the next three sections, I discuss the 

theoretical contributions, managerial implications, limitations and future research. 
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6.1. Summary of Theoretical Contributions 
 

Drawing on a practice approach as the main theoretical lens, I contribute to the literature on 

interorganizational relationships by abductively deriving a dynamic theory of ‘disguised 

relationships’ (i.e. a type of boundary-spanning relationship between formal firms and informal 

enterprises). This work also extends the emerging literature on the informal economy by 

revisiting the relationships between formal firms and informal enterprises that have been 

portrayed as, on the one hand, static interactions between formal organizations with overly 

strong agency and, on the other hand, informal enterprises with an undue lack of agency. 

 

First, this study elucidates how formal firms establish, sustain and dissolve the hitherto 

neglected type of interorganizational tie, namely, disguised relationships. While the extant 

literature on interorganizational relationships has depicted formal firms as rational choosers 

and planners, which engage in collaborative ties through partner selection/assessment/de-

selection, disguised relationships lack such a purposeful process. Rather, disguised 

relationships unfold with one party (informal enterprise) connecting with other parties (formal 

firms) in a unilateral manner and, in doing so, exerting dialectic effects (i.e. advantageous yet 

disadvantageous outcomes) on the connected parties. Formal firms, however, hardly achieve the 

precise assessment of the unilaterally emerged ties, which has been suggested as being key to 

successful interorganizational relationships. Although formal firms lack an accurate 

understanding of the unexpected ties, they are informed by phronesis, a kind of practical know-

how that has long been internalized through engagement in organizational practices (e.g. 

selling and distributing cosmetics). As phronesis prescribes what organizations should care 

about in order to realize who they should be, formal firms attempt to dissolve the unilaterally 

emerged ties with informal enterprises. However, disguised relationships continue as both 

formal firms and informal enterprises give primacy to situational responsiveness, adjustment 

and adaptation, as reactions to their immediate, practical concerns. More specifically, (a) formal 

firms occasionally turn a blind eye to informal enterprises in anticipation of resolving practical 

issues (e.g. heightened competition and sales decreases); and (b) informal enterprises exercise 

agency to proactively strengthen or weaken the relationships by evading the regulations of 

formal firms and leveraging network brokers who are members of both an informal economy 

group and a formal firm. Unlike the generic interorganizational relationships within the formal 

economy, firms may find it difficult to terminate their relationship with informal enterprises, 

once involved. 
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Second, while the literature on the informal economy has addressed the role 

of ’legitimization’ and the ‘informal economy group’ in growing informal businesses in isolation, 

I suggest that two concepts, in fact, show consequential relationships. Put simply, legitimization 

precedes the formation of informal economy groups. Only after any informal work is legitimized 

do actors begin to participate in the rule-violating activity to exploit socially acceptable 

opportunities, such that many informal economy groups emerge. Otherwise, we may reach an 

unfairly extreme conclusion that actors who participate in informal economy groups are born 

to enjoy evading formal institutions (i.e. laws and regulations). 

 

Third, my results extend previous research on the informal economy through addressing how 

and why different informal enterprises evade the regulatory actions taken by the authorities in 

a similar fashion. It also resolves the puzzle of how millions of ordinary people, such as 

university students and housewives, engaging in informal work, outsmart formal firms. I argue 

that mētis-based activities, which refers to socially learnt cunning, deception or stratagems 

taken in response to the regulatory actions of firms or other authorities, do not occur in a 

vacuum. Rather, it is the modus operandi of informal actors, internalized and institutionalized 

through learning, to act like other members of the same informal economy group. Thousands of 

students and housewives, therefore, learn how to evade enforcement, without recourse to 

codified instructions. In addition, these ordinary people are likely to perform similar, organized 

sets of actions as mētic know-how orients their actions in a certain direction. 

 

6.2. Managerial Implications 
 

As Sandberg and Tsoukas (2011: 338) note, ‘repeated calls have been made to bridge the gap 

between the formal knowledge produced by management scholars and the applied knowledge 

practitioners need’. By placing an emphasis on what members of firms really do in practice, here 

I offer an insight into the management of disguised relationships with informal enterprises. To 

do so, I briefly touch on the managerial implications suggested in the grey market (or parallel 

import) literature. This is because, as with informal enterprises, grey marketers distribute the 

goods of firms without agreement and authorization. The literature on the grey market, in 

general, draws attention to speedy detection and enforcement for combatting grey market 

activities (Antia, Bergen, Dutta, & Fisher, 2006). However, as I described before, detecting and 

enforcing at speed is not an easy feat for firms dealing with informal enterprises who disguise 

their identities and objectives. Moreover, given that firms operate amid numerous practical 
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issues, such as heightened competition, unfavorable regulatory change and a decline in profits, 

the detection of unexpected ties with informal enterprises may not always relate to a severe 

combating effort. As such, I suggest that effective and practical management of informal 

enterprises is achieved through flexible implementation of combating effort and temporary 

compromising as situations unfold. At the core of this flexible responsiveness must lie a firm-

wide effort to make a constant judgment on what really matters to the firm, such as momentary 

profits and long-term brand value (Nonaka et al., 2014). This practical suggestion is of particular 

value, because, unlike the early prediction that views the informal economy as ‘a transient 

economic phenomenon of less developed economies that was destined to disappear’, the 

informal sector has long sustained and prospered (Darbi et al., 2016: 1). Indeed, daigou services 

are so ubiquitous that Chinese people even buy Starbucks coffee and popular breakfast dishes 

through daigou enterprises. Furthermore, informal economy work has been given over to a wide 

variety of people, such that, for example, The New York Times (2017) reports that as many as 

eight out of ten Chinese students in Australia engage in the informal economy. More importantly, 

as Webb and colleagues (2009: 498) put it via the example of Napster – an oft-cited case of the 

informal enterprise – the success of the informal enterprise may result in ‘a downturn in [one] 

industry—a downturn from which the industry [will long be] recovering’. 

 

6.3. Limitations and Future Work 
 

While this work opens a window onto the study of formal–informal organization 

relationships, the present thesis is a first step that has some limitations. Indeed, the findings, 

emergent model and theoretical insights discussed in the present study are derived from 

observations of a small number of cases in a particular geographical region over a limited period 

of time. Further research is needed to validate, refine and extend the understanding of how 

formal firms and informal enterprises interact, beyond the research setting in this thesis. 

Moreover, I was only able to trace the phenomenon of interest for a limited period of time. During 

this period, the relationships between cosmetics firms and daigou enterprises were 

strengthened at some times and weakened at others, but they were not dissolved. Future 

research should cover a longer period of time than this work to see if the relationships would be 

terminated, and, if so, how they would be dissolved. As management scholars increasingly note, 

the informal economy is ‘the final frontier of the management domain’, in which hitherto under-

explored interorganizational relationships are at play (Academy of Management, 2012; Bruton et 

al., 2012: 1). While this work conducted a focused study of ‘daigou’ enterprises, future research 
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needs to explore other forms of informal enterprise, which have commercial relationships with 

formal firms. 

 

This study raises three questions for future research. The first question concerns the key 

antecedents that influence the emergence of disguised relationships. While this study examines 

the dynamic process through which the disguised relationships emerge and are sustained, it 

does not address, for example, what type of organizational failures result in the rise of these 

relationships. In other words, one may explore the potential variables that provoke ‘a failure to 

achieve organizational goals and moving on to address the mechanisms and processes that 

allow organizations to persist despite inefficiency’ (Schrank & Whitford, 2011: 154). To do so is to 

first understand diverse governance forms, such as market, hierarchy and network, and to 

revisit the failure of each form. The disguised relationships are market-like in some elements 

while being network-like in others. On the one hand, the transactions between formal firms and 

informal enterprises resonate with market relationships that feature (a) no asset investments, 

(b) minimal information exchange (i.e. the information exchanged basically revolves around 

price), (c) low levels of interdependence (i.e. two organizations simply interact through a sales-

to-purchasing interface) and (d) minimal investment in governance mechanisms (Dyer & Singh, 

1998; Williamson, 1985). On the other hand, the disguised relationships resemble serendipitous 

networks, which ‘develop haphazardly from the interactions of individual actors’ (Kilduff & Tsai, 

2003: 88). Future research may conceptualize disguised relationships by building on market and 

network governance forms and delve into the antecedents of their emergence by asking what 

market or network failures bring about the disguised relationships. 

 

The second research direction for future studies concerns the role of organizational 

transparency in the management of interorganizational relationships. A recent study of 

organizational transparency suggested that the concept of transparency has remained 

peripheral in the field of organizational studies (Schnackenberg & Tomlinson, 2016). The present 

research offers an extreme context in which one party of interorganizational relationships 

presents a minimal level of transparency, which makes other parties struggle with gaining key 

information in order to grasp ‘What’s going on here?’ and ‘What do I do next?’ (Weick et al., 2005: 

412). Future research may go beyond the extreme context to explore the role of organizational 

transparency in interorganizational relationships being formed and operating within the 

boundary of the formal economy. As Schnackenberg and Tomlinson (2016) argue, organizational 
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transparency, through its effect on perceived quality of trustworthiness, might figure 

prominently in interorganizational trust. 

 

A final question raised by this work encourages future research to revisit the 

conceptualization of the business model. Drawing on the system-based view, Amit and Zott 

(2015) define the concept of the business model as follows: 

 

The business model describes the system of inter-dependent activities performed by a focal firm 

and its partners and the mechanisms that link these activities to each other. An activity in a focal 

firm’s business model can be viewed as the engagement of human, physical, and capital resources 

of any party to the business model (the focal firm, end customers, vendors, etc.) to serve a specific 

purpose toward the fulfilment of the overall objectives (2015: 331). 

 

While I do not deny that organizations purposefully form an activity system in which they 

interact with selected partners, as I intimated in this work, the system is not an impenetrable 

fortress in contemporary organizational contexts. Rather, a focal firm may often encounter 

unexpected and unauthorized activities played out in the designed business model that 

captures ‘which activities should be performed, by whom, and how activities and actors are 

linked together’ (Karimi & Walter, 2016: 343). Future research may extend the business model 

concept by espousing a perplexing organizational life where ‘ignorance, chance, unintended 

consequences and in situ responses’ transpire (MacKay & Chia, 2013; Weick et al., 2005). 
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APPENDIX 1. SOCIAL MEDIA OBSERVATION OF DAIGOU ENTERPRISES 
 

 

As described in Chapter Four, daigou enterprises operate part of their business through social 

media. After intensive involvement in the social media of daigou informants, I obtained full 

access to their sites, in which hundreds of photos, posts and messages were visible. Here I 

present the 10 most representative posts, with any sensitive information blurred. 

 

Figure 1 shows a social media post capturing a daigou agent’s suitcases, which contain 

numerous goods that she has purchased in Korea. In the post, she comments:  

 

Hey guys, I had no problems getting through the airport customs, so don’t worry. I am going to go 

back to my home tomorrow-ish. I will then start delivery...you may wait one more week to get your 

stuff. (Daigou agent V, 2016) 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Suitcases of daigou enterprise (representative social media post of daigou agent V) 
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Figure 2 presents several boxes of cosmetics that a daigou agent has purchased from a local 

brand store. She takes a picture of such a moment and uploads it to her social media in order to 

inform her customers that what she is re-selling is authentic. This daigou agent told me that 

she had remained in contact with the staff members of the cosmetics store. As such, she makes 

a call to a staff member, checks the inventory and places orders via the telephone. Then, she 

simply visits the store and collects the ordered cosmetics. To protect the informant’s privacy, I 

have blurred part of the image.  

 
 
 

Figure 2. Boxes of cosmetics (representative social media post of daigou agent II) 
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Figure 3 shows a social media conversation between a daigou agent and his customer. As 

this daigou agent sent voice messages to the customer, which are not observable in the post, I 

asked him in person what conversation had been exchanged. He explained that the customer 

had sought cosmetics advice from him, so he recommended suitable products that seemed to fit 

the customer’s skin type. Notably, this daigou agent is a male student doing a degree in 

linguistics and has no background or personal interest in cosmetics. Moreover, he does not try 

all the cosmetics that he sells to his customers. Put simply, he is not a cosmetics expert. To 

protect the informant’s privacy, I have blurred part of the image. 

 

 

Figure 3. Cosmetics advice from a daigou enterprise 
(representative social media post of daigou agent III) 
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As Korean beauty aid firms are increasingly setting up their own operated stores in China, 

daigou agents are deploying counter-measures in response to the threats presented. Figure 4 

illustrates such an endeavor. A daigou agent, through her social media, remarks: 

 

Here comes the first official store of CosmicCo’s brand Alpha (pseudonym) in China. Can you 

imagine how expensive the products are there? If you buy it through me, you will be laughing all the 

way to the bank. Those of you living in Beijing, drop by the store, take a trial and experience the 

quality of the products. Come back to me again should you need a daigou service. You will definitely 

like my daigou service. (Daigou agent VII, 2016) 

 

 
Figure 4. Detrimental influence of daigou enterprises on cosmetics firms  

(representative social media post of daigou agent VII) 
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Figure 5 shows how daigou enterprises spread information that is potentially injurious to 

health. This daigou agent encourages pregnant women to buy a certain beauty aid product 

through social media. In the social media post presented below, the daigou agent advertises: 

 

Here is a CosmicCo’s Alpha cosmetics package (pseudonym). Chemical-free and no artificial colors 

included. Pregnant women buy this cosmetics line… Pregnant women should go for this! If you are 

pregnant, use this! (Daigou agent IV, 2016) 

 

However, interviewing this daigou agent revealed that she had in fact simply copied and pasted 

another daigou agent’s social media post, which suggests that she does not have a precise 

understanding of the product that is being promoted. Other social media posts show that daigou 

enterprises circulate another rumour that the products of MegaCo and CosmicCo contain 

superior ingredients to the cosmetics made and sold in South Korea. As such, daigou enterprises 

discourage customers from buying cosmetics that are made or available in China. By doing so, 

daigou enterprises justify the advantages of their services, which purvey Korean cosmetics 

made and sold in Korea.   

 

 

Figure 5. Potentially harmful advertisement of daigou enterprises 
(representative social media post of daigou agent IV) 
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Figure 6-A shows how a daigou agent prepares marketing materials. This daigou agent first 

bought a certain cosmetics product and took a picture of it at his home. He uploaded the photo 

to his social media and added comments explaining the features of the cosmetic product. In the 

social media post presented below, the daigou agent advertises as follows: 

 

Innisfree’s [i.e. brand name] green tea balancing skincare! This product contains green tea extracts. 

High-purity green tea extracts vitalize your skin. Light, soft and not sticky. The product helps keep 

the skin moisturized. Just like soil absorbs water, this product deeply hydrates and cleans your 

skins. (Daigou agent III, 2016) 

 

As this daigou agent was a university student with no special knowledge of cosmetics, I was 

interested in how he produced his advertising comments. Notably, he said that he simply copied 

and pasted another daigou agent’s social media post. As with this daigou agent, others operating 

daigou businesses also reuse self-taken photos several times and copy and paste the marketing 

materials of other people. 

 

 
Figure 6-A. Advertisement of daigou enterprises  

(representative social media post of daigou agent III) 
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As seen in Figure 6-B, the daigou agent uploaded another post in which the same photo, with 

different text, was presented. The cosmetics featured in the post were not sold for a few weeks 

and the daigou agent this time wrote relatively more personal comments, rather than the copied 

and pasted ones. In the post, he comments: 

 

The exchange rate fell, and fell drastically to the lowest point. But, I do not raise my prices. I continue 

to offer benefits to you guys. What a good company! I am emotionally touched by myself. (Daigou agent 

III, 2016) 

 
 

Figure 6-B. Advertisement of daigou enterprises (representative social media post of daigou agent III) 
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As Nielsen (2017: 6), the world-famous marketing research company, suggests, counterfeits 

are so prevalent in China that many Chinese customers give credence to the authenticity of 

goods only if they were bought outside China by someone known in person. Daigou enterprises 

generally seize a business opportunity by targeting such a craving for reliable products and 

sources. Figure 7-A presents how daigou enterprises gain the trust of their customers. The 

daigou agent uploaded the picture of the Korean courier’s waybills to his social media to prove 

that he had really purchased and sent the items from South Korea. This was effective in 

confirming the origin of the products, as Chinese customers acknowledged that some daigou 

enterprises sold counterfeits produced in China; daigou agents selling counterfeits made in 

China were not able to show the waybills issued by Korean logistics companies. 

 

 
Figure 7-A. The social media photo of waybills issued by a Korean courier 

(representative social media post of daigou agent VIII) 
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In addition to the upload of the waybill picture, Figure 7-B shows that daigou enterprises 

attempt to win the trust of their customers by publicizing the fact that counterfeits are 

ubiquitous. Specifically, daigou agent V refers to a Korean news article, which reports that the 

police had exposed the counterfeiters who produced and distributed the fake cosmetics of one 

Korean cosmetic brand. She further persuades her customers to give primacy to the authenticity 

of product over price. In the social media post presented below, the daigou agent comments: 

 

10,000 sets of Alpha [pseudonym] cosmetics were discovered in Uijeongbu, South Korea; 4,000 sets 

out of 10,00 had already been sold. The reliability of daigou enterprise is very important! Again, do 

not think about how much money you will save. Conscience is more important than products in 

daigou commerce. 

 

 

Figure 7-B. The social media photo of a Korean news article 
(representative social media post of daigou agent V) 
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Figure 8 presents the product range of daigou enterprises. One way of confirming the product 

range was to explore news articles. After retrieving news articles from Baidu (the Chinese 

counterpart of Google) and Naver (the Korean counterpart of Google) online news repositories, I 

found that daigou enterprises deal with a myriad of consumer goods, ranging from luxury goods 

to baby milk formula, toothpaste, diamonds and cosmetics. During the social media observation, 

I was able to confirm the product range reported in the news articles, while at the same time 

witnessing other types of consumer good on sale. As seen in Figure 8, daigou agent IV was 

touting contact lenses. In the social media post presented below, the daigou agent advertises 

that ‘Korean contact lenses are different from Chinese ones. They keep your eyes very 

comfortable.’ 

 

 

Figure 8. The social media photo of Korean contact lenses 
(representative social media post of daigou agent IV) 
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As described in Chapter Five, the number of Chinese customers that purchased Korean 

cosmetics from local stores increased significantly during the time of research. To effectively 

deal with Chinese customers, some Korean cosmetics firms prepared flyers, in which the 

pictures of their products were displayed up and down (see Figure 9). Also printed on the flyers 

were check boxes in which customers could indicate the number of products they wanted to 

buy. The flyers, in particular, facilitated the transactions between daigou enterprises and sales 

staff. On arrival at stores, daigou enterprises simply took flyers, wrote the number of products 

needed and handed the flyers in to sales staff, who, in turn, quickly provided the ordered 

products. Moreover, the flyers to daigou enterprises were a useful source of gaining trust with 

customers. As seen in Figure 9, the daigou agent uploaded the picture of the flyers to prove that 

he had really purchased cosmetics from a local store in South Korea.  

 

 

Figure 9. The social media photo of flyers (representative social media post of daigou agent V) 
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APPENDIX 2. CASE STUDY PROTOCOLS AND CASE DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 

A. Preliminary Fieldwork (2015–17) 
 
 
A-1. Overview of preliminary fieldwork 
 

A-1-1. Goals 

 

To gain an initial sense of the daigou commerce that was unfolding behind the scenes, I 
conducted preliminary fieldwork between late 2015 and 2017. Notably, what initially began 
as preliminary fieldwork, in practice, overlapped the data collection and analysis phases. 
The prolonged preliminary fieldwork worked as a continuous resource for furthering 
knowledge beyond the main case study and confirming the understanding acquired through 
the main case study. While I carried out interviews and field observations during the 
preliminary fieldwork, the data collected was not formally analysed. 

  

A-1-2. Key research questions 

 

- How do daigou enterprises operate their businesses? 
- What potential impacts do daigou enterprises have on formal firms? 
- Do formal firms engage in relationships with daigou enterprises? 

 

A-1-2. Key research activities 

 

- Social media observation, interview and field observation. 

 

A-2. Case information 
 

I explored ‘disguised formal–informal organization relationships’ through probing (a) 5 formal 
firms and (b) 11 daigou enterprises. Table 1 outlines the information of each case to the extent 
that it protects their identities and confidentialities. 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 1. Description of cases 
 

Cases Descriptions 

 
Formal firms 

 

 
Gen-Co 

 
(1) Size: small and medium-sized enterprise based in Seoul, South Korea. 
(2) Sector: sunglasses. 
(3) Revenue: $1,500 million in 2016. 
(4) Year established: 2011. 
(5) Other key information: offering a variety of frames; global presence 
with the first US store in New York City, and second US store opened in 
Los Angeles in October 2017. 
(6) Informant information: a head of strategy unit; interviewed on 28 April 
2016. 
 

Coa-Co (1) Size: large-sized multinational firm. 
(2) Sector: luxury goods. 
(3) Revenue: $4.24 billion in 2016. 
(4) Year established: 1941. 
(5) Other key information: offering fine accessories (e.g. handbags, 
eyewear and watches) in North America and in several international 
markets; operating retail stores in regional shopping centres, outlet stores 
and online stores; building a global presence with the establishment of 
subsidiaries and the formation of joint ventures and distributor 
relationships; employed around 14,400 internationally (as of 2017); listed 
on the New York Stock Exchange. 
(6) Informant information: one Chief Executive Officer of Chinese 
subsidiary; interviewed on 8 August 2016. 
 

Jay-Co (1) Size: small and medium-sized enterprise based in Seoul, South Korea. 
(2) Sector: cosmetics. 
(3) Revenue: $1,500 million in 2016. 
(4) Year established: 2015. 
(5) Other key information: face masks as brand best-selling products. 
(6) Informant information: vice president and marketing director; 
interviewed on 16 August 2016 and 24 July 2017. 
 

Lou-Co (1) Size: large-sized multinational firm. 
(2) Sector: luxury goods. 
(3) Revenue: $9.9 billion in 2017. 
(4) Year established: 1854. 
(5) Other key information: a listed luxury retail firm offering a variety of 
luxury goods (e.g. handbags, jewellery and watches); headquartered in 
Paris, France; operating retail stores in regional shopping centres, outlet 
stores and online stores; building a global presence with the 
establishment of subsidiaries and the formation of joint ventures and 
distributor relationships; employed around 120,000 internationally (as of 
2014). 
(6) Informant information: one sales assistant of a concession in a 
department store in London, UK; interviewed on 12 September 2016. 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Cases Descriptions 
 

Formal firms 
 

 
Yes-Co 

 
(1) Size: small and medium-sized enterprise based in Seoul, South Korea. 
(2) Sector: cosmetics. 
(3) Revenue: n/a. 
(4) Year established: 2016. 
(5) Other key information: a mono-product brand selling face masks; a 
new firm with one-year-long operation as of the interview date; 
maintaining a close relationship with a daigou enterprise to which Yes-Co 
is selling the bulk of its face masks every month. 
(6) Informant information: owner and one Chinese employee; interviewed 
on 17 July 2017. 
 

Daigou enterprises  
 
Alpha 

 
(1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $280 per month. 
(3) Customer base: n/a. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2014. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a Chinese 
student studying in Korea; re-selling Korean consumer goods; sourcing 
the necessary items by purchasing from local stores in South Korea. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 5 March 
2016. 
 

Beta (1) Size: micro-sized enterprise; four co-owners. 
(2) Revenue: $15,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: 3,000 customers. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2010. 
(5) Other information: based in Xian, China; operated by five individuals on 
mainland China; re-selling a variety of products (e.g. luxury goods, 
cosmetics and sunglasses) on sale in Italy and South Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by cooperating with partners living in Italy and South 
Korea or making journey to Korea once a month. 
(6) Informant information: one owner; interviewed on 16 December 2015. 
 

Gamma (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: n/a. 
(3) Customer base: n/a. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2012. 
(5) Other information: based in Xian, China; operated by a government 
official; re-selling consumer goods on sale in the UK; sourcing the 
necessary items by cooperating with partners living in the UK. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 16 March 
2016. 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Cases Descriptions 
 

Daigou enterprises 
 

 
Delta 

 
(1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: n/a. 
(3) Customer base: 441. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2015. 
(5) Other information: based in Missouri, US; operated by a university 
lecturer; re-selling luxury products on sale in the US; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from local outlet stores.  
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 20 June 
2016. 
 

Epsilon (1) Size: micro-sized enterprise; five co-owners. 
(2) Revenue: n/a. 
(3) Customer base: 100 customers. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2016. 
(5) Other information: based in Florence, Italy; operated by five Chinese 
students studying in Italy; re-selling luxury products on sale in Italy; 
sourcing the necessary items by purchasing from local stores in Italy; a 
new enterprise with two-month-long operation as of the interview date. 
(6) Informant information: one owner; interviewed on 28 June 2016. 
 

Zeta (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $10,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: 1,000 customers. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2013. 
(5) Other information: based in China; re-selling sunglasses of a certain 
Korean brand; sourcing needed items directly from a factory in Shanghai, 
China; given that the sunglasses brand has never manufactured products 
in China, it seems that this self-employed daigou enterprise sells 
counterfeits. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 27 August 
2016. 
 

Eta (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $10,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: 100 customers. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2015. 
(5) Other information: based in the US; operated by a housewife; re-selling 
luxury products on sale in the US; sourcing the necessary items by 
purchasing from online stores. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 27 August 
2016. 
 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Cases Descriptions 
 

Daigou enterprises 
 

 
Theta 

 
(1) Size: micro-sized enterprise; 12 employees. 
(2) Revenue: $40,000,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: 100,000 customers. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2013. 
(5) Other information: based in New York, US; re-selling luxury products 
on sale in the US; sourcing the necessary items by purchasing from local 
stores in the US; operating a customer service unit in China. 
(6) Informant information: one owner; interviewed on 27 August 2016. 
 

Iota (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $1,850,000 per year. 
(3) Customer base: n/a. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2012. 
(5) Other information: based in London, UK; re-selling luxury products on 
sale in London; sourcing the necessary items by purchasing from 
concession stands in department stores in London. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; observed and 
interviewed on 12 September 2016. 
 

Kappa (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: n/a. 
(3) Customer base: 300. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2017. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by the mother 
of a student studying in Korea; re-selling consumer products on sale in 
Korea; sourcing the necessary items by purchasing from concession 
stands in duty-free stores in Seoul; a new enterprise with three-month-
long operation as of the interview date. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 15 July 
2017. 
 

Lambda (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $10,000–20,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: 1,000. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2015. 
(5) Other information: based in China; operated by the one whose main job 
is a cloth wholesaler; re-selling consumer products on sale in Korea; 
sourcing the necessary items by purchasing from concession stands in 
duty-free stores in Seoul; making journey to Korea twice a month. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 22 July 
2017. 
 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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A-3. Interview questionnaire 
 

A-3-1. Opening remarks  
 
I am researching how daigou enterprises operate their businesses, and in doing so I 
interact with firms based in South Korea or other countries. I am also examining how 
firms deal with daigou enterprises. All your responses will be used solely for academic 
purposes. Your personal information will be completely anonymized. None of your 
responses will be disclosed to anywhere you would consider risky. 
 
A-3-2. Questions to formal firms 
 
Question 1: How long have you worked for your company? 
Question 2: Please describe your past and current job responsibilities. 
Question 3: How does your company view the recent boom in daigou commerce? 
Question 4: When did you first notice the existence of daigou? 
Question 5: Do you/your company understand the daigou operation in detail (e.g. how 
they source and deliver goods)? 
Question 6: What kind of positive effects do you think daigou has on your company? 
Question 7: What kind of negative effects do you think daigou has on your company? 
 
A-3-3. Questions to daigou enterprises 
 
Question 1: What does daigou mean, and how do you define it? 
Question 2: Do you think daigou is something new compared to other existing forms of 
commerce (e.g. e-commerce and traditional commerce)? 
Question 3: What is your company’s name? 
Question 4: How long have you done daigou? 
Question 5: How and why did you engage in daigou work? 
Question 6: Why did you think of doing daigou business? Why daigou, in particular? 
There might be other jobs you could do. 
Question 7: What kind of brands and products do you ‘daigou’ (i.e. buying goods and 
reselling to your own customers)? 
Question 8: What kind of social media platforms do you use to do daigou work (e.g. 
Wechat, Weibo, Taobao or others)? 
Question 9: Could you tell me your business operation in detail, from start to end? 
Question 10: How do strangers like me gain access to your social media? 
Question 11: Do you think brand companies recognize your existence? 
Question 12: Do you think brand companies recognize what you are doing is daigou work? 

 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on next page) 
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B. Formal Fieldwork (2016–17) 
 
 
B-1. Overview of formal fieldwork 
 

B-1-1. Goals  
 
Drawing on the initial sense of daigou commerce, which was acquired through 
preliminary fieldwork, I conducted formal fieldwork between mid-2016 and 2017. The 
aim of formal fieldwork was to capture various practices that formal firms and daigou 
enterprises enact in response to one another’s actions. The formal fieldwork was more 
focused and structured, compared to the preliminary fieldwork. All data collected was 
digitally recorded and analysed through a formal procedure. 
  
B-1-2. Key research questions 
 

- How do daigou enterprises obtain resources to operate their businesses? 
- How do daigou enterprises evade the regulations and combatting efforts of 

formal firms? 
- What potential impacts do formal firms consider daigou enterprises have on 

formal firms? 
- Why do formal firms engage in relationships with daigou enterprises? 
- How do formal firms control daigou enterprises? 
- Do formal firms try to take advantage of daigou enterprises? 

 
B-1-2. Key research activities 
 

- Social media observation, interview and field observation. 
 
 
B-2. Case information 
 
I explored ‘disguised formal–informal organization relationships’ through probing (a) two 
leading cosmetics firms in South Korea and (b) ten daigou enterprises dealing mainly with the 
products of two cosmetics firms. Table 2 outlines the information of each case to the extent that 
it protects their identities and confidentiality. 
 

 

 

 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 2. Description of cases 
 

Cases Descriptions 

 
Formal firms 

 

 
MegaCo 

 
(1) Size: large-sized multinational firm. 
(2) Sector: cosmetics. 
(3) Revenue: $3.1 billion in 2013 ® $5.6 billion in 2016. 
(4) Year established: 1945. 
(5) Other key information: offering a range of cosmetics (e.g. skincare, 
make-up and bath products) in South Korea and in several international 
markets; operating retail stores in regional shopping centres, duty-free 
stores and online stores; also selling products via door-to-door sellers and 
franchisees; building a global presence with the establishment of 
subsidiaries, without the formation of joint ventures or partnerships; 
experienced a dramatic growth in sales in recent years; selected by Forbes 
magazine as one of the top 25 innovative firms in 2016; the majority of the 
operating income occurred mostly in the domestic market. 
(6) Informant information: brand strategist, channel strategist, e-
commerce team leader, internal auditor, operations manager and public 
relations manager; interviewed between 2016 and 2017. 
 

CosmicCo (1) Size: large-sized multinational firm. 
(2) Sector: consumer goods (cosmetics, household goods and beverages). 
(3) Revenue: $4.3 billion in 2013 ® $6.9 billion in 2016. 
(4) Year established: 1947. 
(5) Other key information: a consumer goods firm operating cosmetics, 
household goods and beverage businesses; offering a range of cosmetics 
(e.g. skincare, make-up and bath products) in South Korea and in several 
international markets; CosmicCo’s international business is less 
developed than that of MegaCo (in terms of sales and awareness); 
operating retail stores in regional shopping centres, duty-free stores and 
online stores; also selling products via door-to-door sellers and 
franchisees; building a global presence with the establishment of 
subsidiaries, without the formation of joint ventures or partnerships; 
experienced a dramatic growth in sales in recent years; selected by Forbes 
magazine as one of the top 100 innovative firms in 2017; the majority of 
the operating income occurred mostly in the domestic market. 
(6) Informant information: sales director, two sales managers and channel 
strategist; interviewed between 2016 and 2017. 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Cases Descriptions 

 
Daigou enterprises 

 

 
Daigou enterprise I 

 
(1) Size: micro-sized enterprise; four co-owners. 
(2) Revenue: $15,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: 3,000 customers in total. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2010. 
(5) Other information: based in Xian, China; operated by five individuals on 
mainland China; re-selling a variety of products (e.g. luxury goods, 
cosmetics and sunglasses) on sale in Italy and South Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by cooperating with partners living in Italy and South 
Korea or making journey to Korea once a month. 
(6) Informant information: two co-owners; interviewed twice in 2016. 
 

Daigou enterprise II (1) Size: self-employed; recruiting part-time workers temporarily. 
(2) Revenue: $65,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: sending seven boxes (50 length x 50 width x 50 height) 
to China per day. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2012. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from franchisee stores and concession 
stands in duty-free stores in Seoul; renting an office located in the most 
expensive district in South Korea. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed three times 
between 2016 and 2017. 
 

Daigou enterprise III (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $460 per month (profit). 
(3) Customer base: selling to approximately 10 customers per month. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2015. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from online stores. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed three times 
between 2016 and 2017. 
 

Daigou enterprise IV (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: n/a. 
(3) Customer base: selling to approximately 200–300 customers per 
month. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2014. 
(5) Other information: based in Jiangsu, China; re-selling cosmetics on 
sale in Korea; sourcing the necessary items by purchasing from 
concession stands in duty-free stores in Korea; making journeys to Korea 
twice a month. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed twice 
between 2016 and 2017. 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Cases Descriptions 

 
Daigou enterprises 

 

 
Daigou enterprise V 

 
(1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $1,100 per month (profit). 
(3) Customer base: selling to approximately 50 customers per month. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2015. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from franchisee stores and concession 
stands in duty-free stores in Seoul; a friend of daigou agent II. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed twice 
between 2016 and 2017. 
 

Daigou enterprise VI (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $280–1,600 per month (profit). 
(3) Customer base: selling to approximately 20 customers per month. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2014. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from franchisee stores and concession 
stands in duty-free stores in Seoul; a friend of daigou agent II. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed twice 
between 2016 and 2017. 
 

Daigou enterprise VII (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: n/a. 
(3) Customer base: approximately 100 customers in total. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2016. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from franchisee stores nearby her home. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed twice 
between 2016 and 2017. 
 

Daigou enterprise VIII (1) Size: self-employed. 
(2) Revenue: $460–1,000 per month (profit). 
(3) Customer base: selling to approximately 20 customers per month. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2014. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the 
necessary items by purchasing from concession stands in duty-free 
stores in Seoul. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed twice 
between 2016 and 2017. 
 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Cases Descriptions 

 
Daigou enterprises 

 

 
Daigou enterprise IX 

 
(1) Size: micro-sized enterprise; three co-owners. 
(2) Revenue: $130,000 per month. 
(3) Customer base: selling to approximately 50 customers per month. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2016. 
(5) Other information: based in Seoul, South Korea; operated by a student 
studying in Korea and two women carrying out daigou work as full-time 
jobs; re-selling cosmetics on sale in Korea; sourcing the necessary items 
by purchasing from franchisee stores and Chinese cosmetics wholesalers 
in Seoul; operating online and offline stores. 
(6) Informant information: one owner; interviewed on 30 August 2016. 
 

Daigou enterprise X (1) Size: micro-sized enterprise. 
(2) Revenue: $1–2 million per month. 
(3) Customer base: n/a. 
(4) Year started daigou work: 2014. 
(5) Other information: registered as a travel agent; recruiting Chinese 
travellers, each of whom buys cosmetics on sale in duty-free stores in 
Seoul and returns the purchased products to the travel agent; re-selling 
cosmetics to buyers in China or Hong Kong. 
(6) Informant information: self-employed owner; interviewed on 30 March 
2016. 
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B-3. Interview questionnaire 

 

B-3-1. Opening remarks  
 
Daigou commerce continues to flourish, to the extent that it is now considered to be a 
solid channel for purchasing consumer goods. Firms take different actions in response 
to this global phenomenon. For example, while some Australian baby formula 
manufacturers attempt to exploit the opportunities created by daigou commerce, 
MegaCo tries to restrict and curtail the purchases of daigou enterprises. I am researching 
how daigou enterprises operate their businesses, and in doing so I interact with MegaCo 
and CosmicCo. I am also examining how MegaCo and CosmicCo deal with daigou 
enterprises. All your responses will be used solely for academic purposes. Your personal 
information will be completely anonymized. None of your responses will be disclosed to 
anywhere you would consider risky. 

 
B-3-2. Questions to formal firms (MegaCo and CosmicCo) 
 
Question 1: How long have you worked for MegaCo (or CosmicCo)? 
Question 2: Please describe your past and current job responsibilities. 
Question 3: Please describe the distribution channels of MegaCo (or CosmicCo). 
 
Question 4: What does daigou mean, and how do you define it? 
Question 5: Does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) understand the remit and operation of daigou 
enterprises (e.g. how they source and deliver goods)? 
Question 6: How does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) distinguish daigou enterprises from 
normal customers? 
Question 7: What percentage of sales does daigou enterprises contribute to the overall 
sales of MegaCo (or CosmicCo)? 
Question 8: When did MegaCo (or CosmicCo) first notice the existence of daigou 
enterprises? 
Question 9: How did MegaCo (or CosmicCo) respond when they noticed the existence of 
daigou enterprises? 
Question 10: Does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) regard the purchase of daigou enterprises as 
an issue/problem? If so, does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) establish strategies to deal with 
daigou enterprises? 
Question 11: Are there company-wide guidelines that explain how to deal with daigou 
enterprises? 
Question 12: Does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) examine the remit and operation of daigou 
enterprises (e.g. how they source and deliver goods)? 
 
Question 13: Can MegaCo (or CosmicCo) control the activities of daigou enterprises? 
Question 14: Does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) monitor the activities of daigou enterprises? If 
so, how does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) monitor the activities of daigou enterprises? 
Question 15: Has MegaCo (or CosmicCo) ever turned to daigou enterprises in order to 
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make more sales? 
Question 16: Does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) offer benefits to daigou enterprises in order to 
make more sales? 
Question 17: Does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) try to maximize the benefits created by daigou 
enterprises by forming partnerships with daigou enterprises? 
Question 18: MegaCo (or CosmicCo) seems to turn a blind eye to the purchase of daigou 
enterprises. What do you think? 
Question 19: MegaCo (or CosmicCo) seems to take advantage of daigou enterprises, 
especially when MegaCo (or CosmicCo) confronts unfavourable environments. What do 
you think? 
Question 20: Why does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) place limits on the number of cosmetics 
that one customer can buy at a time? 
Question 21: Why does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) keep changing the purchasing 
allowance? 
 
Question 22: Do you think the relationships between MegaCo (or CosmicCo) and daigou 
enterprises are mutually beneficial or advantageous to only one party? 
Question 23: What influences do you think that daigou enterprises exert on MegaCo (or 
CosmicCo)? 
Question 24: Daigou enterprises advertise the products of MegaCo (or CosmicCo). Is this 
helpful to MegaCo (or CosmicCo)? 
Question 25: Daigou enterprises seem to help expand untapped markets. What do you 
think? 
Question 26: Because of the great success of daigou enterprises, MegaCo (or CosmicCo) 
might recognize opportunities in the Chinese market and expand its business in China 
without enough preparation. What do you think? 
Question 27: Are there any negative effects of daigou enterprises on MegaCo (or 
CosmicCo)? 
Question 28: Is there any harm if MegaCo (or CosmicCo) lets daigou enterprises 
purchase the products of MegaCo (or CosmicCo)? 
Question 29: If daigou enterprises exert negative effects on MegaCo (or CosmicCo), why 
does MegaCo (or CosmicCo) let daigou enterprises purchase the products MegaCo (or 
CosmicCo)? 
 
B-3-3. Questions to daigou enterprises 
 
Question 1: What is your company’s name? 
Question 2: How long have you done daigou? 
Question 3: Do you do daigou work on a full-time or part-time basis? 
Question 4:  Whereabouts in Korea/China do you live? 
Question 5: How and why did you engage in daigou work? 
Question 6: Why did you think of doing daigou business? Why daigou, in particular? 
There might be other jobs you could do. 
Question 7: What kinds of social media platform do you use to do daigou work (e.g. 
Wechat, Weibo, Taobao or others)? 
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Question 8: 
How many customers do you have and how many of them are buying goods from you p
er month? 
 
Question 9: What does daigou mean, and how do you define it? 
Question 10: Could you tell me your business operation in detail, from start to end? 
Question 11: Suppose your friend wants to commence a daigou business and he/she 
asks for your advice. What are the key preparations for establishing a daigou business? 
Question 12: Where do you buy the necessary products? For example, you may buy 
cosmetics from duty-free stores or high-street stores. 
Question 13: Do you buy products without knowing the precise demand and keep them 
in stock? 
Question 14: How and why do you advertise the products of MegaCo and CosmicCo to 
your customers? 
Question 15: Have you ever advertised unknown products to your customers? 
Question 16: Do you advise your customers? 
Question 17: How and why do you take pictures of the products of MegaCo and 
CosmicCo? 
Question 18: When you take pictures of the products of MegaCo and CosmicCo in their 
stores, how do the staff members respond? 
Question 19: How do you evade the regulations of the government/MegaCo/CosmicCo? 
 
Question 20: Daigou agents fail to comply with some elements of Chinese laws and 
regulations. For example, daigou agents do not register their businesses and they do 
not pay customs duties. Despite this illegality, why did you think of doing daigou 
business? 
Question 21: Daigou agents fail to comply with some elements of Chinese laws and 
regulations. For example, daigou agents do not register their businesses and they do 
not pay customs duties. Despite this illegality, why do you think many ordinary people 
(e.g. students, government officials and flight attendants) engage in daigou work? 
Question 22: Daigou agents fail to comply with some elements of Chinese laws and 
regulations. For example, daigou agents do not register their businesses and they do 
not pay customs duties. Despite this illegality, why do you think many customers buy 
products from daigou enterprises? 
 
Question 23: From whom did you learn how to do a daigou business? 
Question 24: From whom did you learn how to evade the regulations of the 
government/MegaCo/CosmicCo? 
Question 25: Is there an online group or forum where the members share information 
about daigou businesses? 
 
Question 26: Have you re-sold the cosmetics of MegaCo and CosmicCo since the 
beginning of your business? There may be changes in your product portfolio. 
Question 27: Why do you re-sell the cosmetics of MegaCo and CosmicCo? There are 
many alternatives. 
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Question 28: Do you think brand companies recognize your existence? 
Question 29: Do you think brand companies recognize that what you are doing is 
daigou work? 
Question 30: Have you ever exchanged contact details with the staff members of 
MegaCo and CosmicCo? 
Question 31: Have MegaCo and CosmicCo ever contacted you to sell their cosmetics? 
Question 32: If MegaCo and CosmicCo recognize that you are daigou, they may offer ben
efits to sell more. Is this the case? 
Question 33: Have MegaCo and CosmicCo ever tried to restrict your purchases? 
 
Question 34: Do you think the relationships between you and MegaCo/CosmicCo are 
mutually beneficial or advantageous to only one party? 
Question 35: What influences do you think you exert on MegaCo and CosmicCo? 
Question 36: Do you have any negative effects on MegaCo and CosmicCo? 

 

 

C. Data Storage and Management 

 
A critical element of case study protocol includes the plan for storing the collected data. First, 
regarding the interview data, I preferred not to conduct note-taking as a data storage method 
because each interview lasted between forty-five minutes and three hours. Rather, all interviews 
were digitally recorded and then transcribed verbatim. Second, during the field observation, I 
attempted to take pictures of important moments. When picturing was not available, I 
immediately wrote memos on my handset. Third, to store data gathered from the social media 
observation, I screenshot key posts that daigou informants had uploaded to their social media 
sites. Fourth, to collect and store news articles, I developed a crawling program using the R 
programming language. Finally, I used the qualitative data analysis software NVivo to manage 
and organize data. 
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APPENDIX 3. THE PROCESS OF RETRIEVING NEWS ARTICLES AND THE 
RESULTS 

 
 
A. The Process of Retrieving News Articles from the Baidu Online News Repository 
 
(1) A crawling program was developed using the R programming language. I used the script as 
follows: 
 

 

library(httr) 

library(rvest) 

library(RSelenium) 

library(xlsx) 

 

base.url = 'http://news.baidu.com/ns?word=title%3A%28%E4%BB%A3%E8%B4%AD%29&pn=' 

 

#startServer() 

 

chrome = remoteDriver(remoteServerAddr = "192.168.99.100", port = 4445L, browserName = "chrome") 

chrome$open(silent = TRUE) 

chrome$navigate("http://www.google.com") 

chrome$getTitle() 

 

all.links = c() 

all.titles = c() 

all.dates = c() 

 

for(page in 0:37){ 

   

  url = paste(base.url, page*2, '0&cl=2&ct=0&tn=newstitle&rn=20&ie=utf-8&bt=0&et=0', sep = '') 

  print(url) 

  chrome$navigate(url) 

  link = chrome$getPageSource() 

  link = read_html(link[[1]]) 

   

  all.links = c(all.links, unique(html_attr(html_nodes(link, 'div.result.title h3.c-title a'),    

'href'))) 

  all.titles = c(all.titles, html_text(html_nodes(link, 'div.result.title h3.c-title a'))) 

  all.dates = c(all.dates, html_text(html_nodes(link, 'div.result.title div.c-title-author'))) 

} 

 

write.xlsx(all.links, 'baidu_links.xlsx') 

write.xlsx(all.titles, 'baidu_titles.xlsx') 

write.xlsx(all.dates, 'baidu_dates.xlsx') 

 

chrome$close() 
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(2) The program collected certain information (i.e. the address of the web page, the title of the 
news articles, post dates and publishers) about all news articles searched for using the term 
daigou in Chinese on the Baidu online news repository (i.e. the Chinese counterpart of Google 
news). 
 
(3) The period of interest was between January 2013 and July 2017 (the repository presented no 
article related to daigou before 2013). 
 
(4) The search for ‘daigou’ yielded 754 articles. 
 
(5) The author read all articles line by line; grouped all articles into 38 topics; and selected one 
or more representative articles within each group. 
 
(6) 166 news articles that lacked relevance or were duplicated were manually selected and 
excluded. 
 
(7) In total 588 news articles remained. 
 
(8) Table 1 outlines the resulting topics and their brief descriptions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 1. The clustered topics of Baidu news articles searched for using the term daigou 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 

 
T01 

 
34 

 
When consumers buy goods or services 
from daigou agents, they are barely 
protected by law from unfair and 
misleading sales practices. 

 
Most products that customers buy via 
daigou enterprises are non-refundable… 
Customers must be careful when 
purchasing goods from daigou 
enterprises. 
 
Source: 
http://www.chinanews.com/cj/2017/03-
15/8173989.shtml 
 

T02 142 Deceitful tactics used by daigou agents. Chinese people are increasingly buying 
Australian baby milk formula and 
functional foods, 
American/Japanese/Korean cosmetics 
and French clothes via daigou 
enterprises… Daigou is becoming one of 
the most popular words… There are many 
counterfeits in daigou commerce… 
[Daigou enterprises] fabricate receipts 
and put counterfeits in genuine bags. 
 
Source: 
http://mt.sohu.com/business/p/12902193
0_194632 

T03 4 Daigou agents sell allegedly irradiated 
food produced in Fukushima, Japan, 
where the nuclear disaster took place in 
2011. 

One daigou enterprise sells cereal 
produced from a radiation-contaminated 
region in Japan. 
 
Source: 
http://news.xwh.cn/2017/0316/375190.sht
ml 
 

T04 16 Daigou agents circumvent import laws: 
namely, the importation of 
pharmaceutical products without 
receiving regulatory approval. 

I (reporter) contacted a woman who 
insisted that she is a flight attendant on 
one airline and she said that she can 
bring Botox from South Korea. 
 
Source: 
http://epaper.bjnews.com.cn/html/2017-
03/15/content_674480.htm?div=-1 
 

T05 43 As a result of heightened competition, 
daigou agents increasingly use 
differentiation strategies to attain 
competitive advantage. 

Daigou enterprises are vulnerable to 
changes in exchange rates and struggle 
with the severe competition from the big 
players in the cross-border e-commerce 
markets… More and more daigou 
enterprises lament that making a profit 
through daigou business is becoming 
difficult… Daigou enterprises start selling 
unknown products. 
 
Source: 
http://www.yuncaijing.com/news/id_822
2173.html 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 

 
T06 

 
9 

 
Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
Starbucks coffee through daigou agents. 

 
One daigou enterprise buys and delivers 
Starbucks coffee if customers request it… 
Starbucks have confirmed that they 
never work in partnership with daigou 
enterprises. 
 
Source: 
http://news.ifeng.com/a/20170303/50752
019_0.shtml 
 

T07 63 International growth in daigou 
commerce and daigou agents’ business 
operations. 

Wechat is becoming very important in 
daily life and daigou commerce is 
flourishing. There are many daigou 
enterprises, and customers love daigou 
enterprises. This is particularly the case 
for cosmetics. 
 
Source: 
http://www.xfrb.com.cn/html/guanzhu/x
iaofeidiaocha/mingdiangouwu/61962.ht
ml 
 

T08 44 Daigou agents circumvent tax laws: the 
avoidance of customs duty payments. 

A student studying in South Korea 
bought four watches for his friend. The 
customs arrested him for smuggling… He 
did not pay customs duty. 
 
Source: 
http://sh.sina.com.cn/news/s/2017-03-
03/detail-ifyazwha3644253.shtml 
 

T09 9 A Korean government’s decision on the 
deployment of Terminal High Altitude 
Area Defense (THAAD): its impact on 
Chinese daigou agents. 

I changed my Korean cosmetics to 
French cosmetics. I did it because I was 
so angry that Korea has decided to 
deploy Terminal High Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD). All daigou enterprises 
that I know think carefully about dealing 
with Korean products. I guess 70–80 per 
cent of them may stop going to Korea. 
 
Source: 
http://www.wj001.com/news/cwkx/2017-
03-09/1628191.html 
 

T10 9 Daigou service use in rural areas. One Chinese city will establish an online 
shopping centre in poor rural areas. The 
centre will provide a daigou service. 
  
Source: 
http://haikou.hinews.cn/system/2017/03/
10/031012451.shtml 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 

 
T11 

 
29 

 
Daigou agents are banned from selling 
overseas books, games and CDs. 

 
Taobao has banned daigou enterprises from 
selling overseas books, games and CDs. 
 
Source: 
http://it.szonline.net/soft/448267/90956951688
6b.shtml 
 

T12 17 Chinese consumers increasingly buy certain 
pharmaceuticals through daigou agents, 
because these products are not accessible in 
China. 

Rh negative people go through difficulty when 
they require bloods in an emergency and 
encounter several problems in daily life. For 
example, if a woman has a negative blood 
group, she might require an injection of anti-D 
immunoglobulin. However, such an injection is 
rarely available in China… There is no legal 
way to purchase anti-D immunoglobulin in 
China. If he/she wants to buy anti-D 
immunoglobulin, he/she needs to rely on 
daigou enterprises. 
 
Source: 
http://www.jfdaily.com/news/detail?id=46679 
 

T13 60 Chinese government’s regulatory changes: its 
impact on daigou agents. 

The Chinese government has amended the 
annual duty-free allowance to 20,000 RMB… 
While this allowance is enough for normal 
customers, it influences the businesses of 
daigou enterprises. Daigou enterprises 
generally spend 2,000 RMB on one item. 
 
Source: 
http://news.163.com/17/0303/07/CEJBO3OT000
187VI.html 
  

T14 2 Daigou agents participate in international 
fashion weeks. 

It is not surprising that Chinese fashion 
companies participate in international fashion 
weeks. Interestingly, there are new faces in 
fashion weeks, namely, daigou enterprises… 
Daigou enterprises can improve their 
credibility by participating in fashion weeks… 
In China, where counterfeits prevail, daigou 
enterprises struggle to prove the authenticity 
of goods. Participating in fashion weeks is one 
solution. 
 
Source: 
http://www.jiemian.com/article/1146617.html 
 

T15 1 Daigou agents’ bulk purchases are forbidden in 
some cases. 

One daigou agent wanted to buy some 
products from a shoe store but a salesperson 
would not sell the goods… The salesperson said 
that the daigou agent attempted to buy too 
many products at once… The salesperson 
remarked that they place limits on the number 
of products that a customer can buy at one 
time…  They do so because they are worried 
about the re-sale of daigou enterprises. 
 
Source: 
http://www.wj001.com/news/cwkx/2017-03-
01/1626636.html 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T16 
 

2 
 

Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
tampons through daigou agents. 

 

More and more Chinese customers wish to 
buy tampons from daigou enterprises. 
Daigou enterprises that sell tampons can 
earn over $1,600 a month… The products 
that daigou enterprises sell have expanded 
from cosmetics and bags to tampons, pads 
and functional foods. 
 
Source: 
http://www.yuncaijing.com/news/id_8137342.htm
l 
 

T17 1 Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
toothpaste that is free from sodium lauryl 
sulphate (SLS) through daigou agents. 

According to Red Seal, a natural toothpaste 
manufacturer, they have seen a remarkable 
sales growth in China… Red Seal’s 
toothpaste that is free from sodium lauryl 
sulphate (SLS) is a new best-selling product 
of daigou enterprises. 
 
Source: http://www.cifnews.com/article/24622 
 

T18 3 Travel agencies increasingly participate in 
daigou commerce. 

You may have asked for daigou work from 
your acquaintances in order to buy products 
that are available in other countries. 
However, if an individual does daigou work, 
he/she may risk getting arrested for 
smuggling and you cannot be sure that the 
purchased item is authentic… [To resolve 
these problems] travel agents have started 
to offer daigou services. 
 
Source: 
http://news.163.com/17/0224/20/CE2LS4VU000187
VG.html 
 

T19 1 Popular goods that consumers buy through 
daigou agents. 

According to the Wenzhou state government, 
30 per cent of citizens purchased overseas 
products through daigou enterprises in 2016. 
Customers mainly buy cosmetics and daily 
necessities from daigou enterprises. They 
comprise 73.9 per cent. Customers also 
purchase baby products (40.8%), food (30.4%), 
luxury goods and jewellery (14.7%) and 
smartphones and electronics (14.4%). 
 
Source: 
www.wzrb.com.cn/article762646show.html 
 

T20 1 Eighty per cent of Chinese luxury market 
consumers enjoy buying luxury goods 
through daigou agents. 

China is the largest market in the luxury goods 
sector… It seems that 20 per cent of sales in the 
Chinese luxury goods market was made 
through daigou enterprises… Why does daigou 
commerce flourish? First, some luxury goods 
are not available in China. Second, daigou 
enterprises offer luxury goods at cheaper 
prices. Next, Chinese customers buy luxury 
goods from daigou enterprises because 
Chinese customers emphasize the authenticity 
of goods. 
 
Source: http://xyjj.china.com.cn/2017-
02/20/content_9348714.htm 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T21 
 

2 
 

Korean news media blame daigou agents for 
their bad manners. 

 

I saw uncomfortable news yesterday. I was 
surprised. Chinese daigou agents purchased 
a great deal of products from [duty-free 
stores] in Jeju airport in South Korea, 
unwrapped the products on the spot and 
threw the wrappers anywhere in the airport. 
This spoiled the beauty of Jeju airport. In 
the picture that I saw, the airport was full of 
rubbish. 
 
Source: 
http://fashion.sohu.com/20170216/n480871466.sht
ml 
 

T22 18 Daigou agents are influenced by changes in 
currency rates. 

The British pound has dropped because of 
Brexit, whereas the Japanese yen has 
appreciated. This change in currency rate 
influences the daigou market… The 
popularity of daigou enterprises dealing 
with British products has increased… 
Daigou enterprises selling Japanese 
products have raised their prices. 
 
Source: 
http://news.enorth.com.cn/system/2016/07/02/031
047831.shtml 
 

T23 42 Many Chinese students studying abroad 
conduct daigou business at the risk of 
getting expelled.  

Daigou businesses are flourishing across 
the globe and, in particular, many Chinese 
people living in the US are making a fortune 
by doing daigou work. According to one 
immigration lawyer, ‘daigou’ is technically a 
‘job’, and hence daigou agents who fail to 
acquire work permits are, in fact, working 
illegally. 
 
Source: 
http://news.163.com/15/1031/05/B77VBSPQ00014A
ED.html 
 

T24 2 Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
breakfast through daigou agents. 

To enjoy a popular breakfast takeaway, we 
need to wait our turn in a long queue. This 
is desperate for those who have to go to 
work in the morning. To solve this problem, 
daigou agents wait in a queue and buy the 
requested food on behalf of customers… A 
man providing this daigou service can earn 
$1,500 a month. 
 
Source: 
http://js.xhby.net/system/2016/11/28/030136051.sh
tml 
 

T25 2 China Mobile participates in daigou 
commerce.  

Why does China Mobile engage in daigou 
business? For the last few years, mobile 
network operators have faced slowing 
growth… One way to avoid this downwards 
trend is to operate daigou businesses.   
 
Source: 
http://majihua.baijia.baidu.com/article/645875 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 

 
T26 

 
7 

 
Growth in ‘reverse-daigou’: global 
consumers increasingly buy Chinese 
goods through daigou agents. 

 
Chinese smartphones, Chinese 
unmanned aerial vehicles and Chinese 
Wechat… Many Chinese brands have 
been exported to the globe in recent 
years. Not only do Chinese expatriates 
welcome Chinese products, but also 
foreigners prefer to use Chinese 
products. As such, when Chinese 
expatriates go back to China for their 
holidays, their foreign colleagues ask 
them to ‘daigou’ (buy) Chinese products. 
We call this phenomenon ‘reverse-
daigou’. 
 
Source: 
http://world.huanqiu.com/hot/2016-
08/9247072.html 
  

T27 1 Japanese e-commerce firms increasingly 
set up cross-border e-commerce 
platforms to deal directly with Chinese 
consumers. 

According to one Japanese news article, 
many Chinese people have purchased 
Japanese products since the Japanese 
yen depreciated. Students studying in 
Japan and housewives living in Japan 
have started doing daigou work. 
Japanese manufacturers and retailers 
have recognized opportunities and 
established direct sales channels where 
Chinese customers can buy Japanese 
products without recourse to daigou 
enterprises… [For example,] Amazon 
Japan is starting to offer the Chinese 
language on its website… Doing daigou 
work for Japanese products is becoming 
more difficult. 
 
Source: 
http://www.chinaqw.com/hqhr/2016/08-
29/100946.shtml 
 

T28 1 Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
diamonds through daigou agents. 

In one city in China, there is a group of 
women who make frequent journeys to 
other countries, buy diamonds and re-sell 
to customers on mainland China. Ms Yu 
is one such woman. She went to 
Antwerp’s diamond district in Belgium to 
buy diamonds… Right after she came 
back to China she sold all the purchased 
diamonds. She said, ‘I earned almost 
$ 30,000’. 
 
Source: 
http://news.qq.com/a/20160811/016539.ht
m 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T29 
 

4 
 

Korean government puts limits on duty-free 
purchases: its impact on daigou agents. 

 

Now you can buy 50 identical cosmetics at 
most at a time from duty-free stores in 
Korea. According to the Korean Customs 
Service, this new regulation was introduced 
to restrict daigou enterprises from 
distributing duty-free goods in Korea and to 
prevent daigou enterprises from buying 
products in bulk so that normal customers 
can buy the necessary items… One daigou 
agent, San, said, ‘because the number of 
items that I can buy at one time will 
decrease, it seems that operations costs will 
increase. Now I am going to raise prices’. 
 
Source: 
http://money.163.com/16/0803/14/BTI47NLE
002526O3.html 
 

T30 1 Australian baby formula that daigou agents 
sell may not be healthy for Chinese babies. 

If a middleman wants to import baby milk 
formula to China, he/she must ensure that 
the baby formula passes 57 types of 
examination… This procedure is very strict 
and takes approximately 45–60 days… It is 
likely that the baby formula that the daigou 
enterprises sell does not meet the 
examination standard… Furthermore, many 
daigou enterprises sell expired baby 
formula by simply putting it in a new box. 
 
Source: 
http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/2016-08-
08/doc-ifxutfyw0824986.shtml 
   

T31 1 Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
Korean clothing through daigou agents. 

Chinese consumers are increasingly buying 
Korean clothing because of its great quality 
and the popularity of Korean celebrities and 
TV shows. The increase in demand for 
Korean clothing provides huge business 
opportunities for Chinese merchants, which 
is followed by the emergence of many 
offline/online stores selling Korean 
clothing. However, these sellers face a 
common problem of product sourcing. 
Going to Korea to buy clothing is costly. If 
the sellers rely on daigou enterprises to 
source Korean clothing, they may risk 
receiving counterfeits or they may pay 
excessively expensive fees… A daigou 
enterprise, Style, supplies Korean clothing 
with zero commission fees. 
 
Source: 
http://news.ifeng.com/a/20160517/48785856
_0.shtml 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T32 
 

7 
 

Chinese consumers increasingly buy US 
Powerball lottery tickets through daigou 
agents. 

 

The American Powerball lottery is a big hit 
in the US, as well as China. Many Chinese 
people enjoy the American Powerball 
lottery by purchasing tickets from daigou 
enterprises… Daigou enterprises receive $2–
3 as a commission fee when selling 
American Powerball lottery tickets… Mr Wa 
lives in Florida and does daigou work by 
selling American Powerball lottery tickets 
to residents on mainland China. He has 
being doing this work for a few months and 
recently sold 500 tickets. 
 
Source: 
http://news.163.com/16/0117/01/BDGBV2PL0
0014AED.html 
 

T33 1 Chinese consumers increasingly buy train 
tickets through daigou agents. 

As the end of the year comes, many people 
pay attention to train tickets to go home… 
For some people in this season, train tickets 
are needed urgently... Daigou agents 
advertise that they can source train tickets. 
These tickets are expensive and, in many 
cases, fake. 
 
Source: 
http://news.sohu.com/20151221/n432062031.
shtml 
   

T34 3 Korean cosmetics firms reduce prices in 
mainland China: its impact on daigou 
agents. 

The cosmetics brands of Amore Pacific 
decreased the prices of cosmetics on sale in 
China. Daigou agents say they will be hard 
hit by the new pricing of Amore Pacific… Ms 
Yang, who has done daigou work selling 
Korean cosmetics, … is starting to do daigou 
work for Japanese products and finds that 
this offers more profit. She is thinking of 
switching to Japanese products. 
 
Source: 
http://news.163.com/15/0716/08/AUKNENM
200014AED.html 
   

T35 1 Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
Shanghai’s local goods through daigou 
agents. 

Chanel and three other luxury brands have 
decided to decrease their prices in the 
Chinese market. This new pricing 
influences daigou enterprises based in 
other countries. In contrast, office workers 
in Shanghai are starting to carry out 
‘Shanghai daigou’… Chinese people living in 
cities where there is no Chanel store are 
increasingly asking residents on Shanghai 
to buy and re-sell Chanel products. 
 
Source: 
http://gov.eastday.com/ldb/node41/node215
1/20150515/n45270/n45288/u1ai232939.html 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T36 
 

1 
 

Chinese consumers increasingly buy 
groceries through daigou agents. 

 

There is good news for lazy people who 
can’t be bothered to go to supermarkets. 
[Daigou agents] will do grocery shopping 
on your behalf and even do delivery. 
 
Source: 
http://money.163.com/15/0414/04/AN4R2
H0N00253B0H.html 
  

T37 1 Hotel businesses increasingly participate 
in daigou commerce. 

When I (the reporter) arrived at the lobby 
of one hotel in Xian, I saw an 
advertisement informing ‘unlimited 
daigou, you can buy whatever you want’. 
This hotel offers daigou services for its 
customers (so that customers can 
acquire the necessary products) and 
provides a fake receipt describing that 
the customer stayed in the hotel for a 
business purpose. 
 
Source: 
http://tax.rednet.cn/c/2014/10/30/350752
3.htm 
 

T38 3 Daigou agents circumvent import laws: 
the importation of drugs. 

If you do daigou work offering drugs to 
others, would it be illegal? 
 
Source: 
http://newspaper.jcrb.com/html/2012-
09/02/content_108392.htm 
 

Total 588 - - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on next page) 
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B. The Process of Retrieving News Articles from the Naver Online News Repository 
 
(1) A crawling program was developed using the R programming language. I used the script as 
follows: 
 

 
#Note: as the original script was very long, here I only present the scrip for crawling news 
articles published in 2016  
 
library(httr) 
library(rvest) 
library(RSelenium) 
library(xlsx) 
 
base_url_2016 = 
'https://search.naver.com/search.naver?ie=utf8&where=news&query=%EB%94%B0%EC%9D%B4%EA%B3%B5&sm=tab_p
ge&sort=0&photo=0&field=0&reporter_article=&pd=3&ds=2016.01.01&de=2016.12.31&docid=&nso=so:r,p:from2
0170101to20170324,a:all&mynews=0&cluster_rank=10&start=' 
 
chrome = remoteDriver(remoteServerAddr = "192.168.99.100", port = 4445L, browserName = "chrome") 
chrome$open(silent = TRUE) 
 
chrome$navigate("http://www.google.com") 
chrome$getTitle() 
 
all.links = c() 
all.titles = c() 
all.authors = c() 
all.dates = c() 
 
for(page in 0:26){ 
   
  if (page == 0) { 
    url_2016 = paste(base_url_2016, page, "0", sep = '') 
  } else { 
    url_2016 = paste(base_url_2016, (page*10)+1, sep = '') 
  } 
   
  print(url_2016) 
  chrome$navigate(url_2016) 
  link = chrome$getPageSource() 
  link = read_html(link[[1]]) 
   
   
  all.links = c(all.links, unique(html_attr(html_nodes(link, '#main_pack div.news ul.type01 li dt 
a'), 'href'))) 
  all.titles = c(all.titles, html_text(html_nodes(link, '#main_pack div.news ul.type01 li dt a'))) 
  all.authors = c(all.authors, html_text(html_nodes(link, '#main_pack div.news ul.type01 li dd 
span._sp_each_source'))) 
  all.dates = c(all.dates, html_text(html_nodes(link, '#main_pack div.news ul.type01 li 
dd.txt_inline'))) 
   
} 
 
all.links = c() 
all.titles = c() 
all.authors = c() 
all.dates = c() 
 
 
substr.container = c( 
"news.naver.com","asiae.co.kr","mt.co.kr","thebell.co.kr","wowtv.co.kr","etnews.com","edaily.co.kr",
"news1.kr","newspim.com","ajunews.com","news.mk.co.kr","news.mtn.co.kr","etoday.co.kr","newsis.com",
"heraldcorp.com","sedaily.com","newsway.co.kr","econovill.com","newstomato.com","biz.chosun.com","in
vestchosun.com","weeklytrade.co.kr","beautyhankook.com","hankookilbo.com","g-enews.com", 
"mbnmoney","asiatoday","wowtv","kyeongin.com","thescoop","businesspost","kukinews","fashionbiz.co.kr
","seoul.co.kr","yakup.com","fnnews.com","ebn.co.kr","sbscnbc","moneys.mt.co.kr","klnews.co.kr","seo
ulfn.com","star.mt.co.kr","sisafocus.co.kr","anewsa.com","yonhapnews","ohmynews","focus.kr","finomy.
com","bntnews","nspna.com","news.kmib.co.kr","gukjenews.com","hankooki","dt.co.kr","mhj21.com","segy
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e.com","news.chosun.com","joongboo","ksg.co.kr","biz.khan.co.kr","nextdaily","nocutnews","news.tf.co
.kr","dailypharm","m-i.kr", 
"mdtoday.co.kr","mediapen","viva100","news.inews24.com","einfomax","enewstoday","weekly.khan.co.kr",
"docdocdoc","cstimes.com","okfashion","newsprime.co.kr","it.chosun.com","imnews.imbc.com","news.sbs.
co.kr" 
) 
 
element.container = c() 
 
chrome = remoteDriver(remoteServerAddr = "192.168.99.100", port = 4445L, browserName = "chrome") 
chrome$open(silent = TRUE) 
 
chrome$navigate("https://google.com") 
chrome$getTitle() 
 
data.file = read.csv('naver_links.csv') 
 
key.paragraphs = c( 
div#articleBodyContents,div.article div.txt,div#textBody,div#article_main, 
div#viewContent_3,section#articleBody p,span#viewcontent_inner,div#articles_detail,div#news_contents 
p,div#articleBody,div.art_txt,div#newsContent,div#newsContent p, 
div#textBody,div#articleText,div.view_con,div[itemprop="articleBody"],td#articleBody div p, 
div.rns_text div,div#content div.article,div.article_content_left p,div#article_text 
p,div#CmAdContent p,article.newsStoryTxt,div.vcon div.text,div#reportDetail,div.news_bm 
selectionShareable,div#viewContent_3,div.view_txt,div#media_body,tbody td#articleBody 
p,div#news_body_area,div.view_cont,div.v_article,div.bodyarea div 
div,div#article_body,div#CmAdContent,div.atend_center,div#textBody,td#articleBody p,div#CmAdContent 
p,div#textBody,div#CmAdContent,div[itemprop="articleBody"],div.article p,section.arc-wrap 
div.text,div.newsBodyArr p,div#CmAdContent p,td#__newsBody__ p,div#font_zoom 
div#CmAdContent,div#articleBody,td#articleBody p,div#GS_Content,div#NewsAdContent,div#textinput 
p,div#article_txt,div#news_body_id div.par p,div#arl_view_content p,div#newsContent,div.art_body 
p,div.con_box p,div#pnlContent,div#content_area p,div#newsContent,div#articleBody 
p,#NewsBody,#articleBody p,div.left_text_box p,div[itemprop="articleBody"],#articleBody,#articleBody 
p,#bodycontext,#articleBody p,div#_article p,div#sub_center_contents2 td#ct p span 
span,div#news_body_area p,div#news_body_area,section.txt,div.article_cont_area div.main_text 
) 
 
for(row in 1:523){ 
   
  print(paste("Here is ",row)) 
  url = data.file[row, 1] 
   
  for(i in 1:79){ 
 
    if (grepl(substr.container[i], url, ignore.case = TRUE)) { 
      element = element.container[i] 
      print(element) 
      break 
    } 
  } 
   
  chrome$navigate(url) 
 
  link = chrome$getPageSource() 
  link = read_html(link[[1]]) 
   
  whole.paragraphs = (html_text(html_nodes(link, element))) 
 
  combine.paragraphs = paste(whole.paragraphs, collapse = "[LB] ") 
  key.paragraphs = c(key.paragraphs, combine.paragraphs) 
} 
 
write.xlsx(all.links, 'naver_links.xlsx') 
write.xlsx(all.titles, 'naver_titles.xlsx') 
write.xlsx(all.authors, 'naver_authors.xlsx') 
write.xlsx(all.dates, 'naver_dates.xlsx') 
write.xlsx(key.paragraphs, 'success.xlsx') 
 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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(2) The program collected certain information (i.e. the address of a web page, the title of news 
articles, the post dates, publishers and main contents) about all the news articles searched for 
using the term 'daigou' in Korean on the Naver online news repository (i.e. Korean counterpart 
of Google news). 
 
(3) The period of interest was between January 2013 and July 2017 (the repository presented no 
news articles related to daigou before 2013). 
 
(4) The search for ‘daigou’ yielded 691 articles. 
 
(5) The author read all articles line by line; grouped all articles into 77 topics; and selected one 
or more representative articles within each group (see Table). 
 
(6) 200 news articles that lacked relevance or were duplicated were manually selected and 
excluded. 
 
(7) In total 421 news articles remained; the number of articles reporting industry-wide 
information was 352 and the number reporting firm-specific information was 70. 
 
(8) Table 2 outlines the resulting topics and their brief descriptions. 
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Table 2. The clustered topics of Naver news articles searched for using the term daigou 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 

 
T01 

 
49 

 
Daigou agents circumvent import laws: the 
importation/exportation of stolen 
smartphones, drugs, gold, pharmaceuticals, 
cigarettes, artworks and agricultural 
products without receiving regulatory 
approval. 

 
According to the Korean Bureau of 
Narcotics, a drug-smuggling group 
transferred $30,000 to a Chinese seller on 
mainland China to buy methamphetamine 
and then received 70g of drugs from daigou 
agents. 
 
Source: 
http://news.naver.com/main/read.nhn?mode=LSD
&mid=sec&sid1=102&oid=003&aid=0004988749 
 
73 criminals, including the employees of 
large companies, were arrested for 
smuggling stolen smartphones to China 
through daigou agents.  
 
Source: 
www.fnnews.com/view?ra=Sent1201m_01A&corp=
fnnews&arcid=201309300100284470015813&cDateY
ear=2013&cDateMonth=09&cDateDay=30& 
 

T02 235 Chinese government’s regulatory changes: 
its impact on Korean cosmetics firms and 
daigou agents. 

Chinese customs have prescribed that 
daigou work is illegal… One employee of a 
Korean cosmetics firm said, ‘… After the 
Chinese government tightened the 
regulations we saw a 30 per cent decrease 
in sales.’ 
 
Source: www.etnews.com/20150703000178 
 
Since the Chinese government banned 
Chinese tour groups from going to South 
Korea, the Korean duty-free industry has 
been hit hard... Duty-free operators endure 
this situation by relying on the purchases of 
daigou enterprises. 
 
Source: 
http://view.asiae.co.kr/news/view.htm?idxno=201
703201117247108720170323 
 
Amore Pacific relaxed the purchasing 
restrictions on their online duty-free stores. 
Amore Pacific, which previously restricted one 
person from buying more than three identical 
cosmetics, now allows customers to buy up to 
five identical products. Market analysts 
predicted that Amore Pacific would relax its 
purchasing restrictions, since the Chinese 
government imposed economic sanctions 
against South Korea, in response to the Korean 
government’s decision regarding the 
installation of THAAD (Terminal High Altitude 
Area Defense), an anti-missile system… Before 
Amore Pacific loosened its purchasing 
restrictions, LG Household & Healthcare 
increased the number of cosmetics that 
customers can purchase at one time from 
three to ten. 
 
Source: www.sedaily.com/NewsView/1OFX5QI0VA 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T03 
 

10 
 

The growth of Chinese daigou agents in 
Korea and their business operations. 

 

Have you heard of ‘daigou’, the VIPs of 
Korean department stores?... Chinese 
expatriates in South Korea are rapidly 
engaging in daigou work. They buy Korean 
cosmetics from local stores and send the 
purchased items to their customers on 
mainland China… They receive 10 per cent 
commission fees for every order. Even after 
paying for delivery fees and customs duties, 
the products are 30 per cent cheaper than 
the identical ones available on mainland 
China. Delivery times are short because 
daigou agents use the EMS (Express Mail 
Service) of Korea Post. 
 
Source: 
http://www.mt.co.kr/view/mtview.php?type=1&no
=2014073015152321507&outlink=1 
20140731 
 

T04 8 Daigou agents illegally export twice as 
many Korean cosmetics as Korean 
cosmetics firms legally export to China. 

The Korean cosmetics industry has 
analysed that daigou enterprises illegally 
export twice as many Korean cosmetics as 
Korean cosmetics firms legally export to 
China. 
 
Source: 
http://www.beautyhankook.com/news/articleVie
w.html?idxno=31818 
20150123 
 

T05 8 Deceitful tactics used by daigou agents. I (the reporter) tried to buy a cosmetic 
product from one wholesaling store in 
Seoul, South Korea… The staff member 
asked me, ‘Are you Korean?’ and said, ‘Here 
is a cosmetics wholesaler for only Chinese. 
We don’t sell to Korean’... The reason behind 
the emergence of such Chinese-only 
wholesaling stores is because more and 
more Chinese students studying in South 
Korea have started doing daigou business. 
 
Source: 
http://beautyhankook.wowtv.co.kr/news/articleVi
ew.html?idxno=36079 
20150508 
  

 
 
 
 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T05 
 

8 
 

Deceitful tactics used by daigou agents. 
 

Some online sellers keep selling the duty-
free exclusive ginseng products of the 
Korea Ginseng Corp… Daigou enterprises 
contribute to 60 per cent of sales that the 
Korea Ginseng Corp creates from its duty-
free stores. As daigou enterprises are the 
largest customers of the Korea Ginseng 
Corp, the firm turns a blind eye to daigou 
enterprises re-selling the duty-free ginseng 
products. 
 
Source: 
http://biz.newdaily.co.kr/news/article.html?no=10
13586620170706 
  

T06 59 The impact that daigou agents have on 
Korean cosmetics firms. 

As the demand for Korean cosmetics is 
growing at a dramatic rate in China, one 
may anticipate that the Korean cosmetics 
industry will see a sales growth during the 
Chinese New Year (a week-long festival in 
which many Chinese people visit South 
Korea for holidays in recent years). 
However, the Korean cosmetics industry 
believes that it would lose sales in this 
period… [This is because] daigou agents go 
back to China in the Chinese New Year. 
 
Source: 
http://www.beautyhankook.com/news/articleVie
w.html?idxno=3222120150204 
 
Many Chinese customers have wanted to 
buy Korean cosmetics through daigou 
agents. As such, Korean entrepreneurs have 
increasingly established cosmetics 
businesses in anticipation of easily making 
a fortune. 
 
Source: 
http://news.naver.com/main/read.nhn?mode=LSD
&mid=sec&sid1=101&oid=011&aid=0002791311 
20160121 

 
It’sSkin, a Korean cosmetics company, 
made sales through the purchase and re-
sale of daigou enterprises, instead of 
operating stores in China… It’sSkin achieved 
around four times more revenue growth 
than in the previous year. 
 
Source: 
http://www.mt.co.kr/view/mtview.php?type=1&no
=2015071213523476530&outlink=120150713  
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T07 
 

19 
 

Some Korean cosmetics firms actively 
rely on daigou agents to sell their 
products to consumers on mainland 
China. 

 

The Chinese government has tightened 
the regulations relating to daigou work. 
Korean cosmetics firms, which have 
relied heavily on daigou enterprises in 
distributing cosmetics to mainland 
China, have lost the crucial sales channel 
to China. Many Korean cosmetics firms 
exported cosmetics to China using illegal 
means (i.e. daigou enterprises), instead of 
receiving approval from the China Food 
and Drug Administration (CFDA). 
 
Source: 
http://beautyhankook.wowtv.co.kr/news/
articleView.html?idxno=39798 
20150724 
 
While Korean cosmetics are becoming 
very popular in China, many Korean 
cosmetics firms have ironically failed to 
receive approval from the China Food 
and Drug Administration (CFDA) when 
trying to export cosmetics. As such, 
daigou enterprises source and distribute 
Korean cosmetics in China in an illegal 
manner. 
 
Source: 
http://www.beautyhankook.com/news/ar
ticleView.html?idxno=33542 
20150315 
 

T08 2 An outbreak of Middle East respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus in Korea: its 
impact on Korean cosmetics firms. 

Korean cosmetics firms were hard hit by 
an outbreak of Middle East respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus in South Korea… 
The sales of firms in the second half 
depend on whether Chinese tourists 
come back to Korea and whether the 
Chinese government relaxes the 
regulations around daigou work. 
 
Source: 
http://view.asiae.co.kr/news/view.htm?id
xno=2015071608590020968 
20150716 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 

 
T09 

 
17 

 
Korean cosmetics industry trends. 

 
The Korean cosmetics industry became the 
second largest exporter to China in 2015… 
Some cosmetics that daigou enterprises sold 
on Taobao (Chinese version of Ebay) turned out 
to be problematic in terms of quality. 
 
Source: 
http://bntnews.hankyung.com/apps/news?pop
up=0&nid=03&c1=03&c2=03&c3=00&nkey=20151
2020204193&mode=sub_view 
20151202 
 
As the Chinese government tightened the 
regulations relating to the import of cosmetics, 
an illegal distribution channel, called ‘daigou’, 
was blocked. 
 
Source: 
http://beautyhankook.wowtv.co.kr/news/articl
eView.html?idxno=39645 
20150722 
  

T10 6 Differentiation strategies used by daigou 
enterprises to attain competitive advantage. 

Chinese students studying in Korea have 
increasingly shared their daily life in Korea 
and know-how about making up via video-
sharing websites. In doing so, they sell Korean 
cosmetics to their Chinese followers. This can 
be seen as the legalization of daigou business. 
 
Source: 
http://www.econovill.com/news/articleView.ht
ml?idxno=26610620151012 
 

T11 3 Difficulties and significance of receiving 
approval from China Food and Drug 
Administration (CFDA) to Korean cosmetics 
firms. 

It’sSkin, a Korean cosmetics company, made 63 
per cent of sales through ‘indirect export’ to 
China (i.e. the purchase and re-sale of daigou 
enterprises), whereas the firm produced only 
2–3 per cent of sales via normal legal exports 
to China. It’sSkin struggled to gain the 
approval of its cosmetics from the China Food 
and Drug Administration (CFDA). [All imported 
cosmetics can be sold in the Chinese market 
only after they have gained a Hygiene License 
or Record-keeping Certificate for imported 
cosmetics issued by CFDA. However, the firms 
find it difficult to obtain the certificate.]… Small 
and medium-sized enterprises in Korea are 
rushing to obtain the certificate for imported 
cosmetics issued by the CFDA. 
 
Source: 
http://www.mt.co.kr/view/mtview.php?type=1
&no=2016032211410823240&outlink=120160323 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 

Topics Counts Topic Descriptions Key Passage of Representative Articles 
 

T12 
 

3 
 

Korean government’s regulatory changes: 
its impact on Korean cosmetics firms and 
daigou agents. 

 

The Korea Customs service has decided to 
place limits on the number of cosmetics 
that customers can buy from duty-free 
stores… One industry official said, ‘Those 
who purchase cosmetics in bulk from duty-
free stores are generally daigou enterprises. 
They destroy the market by re-selling the 
purchased cosmetics at cheaper prices than 
those available on the regular channels’. 
 
Source: 
http://www.asiatoday.co.kr/view.php?key=2
0160802010001054 
20160802 
 

T13 1 A Korean government’s decision on the 
deployment of Terminal High Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD): its impact on Chinese 
daigou agents. 

After the Korean government decided to 
deploy Terminal High Altitude Area Defense 
(THAAD), anti-Korean sentiment spread in 
China… One daigou agent, who had sold 
Korean cosmetics, referred to herself as a 
‘patriot’ and has said on social media that 
she will not deal with Korean products any 
more. 
 
Source: 
http://nownews.seoul.co.kr/news/newsVie
w.php?id=20170304601003&wlog_tag3=nave
r 
 

T14 1 Some Korean cosmetics firms put limits on 
duty-free purchases: its impact on daigou 
agents. 

Mr Seo, the chairman of Amore Pacific, 
made a brave decision to protect the brand 
value… Amore Pacific decided to place 
limits on the number of duty-free 
purchases… Amore Pacific’s sales from the 
duty-free channel comprised 20 per cent of 
domestic customers and 80 per cent of 
foreign customers. Within the foreign 
customers, Chinese people took over 70 per 
cent. The problem was that many among 
the Chinese customers were daigou agents 
who re-sold the purchased products at three 
to four times higher prices. 
 
Source: 
http://view.asiae.co.kr/news/view.htm?idxn
o=2016031810185783858 
20160318 

Total 421 - - 
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C. News Articles from the Western media 
 
While this study explored the focused setting of cosmetics industry in South Korea between 2013 
and 2017, daigou enterprises had relationships with numerous firms across different industries 
and countries. As such, I collected some news articles published in Western media to confirm 
whether my findings repeated beyond the research setting. Here I present key passages of three 
representative articles. 
 
C-1. Shopping in Australia, while in China (BBC, 2016) 
 
Rika has worked part-time for the past two years as a daigou, a freelance retail consultant. She 
is glued to her phone and tablet, using the messaging app WeChat to build a network of 300 
clients who aren't afraid to pay premium prices for trustworthy Australian goods. ‘In the 
beginning I just had my friends and my aunty to buy baby formula or unique brands from 
Australia, like Ugg boots. Then I wanted to build a platform to show more products to them,’ she 
told the BBC. ‘I don't want just to earn money, I want to provide products to my friends.’… In 
Australia, it's estimated there are 40,000 daigou, which means "on behalf of" in Mandarin. The 
online shopping agents are almost exclusively from mainland China, and are young migrants or 
international students looking for flexible ways to help cover their rent and university fees… 
Earlier this year, Beijing tightened regulations on cross-border online shopping, but there is still 
money to be made, especially in baby milk formula, known as ‘white gold’. In 2008, at least half 
a dozen children died and as many as 300,000 fell ill in China after consuming milk products 
contaminated by melamine, a chemical used in plastics and adhesives. Since then, imported 
milk has become highly prized by sections of China's affluent and health-conscious middle 
classes. ‘Everyone cannot buy the good quality or the reliable formula in China, so they want to 
buy from Australia. Maybe it is more expensive, they don't care [about] the price but they do care 
about the quality,’ Rika explains. At the height of a boom last year in demand in China for milk 
formula, a buying surge from daigou attracted criticism in sections of the Australian media for 
leaving domestic shoppers empty-handed… Daigou came to prominence in Europe by shipping 
luxury goods such as Gucci handbags to China. In Australia, the trade revolves around everyday 
items including food, beauty products, wine and clothes… Consultants often livestream their 
visits to supermarkets and chemists to prove the authenticity of the goods they send. It is an 
industry founded on trust… These freelance exporters have created thousands of trading routes 
both small and big into China, a market that can be almost impenetrable for some Australian 
companies, and others from New Zealand. Increasingly firms are collaborating with specialist 
consultants to harness their contacts and expertise. 
 
Source: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37584730 
 
C-2. On the floor with the daigou, China’s overseas shoppers (Financial Times, 2016) 
 
At Harrods, one of London’s most upmarket department stores, Chunmei Pei, a twenty-
something Chinese woman dressed in Stella McCartney platform brogues, tight jeans and a 
black Chanel backpack, walks around the shop floor. She is glued to her iPhone, juggling half a 
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dozen WeChat messages with her clients. Ms Pei is a professional daigou: an overseas shopper 
who buys luxury items like watches, jewellery, clothes and cosmetics for mainland Chinese. 
Today one of her buyers is considering an £860 Dior “Diorosphère” chain necklace with a gold 
finish, while another wants a £1,500 Céline bag. Most luxury stores do not allow photos or videos 
of the products for fear of counterfeiters, so Ms Pei is constantly updating her clients on the 
price, colour and product details with calls and live messaging. The chatting is endless and all 
part of the service. She spends at least 20 minutes at Céline while they search for a different 
colour of the bag and the buyer dithers. Once she gives the go-ahead for the purchase, Ms Pei 
arranges the sales-tax exemption, buys it on her card, packages it up and posts it. She does this 
for a fee she will not disclose, although daigou commonly charge commission of 5 to 15 per cent… 
To stem this grey market and increase domestic spending, Beijing has raised import taxes on 
postal items and goods brought in by air passengers worth more than Rmb5,000 ($751); that 
includes a doubling of the tariff on luxury watches to 60 per cent. Customs inspections have 
been enhanced to target personal shoppers flying in with goods to sell on for a commission. On 
the incentive side, it is possible to access overseas websites in certain free-trade zones where 
taxes are low, such as Shanghai’s, and to purchase goods in local currency and expect speedy 
delivery. Prices of luxury goods in mainland China have tended to be higher than abroad, but 
this is now changing. In March 2015, Chanel responded to the euro’s weakness against the 
renminbi by cutting prices in Asia. This global pricing alignment spawned similar measures at 
Cartier, TAG Heuer and Patek Philippe. But brand experts say prices in China are on average still 
about 40 per cent more expensive, thanks to import taxes and the local cost of business, and this 
is what fuels business abroad… ‘For the brand owners, this has significant implications, as the 
relationship has shifted from business-to-consumer to business-to-business,’ says Rebecca 
Robins, a director at Interbrand and co-author of the book Meta-luxury, considering the daigou 
as a businessperson. This makes it harder for a brand to build a relationship with the end-
consumer, ‘and that’s a real concern for brands who are facing the realities of single-digit growth 
and a rising consumer who already has no interest in loyalty.’ One benefit the daigou can add to 
any price advantage is trust, according to Sage Brennan, co-founder of China Luxury Advisors. 
‘People trust the internet and connections they make that are verifiable. Many times these 
daigou purchases have photos of actual receipts from Harrods,’ Mr Brennan says. 'Trust is a 
challenging aspect of Chinese life… People will jump into those voids. It’s not going away’. 
 
Source: 
https://www.ft.com/content/0e0c6a36-330c-11e6-bda0-04585c31b153 
 
C-3. China Craves Foreign Goods (The New York Times, 2017) 
 
Zhang Yuan’s business started with favors for relatives: an aunt who wanted baby formula, a 
cousin looking for Ugg boots. She was a college student here in Australia, and every dollar helped, 
so she mailed the items back to China and charged a bit of a commission. But then, through word 
of mouth, her business just kept growing. Between classes, she would shop for whatever was 
popular that week: vitamins, brand-name jewelry, a fake erectile dysfunction drug called 
Kangaroo Essence. And when she could not find a more lucrative job after graduation, she stayed 
in Melbourne and in the booming gray market for selling Australian goods to Chinese consumers. 
Her business now employs two buyers, two packers and two people in customer service, with 
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offices in Melbourne and Hangzhou, her hometown in eastern China. Taking orders online, she 
sells mainly to health-conscious and well-to-do women and says she makes more than $300,000 
a year… The students, who call themselves daigou, or purchasing agents, are highly attuned to 
Chinese tastes and move quickly, sometimes creating spikes in demand in Australia and 
clearing out stores of specific products before shopkeepers know what hit them. Some analysts 
estimate that daigou sent as much as $600 million in Australian products to China last year. But 
their success has also drawn scrutiny, with officials in both China and Australia examining 
whether they are paying required taxes and complying with other regulations… Peter Cai, a 
fellow at the Lowy Institute, a think tank in Sydney, said the students had become a powerful 
force helping Australian products break into China. ‘Just through the daigou’s own personal 
networks, they enable a new market for a small- and medium-sized business in Australia,’ he 
said. ‘I think we’re almost entering a new phase of the China-Australia economic relationship’ 
requiring greater understanding of the Chinese market, he added, and the students provide that 
understanding. Chinese purchasing agents first appeared in Europe, buying and shipping luxury 
goods like handbags for China’s growing middle class. But the trade has shifted to Australia in 
recent years as the Chinese student population in Australia has expanded and consumers in 
China have grown more anxious about food and product safety… Chinese students in Australia 
say as many as eight in 10 of them are involved in the daigou business. Some are just trying to 
make ends meet with occasional sales. Others have managed to build significant export 
businesses. They mail their products to customers in China or ship them to Hong Kong, where 
traders can carry them across the border to avoid mainland tariffs. 
 
Source: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/02/world/australia/china-students-daigou.html 
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APPENDIX 4. THE USE OF ETHNO PROGRAM 

 
 
As described in Chapter Four, this work’s unit of analysis represents the ‘complex’ interplay of 
‘multiple’ actors ‘over time’. Accordingly, orderly patterns and sequences were not easily 
identifiable on a mere reasoning basis. To deal with such messiness, I used event structure 
analysis (ESA), the analytical tool known to assist in clarifying the logical relations of actions. 
The medium for performing ESA was a computer program called ETHNO. Here I present how I 
used the ETHNO program. 
 

First, while reading the interview transcripts, I assembled the list of ‘activities’ enacted by 
daigou enterprises and cosmetics firms. Table 1 outlines the final list of 46 activity categories. 
 
 

Table 1. The final list of 46 activity categories 
 

Activity Categories (Abbreviation) Descriptions 
 

Noticing 
 

Firm members noticing irregular transactions of 
daigou enterprises 
 

Struggling with data collection Firm members struggling with collecting daigou-
related data 
 

Piecemeal investigation Firm members conducting piecemeal investigations 
of daigou operations 
 

Guesstimating Firm members guesstimating the purchasing 
volumes of daigou enterprises as a whole 
 

Relying on past experience Firm members likening daigou issues to past similar 
experiences 
 

Multi. interpretations Both internal and external stakeholders producing a 
diverse interpretation of issues and arguments 
regarding what should be done 
 

Leaving multi. interpretations Firm members leaving multiple interpretations of 
daigou enterprises inconsistent 
 

Seeking the right actions Firm members contemplating their identities and 
the ‘right’ actions 
 

Cherishing brand Firm members feeling daigou enterprises are 
unfavourable to brand values 
 

Monitoring purchases Firm members monitoring irregular purchases 
seemingly made by daigou enterprises 
 

Monitoring external Firm members monitoring external stakeholders’ 
sales 
 

Struggling with monitoring ext. Firm members struggling with controlling external 
stakeholders 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Activity Categories (Abbreviation) Descriptions 
 

D. going to official stores 
 

Daigou enterprises going to official retail stores 
 

D. taking pictures Daigou enterprises taking pictures of firms’ goods 
and advertising them 
 

D. joining membership Daigou enterprises joining firms’ membership 
programmes as common customers 
 

D. receiving membership benefits Daigou enterprises receiving membership benefits 
 

D. purchasing Daigou enterprises purchasing goods from firms’ 
official retail stores as common retail customers 
 

F. unexpected transactions Firm members engaging in unexpected and 
unprepared transactions with daigou enterprises 
 

F. photo restriction Sales staff restricting daigou enterprises from taking 
pictures of goods 
 

F. payment restriction Sales staff placing limits on payment methods 
 

F. purchase restriction Sales staff placing limits on the amount of 
purchasing that can be done 
 

D. deception Daigou enterprises using deception to purchase 
goods in bulk 
 

D. buying from multi. stores Daigou enterprises meeting the amount of goods 
needed by purchasing from multiple stores of firms 
 

D. joining travel agent Daigou enterprises joining travel agent groups’ 
cashback reward programmes when buying firms’ 
goods from duty-free stores 
 

D. buying from ext. Daigou enterprises purchasing goods in bulk from 
external stakeholders 
 

D. relation with ext. Daigou enterprises building relationships with 
external stakeholders of firms 
 

D. and ext. sharing info. External stakeholders sharing information with 
daigou enterprises 
 

D. and ext. colluding Daigou enterprises and external stakeholders 
colluding to trade in bulk 
 

F. relaxing restrictions Sales staff relaxing restrictions on daigou 
enterprises’ practices when purchasing goods 
 

F. turning to D. Sales staff turning to daigou enterprises to increase 
sales 
 

F. offering benefits to D. Sales staff offering greater benefits (e.g. higher price 
mark-down and more free samples) 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 

Activity Categories (Abbreviation) Descriptions 
 

F. acquiescing 
 

Sales staff acquiescing with daigou trades to resolve 
immediate problems 
 

Living in Chinese-dense locations Daigou enterprises living in Chinese-dense locations 
in Korea 
 

Good deeds for friends Daigou enterprises providing good deeds for their 
acquaintances 
 

Choosing brands to re-sell Daigou enterprises choosing certain firms’ brands to 
re-sell 
 

Friendship-based paid services Daigou enterprises establishing an unregistered 
business or becoming self-employed to provide paid 
services to their acquaintances and friends of 
friends 
 

Advertising Daigou enterprises advertising cosmetics products 
and/or spreading information that is potentially 
harmful to cosmetics firms and/or customers 
 

Advising customers Daigou enterprises advising customers about firms’ 
goods 
 

Confirming authenticity Daigou enterprises confirming the authenticity of 
goods to customers 
 

Receiving orders Daigou enterprises receiving customer orders via 
social media 
 

Selling Daigou enterprises selling identical goods at lower or 
higher price than cosmetics firms 
 

Shipping to China Daigou enterprises shipping goods back to mainland 
China through formal logistics companies 
 

Expanding networks Daigou enterprises expanding their networks 
through other daigou enterprises or daigou-related 
actors 
 

Learning from D. Daigou enterprises learning from other daigou 
enterprises 
 

Purchasing from D. Daigou enterprises purchasing goods from Chinese 
cosmetics wholesalers based in Korea 
 

Illegal shipping Daigou enterprises shipping goods back to mainland 
China through informal logistics companies 
 

 
 

Second, as the ETHNO program required time-ordered data, I arranged the list of activities in 
chronological order. It should be noted that, at this stage, the list of activities was roughly sorted 
at best. I then entered all the activity categories into the program. As seen in Figure 1, the activity 
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categories that were entered appeared on the left side of the program. 
 

Figure 1. Step 1 of ETHNO use 
 

 
 
 

Third, once I had entered these categories on ETHNO, the software program asked a series of 
questions about how each activity related to previously entered activities. Specifically, the 
program required me to decide which prior activities were prerequisites for the last activity 
entered. For example, the program asked, ‘Does (A) require (B) or a similar action?’, until all the 
categories entered had been sequentially ordered. The questions continued until ETHNO had 
established the full structure of relationships between activities. At the same time, the program 
showed the developmental process of the relationship structure (see Figure 2). 
 
 

Figure 2. Step 2 of ETHNO use 
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Fourth, once the questioning was complete, ETHNO produced a graphical model representing 
the logical connections between all the activities. Figure 3 presents the part of the graphical 
display that the program produced for this work. 
 
 

Figure 3. Final output of ETHNO use 
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APPENDIX 5. ADDITIONAL LITERATURE REVIEW: PART OF THE ABDUCTIVE 
REASONING PROCESS 

 

 

As described in Chapter Four, I used the abductive reasoning process to come up with the best 
provisional explanation for the phenomenon under study. The abductive reasoning process 
required me to pay attention to ‘surprises’ and ‘ignorance’, which emerged during data collection 
and data analysis. Notably, the surprises and ignorance did not arise only once; they emerged in 
multiple instances when I, for example, collected or analysed data. Indeed, my research journey 
was not so much a linear and planned progress as a messy and back-and-forth process. To 
address various surprises and ignorance, I consulted multiple theoretical ideas rather than 
relying on a single theory. In doing so, some theories turned out to be less relevant to my 
resulting findings. However, all the extant literature and theories that I looked at were equally 
important, in that each of them assisted in forming provisional conjectures, guiding additional 
data to be collected and interpreting data from a better perspective. Despite the importance of 
‘less relevant’ literature and theories, I chose to present them here rather than in the main body 
of the thesis, in order to keep this study concise. 
 
 

A. Intermediation Theory 
 
An intermediary is defined as ‘an economic agent that purchases from suppliers for resale to 
buyers or that helps buyers and sellers meet and transact’ (Spulber, 1996: 135). The emergence of 
e-commerce has challenged the role of intermediary as an agent and broker. This is because the 
electronic brokerage effect, which refers to the benefits of electronic tools in matching buyers 
and sellers, threatens intermediaries who previously matched buyers and sellers (Chircu & 
Kauffman, 1999a; Hess & Kemerer, 1994). Bakos (1991) argues that a major impact of e-commerce 
is that it reduces the search costs that consumers should pay to obtain information concerned 
with prices, products and services. This reduction ‘results in direct efficiency gains from 
reduced intermediation costs and indirect but possibly larger gains in allocational efficiency 
from better-informed buyers’ (Bakos, 1991: 1). 

 
On the other hand, some researchers have discussed that intermediaries have new roles in 

serving customer needs, such as aggregating, matching suppliers and customers, providing 
trust, and providing inter-organizational market information (Bailey & Bakos, 1997). In the same 
token, Lucking-Reiley and Spulber (2001: 59) argue that ‘lower transactions costs do not 
necessarily mean fewer intermediaries. If B2B e-commerce encourages outsourcing to replace 
some transactions previously internal to the firm, or if… Firms can employ specialized 
intermediaries to avoid inefficient one-on-one direct meetings between companies and their 
suppliers, the end result would be a greater number of intermediaries’.  

 
In the context of virtual markets, which refer to ‘settings in which business transactions are 

conducted via open networks based on the fixed and wireless Internet infrastructure’ (Amit & 
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Zott, 2001: 495), it has been argued that an intermediary can create value by assembling, bundling 
or unbundling the products and services gained from different firms (Bhatt & Emdad, 2001). For 
example, in their study of the news industry, which was becoming digitalized, Aguila-Obra and 
colleagues (2007) suggested that, what they labelled as a web content aggregator makes a profit 
through aggregating and providing third-party content to other firms and end-users. Moreover, 
intermediaries can play an important role in mixing and matching the needs of different 
customers, and customizing the products (Bhatt & Emdad, 2001). For example, aggregating 
customer demand statistics, USAA enabled customers to get discount prices through bulk 
purchases. “USAA does not actually manufacture anything. Rather, it is a trusted intermediary 
between demand it senses and the supply it sources” (Rayport & Sviokla, 1995: 81). Intermediaries 
also have the ability to reduce the risks of adverse selection resulting from asymmetric 
information (Spulber, 1999), and to provide transparent and credible commitments, thereby 
reducing bargaining costs (Schelling, 1960). Notably, there might be a possibility of 
disintermediation as well because of decentralized exchange in which consumers transact with 
sellers directly in order to avoid intermediation costs (Bohné, 2011; Garicano & Kaplan, 2001). 
However, not only disintermediation, but also ‘reintermediation’ can appear in virtual markets. 
According to Chircu and Kauffman (1999b: 4), firms try to create value ‘by delivering something 
that has not been available before… Their next logical strategic step is to disintermediate 
traditional middlemen, if they exist, and capture broader market share… Traditional 
intermediaries fight back… moving to reintermediate themselves in their marketplace’. 

 
It is worth noting that the phenomenon under examination (i.e. the interorganizational 

relationships between formal economy firms and daigou enterprises) takes place in the ‘cross-
border’ virtual markets. In other words, firms, intermediaries and customers, which together 
comprise the virtual markets, are likely to be placed in different geographical locations, unlike 
domestic, virtual markets. As such, the role of an intermediary in this context may differ from 
the domestic virtual markets, which have been the major context of intermediation studies. 
Cross-border virtual markets are at an early stage and thus have some transactional, operational 
and cultural challenges. Until recently, many virtual storefronts have not been accessible to 
foreign online consumers, as the firms provide only their own language on their websites (Bin & 
Sun, 2003; Robbins & Stylianou, 2003). Furthermore, many firms have only accepted credit cards 
issued in their own country or delivered items within their national border. Consumers look for 
certain qualities in sellers (e.g. competency, integrity) because perceptions about seller 
attributes influence buyers’ trust (Koh, Fichman, & Kraut, 2012). However, identifying 
information related to seller quality is relatively more difficult in cross-border virtual markets 
than in domestic ones, perhaps as a result of linguistic and cultural barriers. Some newly 
appeared intermediaries have made a profit by filling a product or service gap that no traditional 
virtual market players have been interested in. For example, Wizwid, a Korea-based online 
retailer, purchase goods from an overseas online store as a proxy for consumers who are not 
capable of completing such transaction themselves, mainly because of difficulties in language 
and payment.  

 
Daigou enterprises may be understood as an intermediary ‘that purchases from suppliers for 

resale to buyers or that helps buyers and sellers meet and transact’ (Spulber, 1996: 135). 
Furthermore, just as the intermediaries are playing out in the virtual markets, daigou enterprises 
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make profits by assembling, bundling or unbundling the products and services acquired from 
firms within the formal economy (Bhatt & Emdad, 2001). In addition, daigou enterprises resemble 
emerging intermediaries in ‘cross-border’ virtual markets, which resolve the difficulties that 
consumers face during cross-border online shopping. However, the conception of the 
intermediary explored in the literature on intermediation presupposes that intermediaries gain 
legitimacy and permission from both firms (or suppliers/manufacturers/copyright holders) and 
consumers. In contrast, daigou enterprises fail to acquire legitimacy and permission from firms. 
As such, the theoretical insights that intermediation theories provide do not precisely fit the 
phenomenon under study.  
 
 

B. Literature on Parallel Import (Grey Market) 
 
Parallel importers (or grey marketers) are ‘unauthorized’ intermediaries selling the genuine 
products of firms (or manufacturers) more cheaply than the list prices (Antia, Bergen, & Dutta, 
2004; Bucklin, 1993). Parallel imports (or grey market goods) prevail; they are easily accessible 
from established chain stores (e.g. Kmart and Tesco), as well as well-known online platforms 
such as Amazon and Taobao (Berman & Dong, 2016; Bucklin, 1993). 
 

Parallel importers may acquire and distribute the genuine products of firms, to the complete 
ignorance of the producers or the ‘implicit’ agreement with the firms. In any case, it brings into 
question how firms control and coordinate transactions with parallel importers. If the purchase 
and re-sale of products are carried out by parallel importers without the agreement of firms, 
businesses need to control those unintended transactions. If firms implicitly allow parallel 
importers to distribute the products of firms, effective coordination mechanisms are needed. 
Understood as such, as with any type of interorganizational relationship, when firms engage in 
transactions with parallel importers, it is likely that firms will establish governance 
mechanisms to coordinate the resource allocation and to safeguard the systematic share of 
benefits arising from transactions (Todeva & Knoke, 2005).  

 
The relationships between firms and parallel importers may be positioned on a continuum, 

where market-mediated relationships lie at one end and hierarchical relationships are 
positioned at the other. For example, the price mechanism may surface when firms transact 
with parallel importers, as in market relationships (Powell, 1987). Indeed, parallel importers 
generally take advantage of international price differentials for identical products. If a branded 
product does not offer any price advantage, parallel imporers rarely deal with the product. 
However, it should be noted that parallel importers continue to flourish by free-riding on firms’ 
resources such as the brand equity, promotional efforts and various assets concerned with 
customer support (Cespedes, Corey, & Rangan, 1988; Lim, Lee, & Tan, 2001). Rarely does such 
resource exploitation take place in market relationships. The relationships between firms and 
parallel importers may represent hybrid forms that combine market and bureaucratic (or 
hierarchical) elements (e.g. Haugland, 1999; Joskow, 2008; Olk, 1999; Todeva & Knoke, 2005). The 
beneficial outcomes that parallel importers create denote a similarity between cooperative 
partnerships and the relationships between firms and parallel importers. For example, firms 
involved in transactions with parallel importers often experience sales increases (Myers, 1999), 
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market development (Duhan & Sheffet, 1988) and the effective circumvention of government 
regulations (Antia et al., 2004). Such positive outcomes are the same as those that firms achieve 
by entering cooperative partnerships (e.g. Contractor & Lorange, 1988). However, in contrast to 
cooperative partnerships, the relationships between firms and parallel importers have no 
safeguard that prevents each party from conducting harmful behaviours. In addition, the free-
riding of one party barely appears in long-term partnerships.  
 
 

Table 1. Beneficial and Detrimental Effects of Parallel Importers 
 

Beneficial Effects of Parallel Importers Detrimental Effects of Parallel Importers 
 

[a] Grey markets are beneficial if they reach 
previously untapped markets… Grey markets may 
also reveal the existence of new markets. Cell phone 
manufacturers competing in Malaysia, for example, 
discovered 
a buying segment willing to pay premium prices for 
the latest cell phone gadgetry. 
 

 

[a] Instead of being the sole distributor or one of a 
select few establishments carrying a product, the 
authorized distributor becomes merely one of many 
sources. The result is a drastic drop in margins as 
multiple outlets compete for the same customer. 
What follows quickly thereafter is only to be expected: 
loud complaints from authorized distributors. 
 

[b] Grey markets are beneficial if they allow suppliers 
to overcome supply constraints and shortages. For 
example, IBM Corp. relied on the unauthorized 
channels in China to get around government 
regulations requiring the participation of local 
companies. Rather than make the large investments 
needed to forge partnerships with local distributors, 
IBM turned a blind eye to a flood of grey market 
imports from Hong Kong. 
 

[b] What if a manufacturer ignores or, worse yet, 
dismisses its authorized distributors’ complaints?... 
authorized dealers, demoralized by anemic margins 
and manufacturer inaction, start skimping on the 
important services they normally provide — such as 
presale service, consumer education on product 
attributes, salesperson training and so on — in an 
effort to reduce their costs and match grey marketers’ 
prices. 
 

[c] Competitors will often use grey markets if they are 
profitable, and companies that don’t follow suit will 
lose substantial market share, position and power. 
That is exactly what happened to Indian branded 
manufacturers of PCs. 
 
 

[c] Perhaps the biggest cost of grey marketing is its 
impact on the relationships and trust between 
members of the distribution network. When a 
manufacturer has made significant investments in 
authorized channel members or is dependent on one 
or a few partners (or both), grey markets that tear 
apart these relationships can be particularly costly. 
 

[d] It is sometimes difficult to segment a market 
within an existing distribution channel structure. 
Grey markets allow firms to segment their customer 
base more profitably than they could if they used only 
a narrow base of distributors or grappled with the 
channel conflict, customer confusion and brand 
dilution that comes from selling through a 
multichannel network of authorized dealers. 

[d] A manufacturer’s ability to stand behind its 
product is taken for granted. In the case of grey 
marketed goods, however, the manufacturer loses 
control of the product. Prescription drugs, for 
example, are often sold through grey markets near to 
or past their expiration dates. And Motorola Inc. ran 
into trouble in 2000 when 70 of its two-way radios, 
meant for markets in Asia, were sold by an 
unauthorized distributor to the New Jersey Parking 
Authority. The radios were not FCC approved for use 
in the United States, and many of them worked 
improperly or failed altogether. After the parking 
authority complained, Motorola agreed to replace the 
phones, but the damage already had been done to its 
reputation and brand. 
 

Notes. The contents presented here are directly quoted and rearranged from the work of Antia and colleagues 
(2004: 65–67) 
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If the relationships between firms and parallel importers do not fit the typical governance 
structures (i.e. market, hierarchy and hybrid), how can firms manage the activities of parallel 
importers? This is not a negligible issue because parallel importers exert both beneficial and 
detrimental effects on firms (see Table 1). The detrimental effects that parallel importers have 
on firms suggest that firms will implement antagonistic strategies in response to the actions of 
parallel importers (Berman & Dong, 2016; Lee, Lim, & Tan, 2000). For example, it has been 
proposed that firms are able to deter grey market activities by coordinating pricing strategies 
(e.g. by employing a one-price-for-all policy) and developing mechanisms for detecting grey 
market incidents at speed (e.g. Antia, Bergen, Dutta, & Fisher, 2006; Assmus & Wiese, 1995; 
Cespedes et al., 1988). However, such prescriptive suggestions are not easily implemented 
because the combatting strategies either increase costs or limit market penetration 
opportunities (Huang, Lee, & Hsiao, 2008). Furthermore, given that information and hard data 
related to the parallel import market (or grey market) are difficult to collect (Antia et al., 2006; 
Cespedes et al., 1988), firms may find it hard to establish detection and monitoring systems. In 
practice, therefore, firms often tolerate – or even make use of – grey market activities, rather 
than trying to terminate them (see, for example, Bergen, Heide, & Dutta, 1998; Cavusgil & Sikora, 
1988; Lee et al., 2000). Beneficial outcomes produced by grey marketers also motivate firms to 
deploy a dual-channel strategy, including both an authorized and a grey market channel (Antia 
et al., 2004). As Antia (2004: 66) and colleagues note, ‘IBM Corp. relied on the unauthorized 
channels in China to get around government regulations requiring the participation of local 
companies’. It can be assumed, therefore, that the relationships between firms and parallel 
importers pass through multiple stages, whereby firms attend to parallel importers in an 
antagonistic, tolerant or dependent fashion. 

 
Daigou enterprises resonate with parallel importers because both are unauthorized actors 

from the viewpoint of firms. Therefore, the existing literature on parallel imports provides a 
starting point to conceptualize how firms deal with daigou enterprises (i.e. firms may deal with 
daigou enterprises in an antagonistic, tolerant or dependent manner). However, this only 
reflects the firms’ views. Indeed, the literature relies primarily on data sources gathered from 
the managers of firms (e.g. Cespedes et al., 1988; Chang, 1993; Huang et al., 2008; Myers, 1999) or 
develops analytical models based on no empirical data (e.g. Bucklin, 1993; Lee et al., 2000; Xiao, 
Palekar, & Liu, 2011). This one-sided analysis prevails perhaps as a result, in part, of the 
difficulties of collecting data on grey market activities (Antia et al., 2004; Bucklin, 1993). In 
addition to this limitation, the extant literature on parallel imports does not address whether or 
not parallel importers operate in the informal economy. As such, the theoretical insights that 
the literature on parallel imports offers do not precisely fit the phenomenon under study. 
 
 

C. Strategic Absence View 
 
Extant strategy research presumes that all organizations have strategies, but this presumption 
is refuted by Inkpen and Choudhury (1995). By defining ‘strategy’ as a series of activities and 
decisions that coalesce into a pattern, Inkpen and Choudhury (1995) suggest that some 
organizations exhibit no pattern in their strategic decisions, and thereby have no strategy. The 
authors (1995: 316–17) argue that the absence of strategy may occur (a) ‘as a failure counterpart 
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to strategy presence’, (b) ‘as a traditional phase in a firm’s life cycle’ and (c) ‘as the result of 
conscious decisions and action (inaction) by management’. The authors place an emphasis on 
the case in which firms intentionally remain strategy-less and claim that the ‘deliberate 
building in of strategy absence’ is carried out to increase flexibility in an organization (Inkpen & 
Choudhury, 1995: 318). Their concept of strategy absence is, therefore, different from emergent 
strategy, ‘where a pattern is realized that was not expressly intended’ (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & 
Lampel, 2009: 12). 
 

While some critiques have challenged the idea that strategy is a property of all organizations 
and cannot be absent (e.g. Bauerschmidt, 1996), the empirical evidence has increasingly 
supported the idea of strategy absence (e.g. John & Mark, 2007). For example, in their study of 
medium and large companies in the Australian information technology industry, John and Mark 
(2007) confirm the existence of firms, which build in strategy absence. Labelled as ‘drifters’, 
these firms ‘focus on getting their product to a minimum reliable standard and often import to 
meet these minimum standards’ (John & Mark, 2007: 51–3). The authors further describe that the 
drifter firms ‘do not focus their efforts in any one area or range of areas, short of the extreme of 
focusing on everything… and [they] have no distinguishing patterns of activities or cogent 
realized strategies’. 

 
At the early stage of my fieldwork, staff members of cosmetics firms commonly remarked 

that they have no strategies in response to the re-sale of daigou enterprises. Furthermore, the 
firms exhibited no patterns in dealing with daigou enterprises (i.e. seemingly random 
implementations of combatting measures and temporary compromising). While these 
observations evoked the concept of strategy absence, as described in Chapters Four and Five, 
the interplay between cosmetics firms and daigou enterprises fits better with the insights of the 
practice approach. 
 
 

D. E-Business Model 
 
Daigou enterprises can be regarded as a type of electronic business (e-businesses), which rely 
heavily on information and communication technologies, such as the Internet and social media. 
Indeed, daigou enterprises interact with their customers through Wechat, the Chinese version 
of Facebook. Mobile payment services are the major means by which daigou enterprises receive 
payments. At the storefront, daigou enterprises take and upload photos of products using 
smartphones. They often inform their customers of their plans to visit stores and, on the day, 
show the products via smartphone video calls in real time. 
 

Research on e-business models, therefore, provides fruitful insights into the understanding 
of daigou enterprises. Here, I outline the literature related to an e-business model typology. Lam 
and Harrison-Walker (2003) provide a typology that classifies e-business models according to 
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two strategic objectives, that is, relational objectives and value-based objectives.30  First, the 
relational objectives dimension classifies e-business models based on the primary 
characteristic of Internet connectivity. Drawing on the connectivity of the Internet, companies 
employ e-business models in order to obtain direct access to customers, to set up networks 
among loosely connected external parties and to provide customers with information about 
their business and its offerings. Second, according to Lam and Harrison-Walker, the value-based 
purposes dimension addresses the question of how e-business models add value to companies. 
The first type in this dimension covers models that help to add monetary benefits to firms, while 
the objective of the second type is to promote customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention – 
things that do not immediately generate a profit..Based on a two-dimensional framework, e-
business models are divided into six types: Internet merchants and portals, virtual product 
differentiation, brokerage/purchase assistance/retail networks, interactive networks, Internet 
promoters and image building. Malone and colleagues (2006; 2003) suggest business model 
archetypes that define four basic business models: (a) creators (who create a product or service 
sold to buyers), (b) distributors (who buy a product and re-sell), (c) brokers (who facilitate sales 
by matching buyers and sellers) and (d) landlords (who sell the right to use, but not own, an 
asset). Luking-Reiley and Spulber (2001) identify four emerging categories of e-commerce 
intermediaries: brokers, auctioneers, dealers and exchanges. The rationale behind this 
classification is the intermediary’s pricing mechanism, and whether or not an intermediary 
takes ownership of goods or services. Brokers match buyers and sellers. Taking a more active 
role in transactions, auctioneers are providing pricing mechanisms. Dealers take ownership of 
goods provided by suppliers and re-sell them to buyers. The fourth category, ‘exchanges’, offer 
services such as trading rules, price transparency and centralized clearing. Some e-business 
models offer and capture value by mediating ‘delivery’ rather than by selling an item directly to 
overseas customers or by re-selling a product. Park (2014) classified types of carrier using a two-
dimensional framework, which comprises partnership intensity and the carrier’s role in sharing 
rewards and risks, thus improving cost-competitiveness and facilitating long-term 
commitment. In the framework, the first type was called a ‘transactional carrier’ with low-level 
partnership intensity and a limited role. A carrier that has an intensive relationship with a 

                                       
30  In addition to the author-suggested typology, Lam and Harrison-Walker (2003) reviewed the extant 
typologies of the e-business model. Notable among such e-business models are as follows:  
 

- Virtual mall (e.g. Amazon): Providers host multiple online merchants on a single site. Work flow begins 
with contracts between providers and online merchants (B2B). A service is monetized via listing and 
referral fees. 

 
- Manufacturer (e.g. Nike online store): Manufacturers of certain products use the Internet to reach buyers 

directly. Work flow begins with contracts between manufacturers and consumers (B2C-initiated). 
Manufacturers make profits through reduced operational costs. Service (or product) charges are paid by 
users (or consumers). 

 

- Manufacturers’ agents (e.g. Expedia): Providers represent more than one seller, such as hotels and 
airlines, to sell specific types of products. Work flow begins with contracts between providers and sellers 
(B2B). Commissions are paid by sellers. 
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supplier, but a limited role, was categorized as a ‘reactive and integrative’ type. A carrier with 
low-level partnership intensity but many roles was classified as a ‘proactive’ type. Finally, the 
fourth type of carrier was the ‘totally integrated’ carrier, with both high-level partnership 
intensity and many carrier roles. 

 
In summary, I consulted multiple theories and bodies of literature to reach the best 

provisional explanation for the phenomenon under study. In this appendix, I presented four 
streams of literature, which I explored in the course of the research, but I did not include this in 
the main body of the thesis. First, intermediation theory explained how and why intermediaries 
survive and grow. Second, research on parallel import (or the grey market) helped me to 
understand how firms (or manufacturers) deal with ‘unauthorized’ intermediaries. Third, the 
strategy absence view provided insights into the question of how and why firms remain 
strategy-less in response to certain issues. Finally, studies of e-business models allowed me to 
trace the historical development and expansion of e-businesses. The subject of each literature, 
in part, assisted in exploring the phenomenon under examination. For example, at the early 
stage of research, I compared daigou enterprises with intermediaries, defined as ‘an economic 
agent that purchases from suppliers for resale to buyers or that helps buyers and sellers meet 
and transact’ (Spulber, 1996: 135). After confirming that case firms commonly employed no 
formal strategies in response to daigou enterprises, I consulted the strategy absence view. 
However, as the research progressed, I confirmed that the four streams of literature presented 
here were less relevant to the phenomenon of interest. For this reason, as described in Chapter 
Four, I relied on other sensitizing concepts (e.g. practical rationality, wayfinding and fragmented 
sense-making) to offer the best-fitting explanation. 
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